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Kurzfassung
Kernfusion gilt als eine der Schlüsseltechnologien um den Grundbedarf an elektrischer Energie
nachhaltig zu decken. Die Fusion, als Energiequelle ohne Emission von Treibhausgasen und
Produktion radioaktiver Abfälle, kommt der Maxime einer sauberen Energiequelle sehr nahe.

Aktuelle Fusionsexperimente, darunter der International Thermonuclear Experimental Re-

actor (ITER), legen den Fokus auf die wissenschaftliche Untersuchung der Plasmaphysik.
Um die Lücke zwischen rein experimentellem Reaktor und ökonomischem Fusionskraftwerk
zu schließen, bedarf es eines Demonstrationsreaktors (DEMO), der die wissenschaftlichen
und technischen Entwicklungen in industrielle Standards überführt. Offizielle Zeitpläne von
EUROfusion sehen derzeitig eine Inbetriebnahme des europäischen DEMO-Reaktors für 2050
vor.

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit der Untersuchung von Hochtemperatursupraleiterkabeln
auf ihre Anwendbarkeit in Toroidalfeldspulen des DEMO-Reaktors. Damit einher gehen die
explizite Beschreibung der Messapparatur zur Untersuchung der Kabelproben, die Verarbeitung
der Hochtemperatursupraleiter während des Herstellungsprozesses und die Vorbereitung der
Kabelproben für die anschließenden Messungen in starken Magnetfeldern bei Lorentzkräften
von mehreren Kilonewton.

Diese Arbeit eröffnet mit einer Einführung in die Thematik der Kernfusion und der techni-
schen Hochtemperatursupraleiter. Besondere Gewichtung finden die bisherige ITER Magnet-
technologie und die technischen Magnetanforderungen an DEMO.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit setzt sich mit der Kabelherstellung, insbesondere dem Weichlöten
von REBCO-Hochtemperatursupraleitern auseinander. Der Verarbeitungsprozess, das verwen-
dete Weichlot und die Serie des REBCO-Supraleiters haben großen Einfluss auf das erzielte
Ergebnis. Verschiedenste Techniken und Ergebnisse wurden erfasst, statistisch evaluiert und
abschließend für ihre weitere Anwendung an den Kabelproben bewertet.

Es folgt eine explizite Beschreibung der Messapparatur zur Untersuchung der Kabelpro-
ben. Diese Apparatur wurde im Rahmen der Arbeit technisch erweitert, um auch Proben mit
besonderes großen Probendurchmessern in Abhängigkeit von Magnetfeld, Temperatur und
Zugspannung untersuchen zu können.

Für die eigentliche Untersuchung werden unterschiedlichste Typen an Hochtemperatursu-
praleiterkabeln herangezogen. Der Probenumfang umfasst zwei Roebel Assembled Coated

Conductors (RACC), drei Stacked Tape Cables (STC), drei Twisted Stacked Tape Cables

(TSTC) und ein Cable on Round Core (CORC). Jedes dieser Kabel wurde bei Temperaturen
von 4.2 K in flüssigem Helium und in einem Hintergrundmagnetfeld von bis zu 12 T getestet.
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Kurzfassung

Insbesondere die beiden RACC-Proben bedurften hierzu einer besonderen Stabilisierung gegen
mechanische Verformung aufgrund von Lorentzkräften. Diese Stabilisierung setzte die Untersu-
chung der Widerstandsfähigkeit der RACC-Proben gegen senkrecht ausgeübten Druck voraus.
Eine STC-Probe und zwei TSTC-Proben wurden darüber hinaus auf ihre Temperaturabhängig-
keit untersucht. Für eine STC-Probe wurde ein irreversibler Zugversuch bei 12 T und 4.2 K
durchgeführt.

Abschließend werden vier mögliche Kabelmodelle auf Grundlage der experimentellen Er-
kenntnisse und theoretischen Anforderungen an aktuelle Toroidalfeldspulen für den DEMO-
Reaktor berechnet und verglichen. Sowohl die Materialzusammensetzung als auch die Zugspan-
nung am Supraleiter haben dabei grundlegenden Einfluss auf die finalen Modelle.
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1 Introduction and motivation
According to the key world energy statistics from 2015 [OI15] by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the International Energy Agency (IEA), the total
world energy consumption in 2013 was 13541 Mtoe [OI15], which corresponds to 1.58×
1014 kWh. The ratio of consumed energy to generate electricity is 18% or 2.85× 1013 kWh.
By-product of the generated energy is the greenhouse gas CO2. Considering fuel combustion,
38×109 tons of CO2 were emitted in 2013 [OI15]. Future estimations predict a world energy
consumption of more than 1.8×1014 kWh for 2040 at best [OI15]. More realistic estimations
on basis of new policies under consideration, exceed the two petawatt hours barrier and predict
a constant CO2 emission of 38×109 tons [OI15].

Such high values demand to consider more environment-friendly energy sources - desirably
most efficient, to keep CO2 to a minimum level. Renewable energies such as wind turbines and
solar power stations are volatile and therefore highly dependent on season, climate, weather and
location. Conventional power stations on basis of fossil fuels can be operated in steady-state,
but then again, with the exception of nuclear fission power stations, are not sustainable. Typical
fossil fuels and their corresponding specific energies are listed in table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Typical fossil fuels and their specific energies. Data from [Smi00, Tou16].

fossil fuel specific energy (MJ/kg) reaction

coal 32 - 35 combustion

gasoline 43.4 combustion

diesel 40.3 combustion

methane / natural gas 45 - 50 combustion

hydrogen 120 fuel cell / combustion

thorium 232 7.9×107 fission

uranium 235 7.9×107 fission

tritium + deuterium 2.8×108 fusion

It is not the fossil itself, but the physical or chemical reaction to access the stored energy,
which decides between an energy output of few megajoules or preferable terajoules per kilogram
invested fuel. The highest energy efficiency levels for conventional power stations are obtained
with fission reactions. A severe uncertainty for fission is the permanent repository of nuclear
waste with half-life between thousands and millions of years. As long as this question is not
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1 Introduction and motivation

answered, fission cannot be considered an ecological solution.

In near future, a potential energy source, which could combine high energy efficiency and
provide baseload power with environmental sustainability, is controlled nuclear fusion. Its fuel
deuterium is virtually unlimited [Cra61], fusion reactions do not produce greenhouse gases,
nuclear fusion reactions are controlled reactions which cannot degenerate into uncontrolled
chain reactions [Wika, Wikb] and, except for the radioactive device structure which is intended
to be fully recyclable after only 100 years, do not produce radioactive nuclear waste.

Today’s most important fusion device is ITER, the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor. Its first plasma ignition is expected in 2025. Parallel to ITER construction, the
European Consortium for the Development of Fusion Energy, EUROfusion, and the European
Joint Undertaking for ITER and the Development of Fusion Energy, Fusion for Energy (F4E),
motivate a first fusion DEMOnstration Power Plant, DEMO, to be operational in 2040 [Rom12].
Most DEMO designs aim for larger plasma volumes and higher plasma aspect ratios than
ITER [FKW+14]. Both requires huge, superconducting magnet coils to confine the plasma
inside a toroidal magnetic field of up to 6.8 T [Kem12] along the centre line. Such technical
challenges cannot be met with former technological standards, but demand technological
innovation.

With the development of second generation (2G) high temperature superconductors (HTS),
often referred to as Rare-Earth-Barium-Copper-Oxide (REBCO) coated conductors, new
possibilities for fusion magnet technology opened up. REBCO coated conductors exhibit a high
mechanical tensile strength, an increased temperature margin and a high engineering current
density. As REBCO superconductors offer a potential application for fusion relevant magnets,
various research groups are presently investigating in different cable concepts for fusion magnet
coils [TCBM12, GGP+14, WFB+16, ADC+15, LGH12].

The main focus of this thesis is the investigation and evaluation of present high temperature
superconductor cable concepts for their applicability in toroidal field coils of the DEMO power
plant according to the DEMO July 2012 design. This includes an explicit description of both
measurement facilities to investigate REBCO tapes and sub-size cable samples, the REBCO
treatment during the manufacturing process and the preparation of each sub-size cable sample
for its in-field measurements.

In chapter 2 fusion technology is introduced and an overview of present fusion experiments
and state-of-the-art fusion devices is given.

REBCO high temperature superconductors are introduced in chapter 3, followed by detailed
specifications on magnet technology of tokamak reactors. Technological standards for ITER are
summarized and design parameters for DEMO on basis of the July 2012 design are explicitly
discussed.

2



1 Introduction and motivation

Important data on soft-soldering of REBCO superconductors, gathered from many publications
and experiments over past years is summarized in chapter 4. As the core process during the
manufacturing of REBCO cables, soft-soldering of cable joints and cable terminations plays an
important role in the development of high temperature superconductor cables for fusion and
non-fusion applications.

A detailed description on the measurement facilities and their upgrade to investigate REBCO
single tapes and sub-size cables in background magnetic fields at different temperatures and
under tensile load is given in chapter 5. Furthermore, this chapter contains information about
the sample preparation and the sample holders for all experiments.

Chapter 6 comprises sample descriptions, sample properties and in-field measurements of all
high current HTS sub-size cable concepts investigated within this thesis. The result for each
sample test is discussed individually and afterwards put in context to the overall investigation.
Special attention is given to the Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (RACC), which is the
only REBCO cable concept with a full strand transposition, as it is used in the Nb3Sn ITER
full-size cable in conduit conductor.

In chapter 7 the experimental results of foregoing sub-size cable investigations are extended
by an evaluation of the most promising cable concepts for the DEMO power plant according to
the DEMO July 2012 design. Detailed extrapolations to the most promising full-size fusion
cables are proposed.

This thesis concludes with chapter 8, a final summary of the main aspects and an outlook on
future developments.
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2 Fusion technology
Ever since Hans Albrecht Bethe claimed fusion to be the power of stars in 1939 [Bet39], on
behalf of which he later received the Nobel price in physics, the idea of controlled fusion
spread world wide. In 1946, George Paget Thomson and Moses Blackman patented the Z-pinch
technique, where electrical current in a plasma induces a magnetic confinement which leads
to a plasma pinch [TB46]. Only four years later, the soviet scientists Andrei Dmitrijewitsch
Sakharov and Igor Jewgenjewitsch Tamm suggest the òîêàìàê (toroidal chamber with magnetic
coils), the first device to confine plasma inside a magnet torus [Azi12]. Almost at the same
time, in 1951, Lyman Spitzer proposes the stellarator, an alternative device to the tokamak,
which shares the idea of confining plasma inside a magnet torus. A decade later, in 1962,
the first tokamak device T3 was put into operation at Kurchatov Institute, Moscow [Deu11].
Peak temperatures of up to 1 keV were measured and published in 1969 [PRF+69]. In the
following years, various tokamak experimental reactors were developed. Since 1983, the
Joint European Torus (JET) with the largest magnetic plasma confinement is operational at
Culham, United Kingdom [RG84]. In 1985, first plasma is reported at the Japan Torus JT-60 at
Naka, Japan [AAA+86]. Tore Supra at Cadarache, France, and the Axially Symmetric Divertor
Experiment (ASDEX) Upgrade, Garching, Germany follow with first plasma in 1988 [GEG+90]
respectively 1991 [Deu11]. Parallel to the tokamak development, the first stellarators are put into
operation. The Wendelstein 7-AS experiment at Garching, Germany, starts in 1988 [HBB+08],
followed by the Large Helical Device (LHD) at Toki, Japan, in 1998 and the Helically Symmetric
Experiment (HSX) at Madison, USA, in 1999 [Deu11]. While JET demonstrates a maximum
fusion power of 16 MW [KT98], Tore Supra holds, with a duration of more than six minutes,
the record for longest plasma period achieved [HMB+04]. More than 200 tokamak experiments
world wide have been performed up to now. A collection on spherical and conventional tokamak
devices and their properties can be found at [Bal15].

Within few decades, tokamak and stellarator became the most popular fusion devices.
Today’s most prominent and largest tokamak is the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER), with 35 countries contributing to its construction at Cadarache, France. It is
handled as the predecessor of the first DEMOnstration power plant (DEMO). The most promin-
ent stellarator, Wendelstein 7-X, at Greifswald, Germany, is operational since 2015 [OKWZ16].
In the following chapter, stellarator and tokamak are introduced with main focus on the magnetic
plasma confinement.
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2 Fusion technology

2.1 Nuclear fusion and plasma confinement

Natural nuclear fusion reactions are stellar reactions. A star’s gravitation is the optimal plasma
confinement, which provides sufficient hydrostatic pressure to keep the plasma ignition alive.
In light stars, such as our sun, the dominant process is the proton-proton chain reaction

1H+1 H → 2H + p++ ν (0.42MeV)
1H+2 H → 3H+γ (5.49MeV)
3H+ 3H → 4He+1 H+1 H (12.86MeV).

The solar temperature of more than 107 K and the hydrostatic pressure of up to 1016 Pa
provide sufficient energy to increase the probability for quantum tunnelling and overcome the
coulomb barrier of the fusing nuclei, visualized in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: With increasing particle energy the probability for quantum tunnelling through the coulomb barrier increases.
After penetrating the coulomb barrier, both nuclei are affected by the strong force and fuse to a larger
nucleus. The difference between the binding energy of the separated and the combined nuclei is released.

As maximum temperature and hydrostatic pressure of a star scale with its mass, larger stars
are even able to fuse heavier elements, such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. However, any
natural fusion chain reaction is limited by the binding energy of the reacting nuclei. Iron and
nickel have the highest binding energies and therefore represent the upper limit of stellar fusion
reactions. The binding energy, depending on the number of nucleons, is shown in figure 2.2.
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2.1 Nuclear fusion and plasma confinement

Figure 2.2: Binding energy depending on the number of nucleons. For iron and nickel the binding energy is maximal.
Compared to any other hydrogen fusion reaction, the deuterium-tritium reaction is the reaction with the
highest energy output and the lowest requirement to reach the Lawson criterion on earth.

Although solar fusion is well understood, it is not feasible to try to adopt solar fusion reactions
to terrestrial applications. The boundary conditions for solar fusion are too difficult to obtain.

Requirement for any fusion reaction to reach the point of ignition is to satisfy the Lawson
criterion [Law57]. For solar proton-proton reactions, the Lawson criterion is primarily reached
by the enormous, solar hydrostatic pressure. For terrestrial fusion reactions, where the plasma
is confined inside magnetic fields, such pressure cannot be reached on large scale. However,
other fusion reactions have lower requirements, such as the deuterium-tritium reaction

2H+3 H→4 He+n (17.6MeV),

which is therefore the optimum candidate for terrestrials fusion applications. Its Lawson
criterion can already be reached for low magneto-hydrostatic pressure and plasma temperatures
of 108 K, its cross-section is much higher than the cross-section of the proton-proton reactions
and its energy yield of 17.6 MeV is very high.

First plasma experiments induced the magnet confinement by a current along a cylindrical
plasma, expressed by Ampère’s circuital law

∇×−→B = µ0 ·
−→
j .

The resulting magnet force
−→
j ×−→B of the induced field and the plasma current pinches the
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2 Fusion technology

plasma and increases the plasma pressure. Unfortunately, such z-pinches are highly unstable.
In order eliminate pinch instabilities it is necessary to add a magnet component in z-direction
of the plasma axis. This is best achieved by confining the plasma inside a helical magnetic
field, as shown in figure 2.3. Additional bending of the helical field into a torus form, defined
by the toroidal radius R0 and the minor radius a, allows for a closed plasma circuit without
the necessity of magnetic mirrors. The helicity of such toroidal magnetic field is defined by
the safety-factor q, which is the number of toroidal transits required to circle one poloidal
transit. Although the bending of the helical field in figure 2.3 would lead to a symmetric
torus, torus symmetry is no requirement for a consistent plasma confinement. While a tokamak
generates a rotationally symmetric plasma torus, a stellarator benefits from its asymmetric
plasma confinement. Yet, both designs are far from being fully developed and each design has
still to face its individual technological challenges.

Figure 2.3: Helical magnetic confinement as superposition of the poloidal field Bθ and the longitudinal field Bz.

2.2 Stellarator

In a stellarator (Latin: stella = star), the poloidal field Bθ is not induced by a plasma current as
in a z-pinch or tokamak, but by various external magnet coils. In the optimum case, the sum of
all coil currents in toroidal direction is zero. Hence, no plasma current is induced. The typical
multipole magnetic field of a stellarator is shown in figure 2.4. Three types of stellarators are
distinguished.
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2.2 Stellarator

• Classic stellarator: the classic stellarator induces its magnetic field by n pairs of helical
conductors with opposite currents which are surrounded by toroidal field coils, that share
the same current direction. As the sum of all toroidal currents is zero, no plasma current
is induced. Figure 2.5 visualizes the magnetic field and the resulting plasma cross-section
of a classic stellarator. Wendelstein 7-A, operated from 1975 to 1985, was one of the first
devices.

• Torsatron/Heliotron: the torsatron, also known as heliotron, consists of n helical conduct-
ors that share the same current direction. Additional planar coils are required to neutralize
the vertical component of the helical field. As the sum of all toroidal currents is different
from zero, a plasma current is induced. Figure 2.5 visualizes the magnetic field and the
resulting plasma cross-section of a torsatron. The most famous torsatron is the Large
Helical Device (LHD) in Japan.

• Modular stellarator: Modules of non-planar magnet coils are connected in series to
induce the multi-polar magnetic field. Each magnet coil design is calculated numerically
and optimized in various iterations, which allows for small coil radii and low operating
currents. As each coil has a closed current loop, the sum of all currents in toroidal
direction is zero and a plasma current is not induced. Figure 2.5 visualizes the magnetic
field and the resulting plasma cross-section of a modular stellarator. The largest and only
optimised modular stellarator is Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) 2.2.

Figure 2.4: Multipole field of a stellarator. Picture from [WWZ10].
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Figure 2.5: Magnet coils of the three different stellarator designs with the corresponding l-times folded magnetic field.
Red arrows mark the current direction. Original plasma shape of the torsatron and the modular stellarator
are taken from [Spo15].
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2.2 Stellarator

Although the calculation of the complicated multipole magnetic field is dependent on su-
percomputers and the magnet structure requires the development and construction of five
different, superconducting toroidal confinement coils with a uniform, bendable and highly
stable superconductor cable, the modular stellarator has two advantages over the tokamak
design:

• As the poloidal field is not induced by a plasma current, but by external magnet coils, the
stellarator can be operated in steady-state mode. For a fusion power station this could
mean continuous power generation over the regular time of operation without the urge to
consider microwave heating or neutral beam injection to drive the plasma current, as it is
required for a non-pulsed, steady-state operated tokamak.

• Plasma currents often go along with a high energetic plasma instability: the plasma
disruptions. The kinetic energy of the plasma is transferred to the blanket and the
collapsing poloidal field induces eddy currents in the vacuum vessel, which again interact
with the remaining magnetic field. This stresses the mechanical structure and can even
result in damage or displacement of the vacuum vessel (vertical displacement events). A
classic or modular stellarator without a net plasma current does not suffer from plasma
disruptions.

Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X)

Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is the most modern and only modular stellarator with an optimised
magnetic field, which started operation in 2015 [OKWZ16]. It is designed to test the new,
optimised stellarator plasma confinement with modular coils and to reach the same plasma
stability as it is provided by a tokamak of the same size.

The magnet system of W7-X is composed of five equivalent magnet modules. Each module
consists of five different pairs of superconducting, non-planar coils, which together form the
double-folded, optimized, magnetic plasma confinement. Twenty additional superconducting,
planar magnet coils allow for corrections and modulations of the toroidal field. Additional
non-superconducting coils are used behind the divertors and outside the plasma vessel, to adjust
the magnetic field and compensate unexpected field deviations. A model of the assembled
Wendelstein 7-X experiment is shown in figure 2.6. All five equivalent coil modules together
form the pentagon shaped magnet torus.

Compared to other tokamak experiments, W7-X is relatively small. The precise definition
of the plasma form allows for smaller minor plasma radii. However, to obtain larger plasma
volumes, large major plasma radii are required. For a stellarator with the same thermal energy as
ITER, its major plasma radius R0−HELIAS would be twice the ITER major plasma radius R0−ITER.
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The most important facts on W7-X are summarized and compared to the ITER and DEMO
experiments in table 2.1 in subsection 2.3.

Figure 2.6: Modular magnet structure of Wendelstein 7-X with 50 non-planar confinement- and 20 planar correction
coils. Original picture from [Bra].

2.3 Tokamak

As the tokamak concept was already invented in 1950 and has been tested in hundreds of
experiments ever since, it is better understood than the stellarator. With the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) under construction and a European Demonstration
Power Plant (DEMO) already in development, the tokamak technology is only few, if not one
experimental reactor from a first commercial fusion power plant.

The plasma confinement of a tokamak is originally based on the z-pinch, where a plasma
current induces a poloidal, magnetic field. However, in order to avoid z-pinches, the plasma
current is guided inside a magnetic torus, which is induced by external toroidal field coils.
Superposition of the magnetic poloidal and toroidal field yields in a magnetic torus with
helically wound field lines. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the induction of the helical, magnetic
plasma confinement.

Due to the torus shape of the plasma it is not feasible to drive the plasma current by a potential
gradient as in a pinch machine. Instead, the plasma current is induced by additional, poloidal
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2.3 Tokamak

Figure 2.7: Magnetic plasma confinement of a tokamak. The helically wound, magnetic torus yields from superposition
of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields.

field coils. These include a solenoid inside the torus centre and various coils outside the plasma
torus. With each linear ramp of the poloidal field coils, a constant plasma current is induced
according to the electromagnetic induction

∇×−→E = −∂
−→
B
∂t

.

After maximum field is achieved, the poloidal field coils are ramped in opposite direction,
which results in an opposite plasma current. Due to its cyclic operation the original tokamak is
no steady-state fusion device. In order to achieve steady-state operation, various alternatives to
drive the plasma current are under investigation. Neutral beam injection (NBI) of high energetic
deuterium and tritium particles (~1 MeV) and wave induced electron cyclotron current drive
(ECCD), combined with occurring bootstrap currents due to an inhomogeneous plasma density,
could be a possible solution to overcome the pulsed, inductive current drive [Luc11]. However,
latter current is a mandatory requirement for efficient steady-state operation, since the solitary
usage of neutral beam injection and ECCD is highly inefficient. Until then, the tokamak remains
a pulsed reactor, depending on additional poloidal field coils. The number of required toroidal
and poloidal field coils depends on the volume and the aspect ratio (a:R0) of the desired plasma.
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An exemplary magnet structure of a tokamak with its poloidal, toroidal and solenoid magnet
coils is visualized in the following figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Magnetic plasma confinement of a tokamak. The helically wound, magnetic torus yields from superposition
of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields.

Although the tokamak design is not operated in steady-state mode, the tokamak is qualified
to be the first fusion power station candidate for following reasons:

• Main advantage of the tokamak over the stellarator is its high plasma stability. While in a
stellarator fast particles tend to leave the asymmetric, magnetic confinement and thereby
reduce the plasma temperature, in a tokamak, with a rotationally symmetric magnet torus,
this effect plays a minor role.

• As the toroidal field in a tokamak is induced by large-scale planar coils with a rotationally
symmetric reactor chamber, the construction and maintenance of the machine is less
sophisticated, since all components are far better accessible. Especially the frequent
exchange of the breeding blankets in a fusion power station requires a straight forward,
brief workflow to keep the shutdown period to a minimum.
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2.3 Tokamak

2.3.1 International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)

With a fusion power of 500 MW and a plasma volume of 837 m³, the International Thermonuc-
lear Experimental Reactor, ITER, will be the largest tokamak ever built. The first development
agreement was reached in 1986 between the European Union, Japan, the Soviet Union and
the USA. Ever since, 35 countries joined the ITER agreement, which was officially signed in
November 2006. One year later, the ITER organisation was officially established. First on-site
construction already began in 2005 at Cadarache, France, with the goal of first plasma ignition
expected in 20251.

Due to the required major plasma radius of R0 = 6.2m and the minor plasma radius of
a = 2.0m, the magnetic confinement has to be generated by superconducting large-scale magnet
coils. While the toroidal field is induced by 18 D-shaped Nb3Sn coils, the poloidal field is
induced by 6 stacked Nb3Sn solenoids and 6 circular NbTi coils. Eighteen copper correction
coils outside the vacuum vessel allow for additional plasma stabilisation. An additional array
of 27 in-vessel NbTi coils around the reactor chamber allows for stabilisation against edge-
localized mode (ELM) instabilities, which can severely damage the reactor wall. A visualisation
of the ITER magnet system is shown in figure 2.9. Summarized parameters on the reactor are
found in table 2.1.

With its fusion power of 500 MW and heating power of 50 MW, ITER will be the first reactor
experiment expected to reach a positive return on energy (Q ≥ 10) [ABS02]. ITER is supposed
to reach the point of plasma ignition and maintain the self-sustaining plasma for various minutes.
Although ITER is no self-breeding reactor, it is the key facility to investigate tritium breeding,
neutral beam injection, wave induced current drive, large-scale tritium handling and remote
handling for maintenance of fusion reactors. All experience and knowledge gained from ITER
is essential to lead the way to a first demonstration fusion power plant.

1 According to the ITER Resource-Loaded Integrated Schedule, released in June 2016 [Cre].
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Figure 2.9: Magnet components of ITER. The entire system consists of 18 toroidal, 6 poloidal, 18 correction and
27 in-vessel correction coils and 6 stacked central solenoids. Except for the Nb3Sn toroidal and central
magnets, all coils are made from NbTi. Original picture from [Cre].

2.3.2 European DEMOnstration Power Plant (DEMO)

The DEMOnstration Power Plant, DEMO, is seen as the first approach to an industrial and
economical tokamak fusion reactor to qualify nuclear fusion as feasible alternative to any
hitherto fossil power source. With 35 countries participating in the ITER project and some
of these countries designing their own DEMO reactor, the range of different DEMO designs
and concepts is wide spread. However, as this thesis is focusing on the work of the European

Consortium for the Development of Fusion Energy and the European Joint Undertaking for

ITER and the Development of Fusion Energy, in all following chapters, the term DEMO refers
to the calculated European DEMOnstration Power Plant design called DEMO1.
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According to the official EUROfusion road map [Rom12], the construction and first operation
of DEMO is planned for 2030 to 2040, with demonstration of fusion electricity by 2050. Such
goal means

• to reach sufficient plasma stability to operate a DEMO in pulsed or steady-state mode,

• to reach tritium self-sufficiency, which implies autonomous tritium breeding inside the
blankets,

• to demonstrate a positive and economical return on energy,

• and to resolve all technological challenges given by the extreme operation conditions

within the next 34 years.
DEMO aims for a fusion power of 2000 MW with a net electrical power of about 500 MW,

while ITER has only quarter the fusion power and a negative net electrical power. A detailed
comparison of the key features of both facilities is given in table 2.1.

In order to be able to satisfy the technical requirements, it is mandatory to look for new
technologies and better solutions as they have been used for ITER. Naturally, this includes
the entire magnet system, which is required to confine the plasma with a volume of two to
three times of the ITER plasma. Such enormous dimensions require larger toroidal field
coils with higher current densities or a larger number of coil windings to induce the required
magnetic field of up to 6.85 T at the centre line of the plasma torus. Either of both upgrades
implies thicker and more voluminous toroidal field coils with higher peak magnetic fields at the
conductor. Although these requirements could be met with conventional Nb3Sn low temperature
superconductors, technical high temperature superconductors enable higher currents densities,
higher peak magnetic fields, higher operation temperatures, an increased temperature safety
margin, higher tensile strength and pressure durability and an increased flux-jump stability.

These advantages of high temperature superconductors motivate the investigation of various
high temperature superconductor cable designs for application in future DEMO toroidal field
coils, beginning with following introduction to high temperature superconductors and an
overview of hitherto large scale magnet technology.
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Table 2.1: Main parameters of Wendelstein 7-X, ITER and DEMO. Data from [ABS02, WBDW16, Kem12, Kem15,
Cre, Dol13].

parameters W 7-X ITER DEMO

fusion reaction 2H+2 H 2H+3 H 2H+3 H

total fusion power - 500 MW 2000 MW

gross electrical power - < 160 MW 900 MW

net electrical power - < 0 MW 500 MW

heating / current drive power 10 MW 50 MW 50 MW

fusion gain factor Q - 10 40

plasmaβ-value 4-5%
1.8% 2 - 2.6% 2

(normalised β) (normalised β)

plasma volume 30 m³ 837 m³ 1450 - 2500 m³ 2

major plasma radius R0 5.5 m 6.2 m 9 m

minor plasma radius a 0.53 m 2.0 m 2.25 - 2.9 m 2

aspect ratio 10.4 3.1 3.1 - 4 2

number of modules 5 - -

number of superconducting toroidal field coils 50 18 16

number of superconducting poloidal field coils - 6 6

number of superconducting central solenoids - 6 unknown

number of copper correction coils 20 18 unknown

number of superconducting in-vessel coils - 27 unknown

operating current in toroidal field coils 17.6 kA 67.91 kA 50 kA

magnetic field at plasma 2.5 T 5.3 T 5.67 - 6.85 T 2

entire facility costs 109 EUR 13×109 EUR probably below ITER

2 Depending on the DEMO1 July 2012 or April 2015 design.
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3.1 Superconductors for fusion technology

Superconductivity describes the ability of elements, molecules or chemical compounds to
overcome electric resistivity when cooled below a characteristic critical temperature Tc. This
phenomenon was discovered in April 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes when he measured the
electrical resistivity of mercury, tin and lead [Onn11]. The change in various physical properties,
when switching from normal to superconducting state, implies a phase transition of second
order [LAN36].

3.1.1 Critical magnetic field

In technical high temperature superconductor applications the Meißner phase of the supercon-
ductor plays a minor role. The same accounts for the critical magnetic field Bc1 and Bc2. Instead,
the focus lies on the irreversibility field Birr, which is the maximum magnetic field at which the
bulk current density of the superconductor becomes zero [LGFP01]. The irreversibility field is
often simply referred to as Bc. According to [Kom95], it can be approximated by

Birr(T) = Birr(0K) ·
(
1−

(
T
Tc

)2
)

with the sample temperature T and the absolute critical temperature Tc.

Experience has shown, that for some technical high temperature superconductors the better
approximation is

Birr(T) = Birr(0K) ·
(
1− T

Tc

)α
with α as arbitrary fit parameter [Wes10, UBS+15].

The magnetic field acting on the superconductor is either self-induced or externally induced.
A self-induced field occurs in any superconducting strand and cable compositions and is referred
to as self-field. Except for coil windings, the self-field is normally of few millitesla, which is
negligible if operated inside a typical magnetic background field of few tesla. The externally
induced field also known as background field comes from external steady state electromag-
nets which are able to generate up to 45 T as hybrid magnets and 27 T as superconducting
magnets [Mil03, RW15]. With pulsed electromagnetic flux compression it is even possible to
achieve magnetic fields of several hundred tesla [SMI+04]. In this thesis, the experimental peak
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magnetic field is up to 12 T and is induced by a superconducting split-coil magnet. Technical
details are described in chapter 5.

3.1.2 Critical current density

The critical current density jc is defined as the maximum current density before a superconductor
becomes normal conducting. It is affected by the irreversibility field Birr and the temperature T

of the superconductor. The schematic function j(B,T) for a rare-earth-barium-copper-oxide
(REBCO) superconductor is plotted in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Schematic function jc(B,T ) depending on the magnetic irreversibility field Birr and the conductor temper-
ature T for a rare-earth-barium-copper-oxide (REBCO) superconductor.

Here, the critical current density jc(B,T) is represented by the surface spread between the three
axis. With increasing field or conductor temperature, the current density drops significantly.

For first generation (1G) high temperature superconductors (HTS) bismuth-strontium-
calcium-copper-oxide BSCCO-2212 and BSCCO-2223 the critical current density is defined as
the current density which induces an electric field along the superconductor of 1 µV per 1 cm
conductor length [DKE06]. A standardisation for second generation (2G) high temperature
superconductors (HTS) respectively rare-earth-barium-copper-oxide REBCO tapes, is not yet
established [VDE16] . Therefore, the Ec = 1 µV/cm-criteria was adapted to all measurements
with 2G superconductors within this thesis.
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A mathematically convenient approximation to describe the superconducting transition for
technical superconductors is the empiric power function

E = Ec

(
j
jc

)n
(3.1)

called power law, which depends on the measured electrical field E , the current density j

[BK13, Kom95], the critical electric field Ec and the critical current density jc. Although it
does not perfectly describe the complete transition to normal state, it precisely approximates the
transition close to the critical electric field Ec. Figure 3.2 schematically demonstrates the E- j

dependency.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a superconducting transition in a technical type II superconductor. The measured transition
can be approximated for values close to the critical electric field Ec by the power law function.

It is important to follow a standard method to estimate the critical current density jc from
superconductor measurements. A standard procedure was established and realized in a python
script. In the first step, the measured data is corrected by a possible linear ohmic contribution.
This is recommended for measurements where the voltage taps are not directly connected to the
superconductor tapes, but to the copper casing. The ohmic contribution of the copper between
the superconductor tapes and the voltage taps needs to be subtracted to estimate the critical
current precisely.

The second step is the calculation of the critical current density jc. Since a double logarithmic
scaling with any base of a monomial power function results in a linear function, both, the current
density and the electric field can be visualised as demonstrated in figure 3.3.
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In order to estimate the critical current Ic precisely, the linear function is fitted by a polynomial
least square fit of first order

ln(E) = n · ln( j)+ c (3.2)

with the fit parameters n and c.
Since the power law only accounts for values close to the critical electric field Ec, it is

convenient to consider the values shortly before and those after the 1 µV/cm criteria. By
solving function 3.2 with E = Ec = 1 µV/cm, the critical current density jc respectively the
critical current Ic can be calculated by

jc = e
ln(Ec)−c

n
= e

− c
n
.

Although it is also possible to simply read the critical current from a graph, this method provides
a much more precise result - especially for superconducting transitions in magnetic background
fields or sample temperatures above 4.2 K.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of a superconducting transition in a technical type II superconductor. Both, electric field E and
the current density j are scaled logarithmically. The expected polynomial fit around the critical electric
field Ec is of first order.

3.1.3 n-value

As seen in equation 3.2, the steepness of the power law function correlates with the n-value.
Typical n-values for 2G REBCO tapes are between 30 and 40 for self-field at 77 K, depending on
the manufacturer and the wire specifications. Values below often indicate a flat superconducting
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transition due to external magnetic fields, temperature variations, or - in the worst case - sample
degradation [Bru04]. Therefore, the n-value is a required indicator to evaluate the quality of a
superconducting transition.

The estimation of the n-value within this thesis is executed in the same way as the estimation
of the critical current. The E-j-function is scaled double logarithmically to base e and fit by
equation 3.2. The n-value fit considers all values between Ec = 1µV/cm and Ec = 10µV/cm.

3.1.4 Rare-Earth-Barium-Copper-Oxide (REBCO) superconductors

Rare-Earth-Barium-Copper-Oxide (REBCO) superconductors are type II superconductors.
Due to their high critical temperature Tc > 77 K they belong to the high temperature supercon-
ductors. The first discovered REBCO superconductor was a Y-Ba-Cu-O composition, published
in 1987 by Wu et al. [WAT+87]. With further development, yttrium was substituted by other
rare earth elements such as gadolinium, samarium, disprosium or lanthanum. Nowadays, most
commercially available REBCO superconductors either use yttrium, gadolinium, samarium or
disprosium as core elements.

REBCO superconductors are cuprate compounds where only the CuO2 monolayers are
superconducting. All other layers are isolation layers. A schematic view of the orthorhombic
crystal system with its three axes is shown in figure 3.4 [MW06].

The maximum critical temperature of REBCO superconductors depends on the oxygen con-
centration. The highest temperature values around Tc ≈ 91 K are achieved for REBa2Cu3O7−δ

with an oxygen content of 0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.2 [MW06]. For oxygen contents of 0.5 ≤ δ ≤ 1, REBCO
superconductors become antiferromagnetic insulators [MW06]. The oxygen concentration can
be increase or reduced by annealing the REBCO superconductor inside oxygen atmosphere.

Typical coherence lengths for type II REBCO superconductors in ab-direction are
ξab(0K) = 2.5 nm and in the c-direction ξc(0K) = 0.5 nm. The isolating yttrium, barium-
oxide and copper-oxide layers are responsible for the low coherence length in vertical direction.

Commercially available REBCO

Superconducting REBCO tapes, also known as coated conductors, are meanwhile commercially
available, offered by several manufacturers from different countries all over the world. Inde-
pendent of the manufacturer, all coated conductors have a flat tape structure, as demonstrated in
figure 3.5, in common.
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Figure 3.4: Crystal lattice of YBCO.

Figure 3.5: Tape structure of a REBCO coated conductor.
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The base material of the REBCO superconductor is the substrate. It is made of Hastel-
loy©C276 or stainless steel with a thickness between 50 and 100 micrometers. On top of
the substrate, several buffer layers are deposited to act as mechanical and chemical diffusion
barrier between the ultimate REBCO layer and the substrate. These buffer layers consist of
metal-oxides or ceramics such as magnesium oxide (MgO), yttria (Y2O3) and yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ). Typical buffer layer thicknesses vary between 0.25 and 3.5 micrometers. Since
the crystal lattice of the substrate is different from the lattice of the superconducting REBCO
layer, either the substrate or the buffer layers need to be textured to allow for an aligned and
homogeneous REBCO growth. Rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates (RABiTS) already
come with the required, textured surface. Alternatively, buffer layers can be textured by al-
ternating beam-assisted deposition (ABAD), ion beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) or inclined
substrate deposition (ISD).

The superconducting REBCO layer is grown on top of the buffer layers with its c-axis
perpendicular to the tape plane. Slight angle variations between the c-axis and the perpendicular
to the tape plane can be observed for tapes from different manufacturers. With a thickness of
only one to three micrometers, the REBCO layer is very thin, but reaches current densities
of up to 100 kA/mm−2 at 4.2 K in a 19 T magnet background field [SBB+16]. Commercial
REBCO layers are grown by different methods: metal organic chemical vapour deposition
(MOCVD), metal organic decomposition (MOD), pulsed laser deposition (PLD), physical
vacuum deposition (PVD), chemical solution deposition (CSD), reactive co-evaporation and
cyclic deposition reaction (RCE-CDR) or the faster reactive co-evaporation and deposition
reaction (RCE-DR) [Moo14, IOF+93, Sup, SRM+08, Ame15, NZB+15].

In a final step, the REBCO layer is coated with a silver or gold overlay. The thickness of this
overlay highly depends on the manufacturer and varies between zero and 50 micrometers. It
stabilises the superconductor thermally and electrically and protects the REBCO layer against
mechanical damage. To further improve the electrical stabilisation or the applicability of
the coated conductors, most manufacturers offer an additional copper, brass or stainless-steel
stabilisation which is electroplated, laminated or soldered on or around the superconductor tape.
To further increase the applicability of the coated conductors, some manufacturers even offer to
pre-tin the superconductor tapes with soft-solder or to laminate them with isolating polyimide.
The specifications of different, commercial coated conductor tapes are summarized in table 3.1.
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3 Fusion magnet technology

Mechanical properties

Due to their Hastelloy© or stainless steel substrates, coated conductors have good mechanical
properties. They show a low strain dependency. In-field measurements of the critical current as
a function of longitudinally applied tensile strain at 4.2 K inside a 12 T background field are
shown in figure 3.6. The maximum tensile strain before irreversible degradation is listed, for
each coated conductor individually, in table 3.1.

Figure 3.6: Current-tensile-strain function for various commercial REBCO superconductor tapes at 4.2 K inside a 19 T
magnet background field. Data from [BMS15].

All investigated superconductors withstood tensile strain up to 0.4% under assumption of a
5% critical current tolerance. Coated conductors provided by SuperPower, Bruker and SuNAM
even reached a strain level of 0.6%. Although all tapes demonstrate a solid strain resistance, after
all, the absolute strain level is still very dependant on the manufacturer. This dependence also
accounts for the stress-strain function of coated conductors. The tensile strain-stress functions
at 4.2 K are plotted in figure 3.7. The corresponding Young’s moduli and yield strengths are
listed in table 3.1.
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3.1 Superconductors for fusion technology

Table 3.1: Specifications of commercially available REBCO coated conductors. Data from: SuperPower [NZB+15,
Bar15, BMS15], SuperOx [Ame15, Cel, Bar15, BMS15], SuNAM [Moo14, Bar15, BMS15],
AMSC [SRM+08, Bar15], Theva [THE14a, THE14c, THE14b], Bruker [Bru13, Bar15, BMS15], STI [Sup],
Fujikura [Iij13, YYO11, Bar15, BMS15], d-nano [Deu16].
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3 Fusion magnet technology

Figure 3.7: Tensile-stress-strain function for various commercial REBCO superconductor tapes at 4.2 K.
Data from [BMS15].

With a Young’s modulus of 155 GPa and a yield strength of 1083 MPa, SuperOx tapes have a
steeper stress-strain curve than any other coated conductor. Bruker tapes have with 736 MPa the
lowest yield strength. SuperPower tapes show the highest elasticity with a Young’s modulus of
only 155 GPa and for stress below 700 MPa a higher plasticity than any other coated conductor.
The different stress-strain behaviour of commercial coated conductors directly influences their
resulting current-stress behaviour which is plotted in figure 3.8.

Although all coated conductors showed different current-tensile-strain curves, their individual
plasticity leads to flat and very similar current-tensile-stress functions. Within the small spread
of 740 MPa to 840 MPa, all coated conductors degrade irreversibly. For tensile stress below
740 MPa, all tested commercially available coated conductors still carry more than 95% of
the original current and for stress below 600 MPa, the critical current ratio is above 99%. The
maximum tensile stress before irreversible degradation is listed, for each coated conductor
individually, in foregoing table 3.1.

In addition to their very high durability against tensile stress, commercially produced coated
conductors also come with a high durability against hydrostatic pressure. Peak pressure values of
more than 200 MPa do not impair the current density of REBCO coated conductors [FQD+12].
The only risk of destroying the REBCO coated conductors severely are delamination effects,
where the REBCO layer is torn off the substrate. However, as long as the REBCO tapes are
embedded inside a conduit and therefore protected from arbitrary movement and bending,
delamination is not an issue.
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3.1 Superconductors for fusion technology

Figure 3.8: Current-tensile-strain function for various commercial REBCO superconductor tapes at 4.2 K inside a 19 T
magnet background field. Data from [BMS15].

Magnetic field dependence

In-field critical current measurements of coated conductors highly depend on the angle α
between the c-axis of the crystal lattice and the magnet flux. Usually, lowest current densities
are measured for magnetic field lines parallel to the c-axis. With increase of the angle, the
current density rises. Peak values are achieved for angles around α = 90°. The precise angular
dependency of 2G superconductors is different for each manufacturer and changes with new
developments on the doping process of artificial pinning centres during the REBCO growth.

However, inside a DEMO TF magnet coil, the angular dependency of the critical current
density inside coated conductors plays a minor role. Since it is impossible to arrange all
coated conductors of a twisted and transposed full-size TF coil cable, it is impossible to avoid
coated conductors being arranged perpendicularly to the magnetic field lines. Therefore, all
in-field measurements in this thesis were executed with the superconducting samples preferably
arranged with the c-axis parallel to the magnetic field. Up-scaling calculations for full-size
cables are also executed on this basis.
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3 Fusion magnet technology

3.2 ITER TF coil design parameters

As this thesis focuses on high temperature superconductor cable concepts for the toroidal field
coils of tokamak reactors, the discussion on toroidal field magnet technology is limited to the
present tokamak experiment ITER and the future tokamak demonstration reactor DEMO. As
ITER is already under construction, its low temperature superconductor state-of-the-art magnet
technology is summarized and will be used as reference for calculations on the DEMO high
temperature superconductor toroidal field coil design.

The ITER magnet coil architecture consists of 18 circular arranged toroidal field coils with a
total, stored energy of 41 GJ [ITE06]. The entire current per coil integrated over the number of
windings is 9.1 MA, which induces the required magnetic field of 5.3 T along the 34.1 m long
central line of the plasma torus [ITE06, Sip04]. For technical reasons, each toroidal field coil
has a D-shaped form. This form has the lowest in-plane stress and provides sufficient space for
the central solenoid, while satisfying the defined plasma aspect ratio, which is the ratio between
the minor plasma cross-section radius a and the major radius of the entire plasma torus R0. For
ITER the expected values are a = 2.0m and R0 = 6.2m, which corresponds to an aspect ratio of
3.1 [Sip04]. The dimension of an ITER toroidal field coil, to fulfil the magnetic field parameters
demanded from plasma physics side, is demonstrated in figure 3.9. With a diameter of 12.6 m
and a width of 8.1 m, the coil winding is very large compared to previous fusion devices. The
D-shaped coil consists of the vertical inboard leg and the curved outboard leg. With a distance
of less than three meters, the inboard leg is very close to the centre axis of the torus. Due to
their isosceles, trapezoidal cross-section, the inbound legs of all 18 toroidal magnet coils form
together the centre column of the reactor chamber. The outboard leg is not trapezoidal, but
rectangular and serves additionally as support structure for four of the six poloidal field coils.
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3.2 ITER TF coil design parameters

Figure 3.9: Dimensions of an ITER toroidal field coil. Picture after [ITE06].
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3.2.1 Winding pack

The winding pack contains the wound conductors and is embedded inside the inboard and
outboard leg, surrounded by a massive austenitic stainless steel structure. A cross-section view
is shown in figure 3.10. The winding pack consists of seven radial plates, each with a double
pancake winding, which results in a total number of 14 pancakes. The maximum number of
turns per pancakes is 11. The outermost pancakes only have three and nine turns respectively,
to adept to the trapezoidal cross-section of the inboard leg. In sum, the winding pack consists
of 134 conductor turns. With the entire coil current of 9.1 MA, each conductor winding must
carry 67.91 kA. The peak magnetic field is estimated to be around 11 T at the innermost coil
windings, experienced by the conductor as a gradient from 10.3 T to 11.9 T , which is equivalent
to a homogeneous background field of 10.8 T [BM08, BBC+08].

Figure 3.10: ITER winding pack for inboard (left) and outboard leg (right). Picture after [ITE06].

3.2.2 Cable in Conduit Conductor (CICC)

In order to satisfy the operation current requirement of 68 kA inside a conductor without
ohmic losses, the conductor is manufactured from superconducting Nb3Sn. It consists of 900
chromium coated superconductor- and 522 copper strands. To reduce AC losses, all strands have
a diameter of only 0.82 mm and are twisted several times during the manufacturing process.
The exact number of twists and the corresponding twist pitch is demonstrated in figure 3.11.

In step five, five bunches with 30 Nb3Sn and 15 copper strands each, are twisted around a
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3.2 ITER TF coil design parameters

Figure 3.11: ITER Cable in Conduit Conductor (CICC). Twist pitch lengths from [BM08]. Picture after [ITE06].

core of 12 twisted copper strands. Six of the resulting bunches are wrapped with 0.05 mm
stainless steel foil and afterwards twisted around a stainless steel spiral with an outer diameter
of 9 mm, which provides additional helium void to reduce the required force flow pressure.
Before the cable is pulled and compacted inside its steel jacket, it is wrapped once more into
0.08 mm thick stainless steel foil. The outer diameter of the Cable in Conduit Conductor
(CICC) for the toroidal field coil is 43.7 mm and the overall CICC length per winding pack is
4570 m [MDL+12].

For later comparison between ITER and DEMO toroidal field coil conductors, the material
ratio of superconductor, electrical copper stabilisation and mechanical reinforcement is of high
importance. The cross-section areas of all components and their corresponding fraction of the
entire winding pack area inside the inboard leg are listed in table 3.2.

The CICC conductor is cooled by forced flow cooling. Supercritical helium circulates inside
a flow loop between a heat exchanger and the coil structure. In order to penetrate the narrow
CICC, it is pressed through the central helium spiral and the helium voids of the CICC with
an inlet pressure of 0.6 MPa [ITE13], that drops by 0.08 - 0.15 MPa along the coil windings.
The flow rates are about 2 - 3 kg/s and the helium temperature varies between 4.35 K and
4.5 K [ITE13]. The maximum CICC temperature at the peak magnetic field of 11.8 T is
expected to be 5.0 K [ITE06]. In case of unforeseen heat input, it is possible to further reduce
the operation temperature of the heat exchanger from 4.2 K to 3.7 K [ITE06].
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Table 3.2: Cross-section area of the inboard leg sorted by material component. Data from [ITE09a, ITE09b].

cross-section area of entire inboard leg (mm2) per coil winding (mm2) ratio (%)

Nb3Sn 63650 475 8.2

copper stabilisation 70216 524 9.0

helium void 43148 322 5.6

stainless steel (only jacket) 35108 262 4.5

stainless steel (plates, jacket, casing) 562000 4194 72.4

insulation > 37000 > 276 4.8

3.2.3 Safety factor

Beside the typical operational heat input due to ohmic heat at the cable joints, thermal con-
ductivity of the structure materials and released heat of the neutron flux, the winding pack
experiences irregular temperature fluctuations due to plasma disruptions. Such disruptions
effect the operation of the toroidal field coil by various effects:

• Eddy currents of approximately 13 MJ are induced in the casing of the winding pack,
which leads to a temperature rise of 13 K at the inboard leg.

• The current in the TF coil can increase to values of up to 100 kA.

• Coupling losses of about 0.8 MJ are expected.

In order to withstand such enormous heat input, a minimum current sharing temperature of
5.7 K is required for the CICC at an operation current of 68 kA and a background field of
11.8 T [BM08]. First CICC measurements have shown, that this value is exceeded by minimum
0.4 K [BBC+08]. The ratio between operating and critical current at 11.8 T and 5.0 K is
estimated with

Iop

Ic
= 0.78,

which corresponds to a critical current of 87.2 kA. Measured n-values of the Cable in Conduit
Conductor are typically around 10, depending on the twist pitch and the experienced strand
damage during the in-field measurement [BBC+08, BBD11]. An increased n-value is only
achieved with longer twist pitches and smaller helium voids[BBC+08].
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3.3 DEMO TF coil design parameters

3.3 DEMO TF coil design parameters

A final design of the DEMO reactor, including the toroidal field coil parameters, does not
yet exist. Instead, the reactor design is actually developed in an iterative process, which
combines physical and engineering parameters, estimated, proposed and checked for feasibility
by various participating research institutes. Core of this iterative process is the system code
PROCESS [KK16] run at the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy, Oxfordshire, which combines
the defined physical and engineering boundary conditions to calculate the optimum parameters
of the European DEMOnstration Power Plant. In order to proceed with the development of
a conductor for a DEMO toroidal field coil, it was necessary to stick to one PROCESS data
output. For following work, the PROCESS output of the July 2012 [Kem12, MBKF15] build
was taken as basis.

The DEMO magnet coil architecture consists of 16 circular arranged toroidal field coils with
a total, stored energy of 144 GJ. The entire current per coil integrated of the number of windings
is 19.06 MA per coil, which induces the required magnetic field of 6.85 T along the central line
of the plasma torus. For the same reasons as already mentioned for the ITER coil design, the
DEMO TF coil has a D-shaped form. The aspect ratio for the plasma is with 4.0 extraordinarily
high compared to former fusion experiments. The estimated values for minor and major plasma
radius are a = 2.25m and R0 = 9.0m. As the PROCESS output data suggested toroidal field coil
dimensions without a continuous coil function and a bent inboard leg, it needed to be adjusted
to a design with a straight inboard leg and a continuous coil function [GBB+14, Gad16]. The
resulting coil design is visualized in figure 3.12. Compared to ITER it is almost three meters
higher and about one meter wider to provide space for the 1.8 times larger plasma volume. The
main difference to the ITER TF coil is the axial symmetry to the horizontal line. This symmetry
will most likely be broken in future development iterations, as the divertor demands design
adjustments. All 16 inboard legs share a trapezoidal cross-section area and together form the
centre column of the reactor chamber.
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Figure 3.12: Dimensions of the DEMO toroidal field coil according to the adjusted DEMO July 2012 design [GBB+14,
Gad16]. Although the dimension are correctly denominated, the drawing is not true to scale.
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3.3 DEMO TF coil design parameters

3.3.1 Winding pack

Actual calculations suggest a winding pack area of 1.10 m2 [HGF+16, Gad16] with 384 coil
windings. With an entire current per coil of 19.06 MA, this corresponds to a current of
approximately 50 kA per conductor winding. Calculations from [Gad16, HGF+16] suggest
18 pancake windings. The four outermost pancakes consist of 19 windings and the 14 inner
pancakes of 22 windings each. The pancakes are separated by a 3 mm thick pancake and
a 10 mm thick ground insulation. A cross-section view of the winding pack is shown in
figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: DEMO winding pack for inboard (left) and outboard leg (right).

The exact winding pack design for each of the 384 windings is given in figure 3.14. These
dimension are taken as basis for calculations in chapter 7 and, depending on the cable design, it
is recommended to increase the conduit thickness to 6.4 mm.
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Figure 3.14: Dimensions of the DEMO cable conduits.

3.3.2 Longitudinal strain

During coil operation, induced Lorentz forces try to pull the conductors apart. This effect
is called hoop stress. In case of large scale magnet coils, such as the ITER and DEMO TF
coils, hoop stress mostly acts in longitudinal direction as tensile strain. For ITER the stress is
estimated with 0.1% [ITE09b]. As there is no PROCESS data output on expected strain, yet,
the ITER value of 0.1% is taken as reference for later strain measurements.

3.3.3 Summary

The boundary conditions for the conductor design of DEMO are the PROCESS output and
theoretical requirements from discharge and Mises stress calculations were executed by [Gad16].
Table 3.3 summarizes all coil and winding pack properties and boundary conditions for ITER
and for a future DEMO conductor design.
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3.3 DEMO TF coil design parameters

Table 3.3: Summary of coil, conductor and winding pack properties and requirements of the ITER and European DEMO
toroidal field coils.

TF coil parameters ITER DEMO1

number of TF coils 18 16

total current in one TF coil (MA) 9.1 19.06

stored energy in one TF coil (GJ) 2.27 9.09

peak toroidal field at plasma (T) 5.3 6.82

peak magnetic field at TF conductor (T) 10.8 13.27

total available winding pack area (m2) 0.49 1.10

number of conductor windings 134 384

helium inlet temperature (K) 4.5 4.5

conductor cross-section area ITER (CICC) DEMO1 conductor

Nb3Sn (mm2) 475 -

REBCO (mm2) - 1.82

copper stabilisation (mm2) 524 554.9

silver (HTS) (mm2) - 5.48

helium void (mm2) 322 272.2

stainless steel (jacket + HTS substrate) (mm2) 262 1147.25

stainless steel (radial plates + jacket + casing) (mm2) 4194 -

insulation (mm2) > 276 300

conductor performance ITER (CICC) DEMO1 conductor

operating current Iop (kA) 68 at 10.8 T, 5.0 K 50 at 13.27 T, 5.0 K

safety factor (Iop/Ic) 0.78 0.7

critical current Ic (kA) 87.2 at 10.8 T, 5.0 K 71.4 at 13.27 T, 5.0 K

current sharing temperature Tc (K) 5.7 at 10.8 T, 68 kA 16.4 at 13.27 T, 50 kA

n-value ~ 10 to be evaluated

1 DEMO July 2012 design
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4 Development of soldered
joints and contacts

As already discussed in chapter 3.1.4, 2G high temperature superconductors are manufactured
in a layered structure. With the state-of-the-art manufacturing methods, the longest single piece
length achieved to date is several hundred meters [Sup15][Ame15]. A toroidal field coil for
DEMO with a single pancake or layer winding requires a cable length of about 700 m. For
double pancake winding it is even 1.5 km. Therefore it will be necessary to adapt the length of
the manufactured superconductors to the desired cable length. In this chapter different solutions
for cable joints are analysed with focus on single tape solder joints. Aspects which affect
the solder joint quality are discussed. Experiments on the reproducibility of solder joints are
evaluated and afterwards transferred to full-size DEMO cable contacts.

4.1 Requirements

The following discussion on joint design focuses on inner joints, which are explicitly required
to extend the cable length. Although this excludes joints for pancake and layer winding it will
be denominated as cable joints in the following discussion.

Inner cable joints are feasible on three levels: either they connect complete cable sections
(butt joint), smaller single strands (splicing) or simply single tapes. In consequence, the joint
design depends on the desired level of connection. Each of these three connection types is
visualized in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of a cable butt joint, a single strand joint and a single tape joint.

Butt joints (figure 4.1 a) are not applicable for superconducting DEMO cables. The cross
section-area of a butt-joint is limited by the cable dimensions already discussed in chapter 3.3.
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

This includes a cable width of 69.5 mm and a cable height of 33.5 mm which corresponds
to a cross-section area of 2328 mm2. Since the cable cross-section is completely filled with
superconductor strands, helium void, the stainless steel jacket and the insulation, there is no
space left to guide the current through a copper bypass. Without such bypass it is only possible
to directly connect single strands with each other.

This leads to single strand joints, where single strands are spliced and connected individually.
Each single strand joint can be described by a step function of n steps, where n corresponds
to the number of HTS tapes per strand (figure 4.1 b). Naturally, the minimum length of each
step needs to match the conductor transition length, to keep the ohmic heating to a minimum
level. Although such a joint technique is quite feasible, it is not the optimum solution for a multi
strand cable. It would be necessary either to manufacture the strand with a precise displacement
for each tape to realise the step at the strand ends, or to mill the steps afterwards, taking the risk
of tape damage. A strand joint is an accumulation of single tape joints which dissipates heat
and favours the spontaneous loss of superconductivity, referred to as quench.

The optimum connection is a joint already performed on single tape level to adapt the single
tape length to the desired cable length (figure 4.1 c). This allows to manufacture a full-length
cable strand without further connections on strand or even cable level. Single tape joints are less
complex than single strand joints and therefore more feasible. Furthermore, an accumulation of
localized hot spots can be avoided: by shifting the single tapes against each other in longitudinal
direction during the manufacture process, the single tape joints, and therefore the dissipated heat,
can be distributed over the entire strand length. The ratio of the local heat capacity, provided by
the joint surrounding material, to the number of joints increases. In case of a quench, which
likely occurs at hot spots, this is the favourable situation. In consequence, single tape joints are
the method of choice to reach the full-size DEMO cable length. Hence, the following work
concentrates exclusively on single tape joints, their feasibility and their transferability to cable
terminations.

4.2 Joint definitions

Due to the layered structure of the REBCO tapes, three kinds of joints can be distinguished:
the face-to-face, the back-to-back and the face-to-back lap joint. The first two can be seen in
figure 4.2.

The optimum configuration for a single tape joint is the face-to-face lap joint with both
REBCO layers facing each other. Compared to a back-to-back or face-to-back lap joint, where
the current has to pass the high ohmic stainless steel substrate layer, a face-to-face lap joint has
a much lower ohmic resistance. In the following chapters only face-to-face lap joints will be
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4.2 Joint definitions

Figure 4.2: Cutaway drawing of a face-to-face and a back-to-back lap joint made of two HTS tapes.

discussed. Back-to-back and face-to-back lap joints must be avoided.

Furthermore, the investigation focuses on soft soldering, which accounts for soldering
temperatures below 450 °C [FS08]. Mechanical contacting methods or diffusion annealing
were not considered in the evaluation for two reasons: while mechanical contacts come with
high ohmic resistances, diffusion annealing is executed at around 200 K below the solidus
temperature of the participating constituents. Considering a copper stabilisation, temperatures
of about 900 °C would be necessary. At such temperatures oxygen leaves the superconducting
Cu-O layer in the REBCO lattice which destroys the superconductor.

Official recommendations by industrial manufacturers are temperature limits of 200 °C for Zr-
doped REBa2Cu3Ox– [Sup14] and 175 °C for Dy-doped Y(Dy0.5)Ba2Cu3O7-δ superconductors
[RVZ+04][AMS].

The following work on soft solder joints consists of statistical analysis of preceding pub-
lications, evaluations and verifications of the most promising solutions to satisfy industrial
feasibility. The criteria taken as basis are

• low ohmic resistance,

• reproducibility,

• no tape degradation,

• and homogeneous current input for all tapes.

The huge range of publications on HTS soft solder joints is summarised in the data base annex
??. To be able to compare and evaluate the contact resistances, definitions are mandatory.
Therefore the intrinsic resistance Rin and the contact resistance Rc [VSW02] are defined. The
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

intrinsic resistance Rin denotes the resistances of each material layer between the REBCO layers.
In the optimum case of a face-to-face lap joint, this is mostly the silver and copper stabilisation.
The contact resistance Rc represents the microscopic contact between the crystal lattices of two
contacting materials. Both resistances are visualized in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Intrinsic joint resistances Rin and contact resistances Rc for an HTS face-to-face lap joint.

Since technical superconductors are self-contained systems, we define the joint resistance Rj

for a face-to-face lap joint by

Rj =
∑

Rin+
∑

Rc.

Naturally it is only meaningful to compare the joint resistance Rj under consideration of the
contact area Ac. Therefore we define the specific joint resistance

rjs = Rj · Ac.

These definitions will be used to compare and evaluate results from the data base annex ??.

4.3 Impact of joint specific properties

4.3.1 Soft solder

The soft solder type is an influencing factor on the specific joint resistance. To get an overview
of achieved soft solder lap joints within the last years a literature research was foregoing. All
results are summarized in figure 4.4, sorted by soft solder.
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4.3 Impact of joint specific properties

Figure 4.4: Specific joint resistances rjs of all collected publications on soft solder contacts between 2G high temperature
superconductors, sorted by solder. Error bars indicate the standard uncertainty u. The source data of the
plot can be found in table ?? in the annex A.1.

Depending on the different preference of the investigated soft solders, the sample size varies
accordingly. Regarding the sample size, the most common solders are SnPb, InSn and InBi. The
minimal specific joint resistance rj was achieved with InBi with less than 10 nΩcm². Indium,
InBi and InSn are the soft solders with the largest spread of almost three orders of magnitude
between the maximum and the minimum measured specific joint resistances.

To investigate the impact of the intrinsic resistivity of each soft solder type on the overall
specific joint resistance, it is essential to compare their physical properties. Table 4.1 summarizes
relevant physical properties of the most common soft solders.

With 15 µΩcm InBi is the soft solder with the highest intrinsic resistivity at 77 K. That
corresponds to an intrinsic resistance of 1.5 nΩcm2 for a solder layer thickness ts of 1 µm. For
the other soft solders the intrinsic resistance at the same solder layer thickness is even less. The
intrinsic resistance Ri of the soft solders can directly influence the joint resistance Rj. Therefore,
it is recommended to keep the layer thickness ts to a minimum level to reduce any possible
intrinsic contribution. A plausible way to do so, is to apply pressure during the soldering
process, which will be discussed in section 4.5.1.

The benefit of using soft solders with a high intrinsic resistance such as InSn or InBi
derives from their low liquidus temperature. As already mentioned in section 4.1 the maximal
recommended soldering temperature is 200 °C and 175 °C, before oxygen starts to diffuse from
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

Table 4.1: Physical properties of common soft solders. The intrinsic resistance was calculated for a soft solder layer
thickness of 1 µm.

composition (m%) Tl (°C) ρ(77 K) (µΩcm) rin(77 K) (nΩcm2) data from

InBi In66Bi33 72 15 1.5 [SDO10, BBW14]

In In100 157 1.6 0.16 [ZDHG11, Ind08]

InSn In52Sn48 118 9 0.9 [ZDHG11, BBW14, Ind08]

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 2.5 0.25 [TAB+12, BBW14, Ind08]

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 2.5 0.25 [LHS+11, BBW14, Ind08]

SnAg Sn96.5Ag3.5 211 2.5 0.25 [DZG+10, BBW14, Ind08]

the REBCO layer. With liquidus temperatures of 118°C and 72 °C, both, InSn and InBi allow for
long and extensive soldering periods, without taking the risk of damaging the superconductor.

4.3.2 Flux

Flux helps to improve the contact resistance Rc during the soldering process. Its beneficial
properties derive from its composition which includes activators, vehicles and solvents.

• Activators support the soldering process by dissolving oxidised metals and favouring the
alloying process by increasing the iron concentration.

• Vehicles remove the reaction residues of the soldering process and protect the hot metal
surface against further oxidation.

• Solvents are not necessarily used, but allow for a better deposition of the chemical
compounds.

Working with LTS and BSCCO superconductors for a very long time, the experience at our
institute has shown, that best results could be achieved using Spirflux330® or colophony
dissolved in isopropyl alcohol. The physical properties are listed in table 4.2.

In contrast to LTS and BSCCO superconductors, the superconducting layer in 2G HTS
superconductors is, depending on the cable design or the solder joint, in direct contact to the
flux. Therefore, Spirflux330® and colophony solved in isopropyl alcohol were investigated
for degradation effects on HTS wire manufactured by SuperPower Inc. Twenty samples were
prepared in total. Each sample had an original tape width of 12 mm, which was reduced when
the edges were removed, to provide for direct contact between the REBCO layer and the flux.
To calculate the relative degradation, the critical current Ic and the n-value n were measured,
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4.3 Impact of joint specific properties

Table 4.2: Parameters of Spirflux330® and colophony.

Spirflux330® colophony dissolved in isopropyl alcohol

flux type organic organic

ph 2 7, neutral

composition 90% distilled water 66.7% isopropyl alcohol
< 10% glutamic acid salt 23.3% resin
< 5% urea and thickening agent 6.7% turpentine
< 0.5% dye, reddish 3.3% water

before each sample was put into a flux bath for a different period of time. Afterwards, the
samples were cleaned with purified water to remove any residues and were measured again.
The sample size for each measurement is two. Figure 4.5 shows the time-dependant influence
of the fluxes on the REBCO superconductor.

Figure 4.5: Critical current and n-value dependency of REBCO on colophony and Spirflux330®. Both reference
values Ic0 and n0 were measured for each tape before the flux treatment. Error bars indicate the standard
uncertainty u for a sample size of 2. The solid lines are not physical, but serve as visual guide.

Spirflux330® impairs the REBCO layer. After few minutes, the superconductor starts
degrading irreversibly. Leaving the superconductor for 15 h inside the flux results in a complete
degradation. A superconducting transition could not be measured anymore. With a ph of 2,
Spirflux330® is acid and attacks the REBCO lattice and the metallic stabilisation. Since it
is not possible to ensure that no chemical residues, that might creep into the REBCO layer,
are left, Spirflux330® is not even qualified for short soldering periods of 2G HTS. The way
more promising flux is colophony dissolved in isopropyl. Even after 24 h, no impairment of
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

the current transport capability could be measured. This does not only guarantee for successful
short-term soldering, but also for thoroughly, time-consuming soldering on complex HTS cable
structures.

4.3.3 Contact area

The most direct contribution to the joint resistance Rj is the area of contact Ac. With increase of
the area of contact, the absolute joint resistance drops. Such behaviour derives from the relation

R =
ρ

Ac
· l,

where ρ is the electrical resistivity. The joint resistance drops in the expected 1
Ac

proportionality
as can be seen in figure 4.6.

For the specific joint resistance rjs, which is mathematically not dependant on the contact
area Ac, a constant level is expected. However, when looking closely at figure 4.6, a downtrend
of the specific joint resistance is visible for Indalloy, InBi and InSn. This decrease is less a
physical effect than a systematic error. The tape edges of coated conductors are not sharp, but
rounded, diminishing the quality of the total contact area. Therefore solder joints with a high
ratio of tape edges compared to the contact area are of lower quality. With increase of the
contact area Ac, the ratio of tape edges to contact area decreases in favour of the joint quality.

Fluctuations in the specific joint resistance as seen for SnPb lie within typical standard
uncertainties for soft solder joints and therefore are a matter of systematic and statistical error.

Another aspect in regard to the specific joint resistance is the transfer length λ, which
defines the length, the current needs to fully couple into the REBCO layer. For 6 mm wide
superconductor tapes, the length was measured λ � 1 cm [PBL06, BAC+15]. In case of the
evaluated data, the contact length exceeds the coupling length by far. Therefore, the contribution
of the coupling can be neglected.

4.4 Impact of conductor specifications

4.4.1 Production batch

The fact that the tape quality respectively the critical current Ic fluctuates over the produced tape
length is well known. Therefore it seems likely, that the tape quality might have an effect on the
contact resistance Rc between the intrinsic layers and therefore on the specific joint resistance rj

of a soft solder joint.
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4.4 Impact of conductor specifications

Figure 4.6: Joint resistance Rj and specific joint resistance rjs over the contact area Ac per meter conductor length.
While the joint resistance decreases with a 1

Ac
proportionality, the specific joint resistance remains constant.

The sample size is given by numbers. Solid lines are not physical, but indicate the physical trend. Error bars
indicate the standard uncertainty u and numbers the sample size.

During the manufacturing process, the superconductor of several hundred meters length is
cut into shorter sections and wound on spools. Each spool is denominated with a spool ID
and the suffix MX, where X is a natural number between 1 and 3, marking the production line.
Furthermore, 4 mm wide single tapes are cut from raw tapes with a width of 12 mm [Sup12].
Each of the three resulting single tapes is denominated after its slit position. The denominations
are front-slit (FS), middle-slit (MS) and back-slit (BS).

The influence of the production batch on solder joints was investigated by Kim, Y. et al.,for
SCS4050-AP wires from SuperPower Inc. Both, pre-tinned and non-pre-tinned samples were
taken into account. As can be seen in figure 4.7, the specific joint resistance rj is highly
depending on the spool ID.
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

Figure 4.7: The production batch is highly influencing the specific joint resistance rj for both, pre-tinned and non-pre-
tinned solder joints. Although the same soldering procedure is performed for all measurements, the results
deviate for different spool_IDs. Error bars indicate the standard uncertainty u and numbers the sample size.
Data from [KBL+13].

Different soft solders were used for pre-tinned and Indium was used for non-pre-tinned
samples. Solder joints made with superconductors of the same spool ID such as M3-745-2,
M3747-2 and M3-753-2 share similar specific joint resistance values for different slits (FS,
MS, BS). Even the soft solder type has less impact on the specific joint resistance rjs than the
spool ID, as can be seen by comparing M3-753-2 with M3-747-2.

No correlation between the critical current quality of the tape and the solder joint quality
was found. Therefore, it is not possible to derive the joint quality from the current carrying
capability of the superconductor.

Following two explanations are assumed:

• the intrinsic resistance Rin between the superconducting REBCO layer and the silver and
copper layer is highly different for each spool ID.

• the intrinsic resistance Rin of each spool ID is differently susceptible to the soldering
process.

Both explanations need further investigations in cooperation with the manufacturer and will not
be discussed at this point.

Concluding, it can be said, that for the investigated samples, the specific joint resistance rj

scales with the spool ID. Therefore, the manufacturing process has a high impact on the resulting
contact resistance. To reduce such impact, the contact area Ac should be as large as possible.
After all, it is not the specific joint resistance rjs, but the absolute joint resistance Rj of each
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4.4 Impact of conductor specifications

single tape, which guarantees for a homogeneous current distribution within the cable. The
discussion on the homogeneous current input will be continued in chapter 6.1.1.

4.4.2 Electrical stabilisation

As described in subsection 3.1.4, most HTS tapes are electroplated with a metal stabilisation
made of Cu, brass or stainless steel (SS). Brass and stainless steel are less common and highly
dependant on the application. Nonetheless, the impact of any of these metal stabilisations on
soft solder joints is important.

Regarding the joint resistance Rj, both, the intrinsic resistance Rin and the contact resistance Rc

have to be considered. The intrinsic resistance is directly dependant on the given electrical
resistivity ρ which highly defers for Cu, brass and SS. Its contribution can be easily calculated
and removed from the measured joint resistance. The result can be seen in figure 4.8. Round
markers represent the specific joint resistance rj including the intrinsic resistance Rin, while
square markers represent the specific joint resistances after subtracting the intrinsic contribution.
Therefore, the specific joint resistance mainly derives from the contact resistance Rc between
the metal stabilisation and the silver layer respectively the metal stabilisation and the solder
layer.

Figure 4.8: Specific joint resistance rjs for different electroplated metal stabilisations. Circles give the value before
subtracting ohmic contributions due to the intrinsic resistance Rin of the stabilisation material. Squares
give the corrected data including error bars which indicate the standard uncertainty u. Numbers give the
stabilizer thickness in µm. The sample size is 6 for each data point. Data from [ZDHG11, DZG+10].

Comparing the joint specific resistance for Cu, brass and stainless steel stabilisations, copper
is the one which results in the lowest resistance, independent of the soft solder type. Brass
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4 Development of soldered joints and contacts

follows the lead with an order of magnitude higher specific joint resistance. Stainless steel
concludes with a specific joint resistance of almost 10 µΩ. Therefore a Cu-stabilisation is a
mandatory requirement to achieve solder joints with low specific joint resistances.

Although such statement favours the usage of Cu-stabilized HTS tapes in full-size cables
for a toroidal field magnet coil, it is not the only decisive argument. Copper is the HTS tape
stabilisation of choice for three reasons:

• it favours solder joints with low specific joint resistances,

• it has a low ohmic electrical resistivity, which is necessary to transport current during a
superconductor quench,

• and it has a high thermal conductivity, which is prerequisite for a good heat exchange
between the REBCO layer and the cooling medium.

4.5 Mechanical properties

4.5.1 Transversal pressure

As already mentioned in subsection 4.3.1, transversally applied pressure during the soldering
process is a possibility to reduce the thickness of the solder layer [SDOB09, SDO10, CF12].
The influence of applied pressure during the soldering process is illustrated in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Specific joint resistance rjs and solder layer thickness ts, depending on the applied pressure during soldering.
The solder layer thickness was not measured for all tapes, but for random samples. Error bars indicate the
standard uncertainty u and numbers the sample size. Data from [CF12, SDOB09].

If the applied pressure is increased, the resulting specific joint resistance rjs drops. For solder
joints made with SnPb it is possible to reduce the specific joint resistance value by almost
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4.6 Nuclear activation

50% for pressures above 4 MPa. Solder joints made with InBi could be optimized by 30% for
pressures above 5 MPa. The decrease of the specific joint resistance correlates with the solder
layer thickness. High transversal pressure applied during the soldering process reduces the
solder layer thickness ts significantly. In case of the SnPb solder joint, a pressure of more than
4 MPa leads to a reduction of the solder layer thickness by more than 80%. This implicates
a reduction of the intrinsic resistance of the solder layer of same magnitude. For the SnPb
measurement, the reduction of the intrinsic resistance at 4 MPa accounts for 21.25nΩcm². As
this value does not cover the 50% reduction, the contact resistance Rc seems to improve as well.

Concluding, the recommendation is to apply transversal pressure of more than 5 MPa for
face-to-face lap- or bridge joints.

4.5.2 Longitudinal strain

Circular conductors inside a magnet experience various types of stress. This includes coil
winding stress, thermal stress and hoop stress due to the Lorentz forces driving the conductors
apart in radial direction (3.2.3). While thermal stress and the coil winding stress can be
regulated during manufacturing and by the cool down rate of the toroidal field coil, hoop stress
is unavoidable during operation. Hoop stress acts circumferentially on the superconductor cable
and therefore, due to the large coil radius, in longitudinal direction on the superconductor tapes
and the soft solder joints.

Investigations on longitudinal strain of soft solder joints have shown, that the limiting factor
of a soldered lap-joint under longitudinal strain is not the joint, but the strain experienced by the
HTS tapes right before and after the joint [DZG+10, SDO10, IIA+14, LZL+14]. The resistance
of the lap-joint remains constant during applied strain, although the critical current drops as
soon as the HTS tapes come to their mechanical limit. Therefore, by mechanically stabilising
the HTS tapes against hoop stress in toroidal field coils, which will be further discussed in
chapter 7, lap-joints are already covered and do not require a special treatment.

4.6 Nuclear activation

In a fusion reactor where electric energy is generated from kinetic energy of emitted, free
neutrons, nuclear activation is unavoidable. Nuclear activation is not only limited to the blankets,
which are in direct contact with the neutron flux, but also concerns the superconducting magnets.
Fusion power station is intended to be fully recyclable after 100 years. This includes a decrease
of the on-contact dose rate D/t to a level of 0.01 Sv/h. Dose rates for constituent materials
in REBCO after being activated for five years with the first wall dose (FWD) of the ITER
reactor were already discussed in [Bar13]. With the use of soft solder joints, the first wall dose
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also activates the constituent elements of the solder alloys. Except for In, the decrease of the
corresponding on-contact dose rates can be seen in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Time dependant decrease of the on-contact dose rates of constituent elements in soft solder joints after a
nuclear activation of five years by ITER first wall dose (FWD). Data from [Sim16].

Radioactivity measurements in a D-T fast neutron field have shown that the expected half-life
is 54.2 min for 116mIn and 4.49 h for 115mIn [KAB+95]. Therefore, the hands on limit is reached
within a short time. Several activated Pb and Sn isotopes have longer half-lives, but the recycling
limit is still reached after 100 years [Sim16]. For Bi the recycling limit is not even reached after
more than 106 years [Sim16]. In order to stick to the recycling limit of 100 years, it is necessary
to avoid Bi in soft solder joints.

4.7 Reproducibility

Since all hitherto discussed factors influence the joint resistance of 2G HTS joints, reproducibil-
ity becomes very important. In order to get an idea of the feasibility, solder joints for three soft
solders were manufactured, with a sample size of ten per solder. Table 4.3 gives an overview
of the considered soft solders. Both, InBi and InSn were selected for their low soldering
temperatures and SnPb was selected for its wide acceptance within the HTS community.
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Table 4.3: Soft solders tested for reproducibility with the maximum temperature reached during the soldering process.

solder composition (m%) Tl (°C) Tmax (°C) manufacturer

InBi In66.3Bi33.7 72 95 Chemet

InSn In50Sn50 125 150 Chemet

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 210 Stannol

Before creating the lap-joints, each tape was preprocessed. This included

• removing the oxygen layer with a scouring pad (up to 20 iterations),

• cleaning the surface from dust and grease with isopropyl alcohol,

• and pre-tin each tape on a hot plate.

After the pre-tinning, the flux on colophony basis was washed off with isopropyl alcohol. The
subsequent soldering was executed under a constant pressure of 6 MPa with fully monitored
heating and cooling sequences.

Figure 4.11 shows the results of the manufactured solder joints compared to the joints
from data base ??. Each black marker represents the mean value of a single study with the
corresponding standard uncertainty u. Red markers represent own measurements of produced
joints with the corresponding standard uncertainty.

For SnPb the mean reproduced specific joint resistance is 47.73±5.06nΩcm² with a sample
size of 8, for InSn at 102.68±5.25nΩcm² with a sample size of 10 and for InBi at 160.68±
17.77nΩcm² with a sample size of 9. These results lie below the average value of the compared
publications, summarized in table ??.

4.8 Conclusion

Single tape joints are the recommended solution to extend the superconductor cable length for
three reasons. The extension on tape level allows

• to extend the the tapes without splicing,

• to manufacture a single cable of the desired cable length

• and to distribute the resistive hot spots in longitudinal direction over the entire cable.

Data on soldering single tape joints in form of face-to-face lap joints have been summarised,
analysed and evaluated in regard to the applicability in full-size DEMO TF coil fusion cables.
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Figure 4.11: Specific joint resistances rjs of reproduced joints compared to data from collected publications on soft
solder contacts between 2G high temperature superconductors (table ??). Error bars represent the standard
uncertainty u. The source data of the black markers can be found in in the annex A.1.

It was shown that single tape joints are highly reproducible and can reach specific joint resist-
ances of 47.73±5.06nΩcm² for SnPb, 102.68±5.25nΩcm² for InSn and 160.68±17.77nΩcm²
for InBi.

The area of contact Ac is highly influencing the absolute joint resistance Rj and should
therefore be as large as possible as long as it is within the provided spatial constraints.

Differences in the joint resistance depending on the production batch can neither be neglected
nor reduced. So far these random deviations are side-effects of the production process, which
are further investigated by the manufacturers.

Considering the electro-mechanical stabilisation of the HTS tapes, copper is the material of
choice. Its specific joint resistance rjs is very low compared to brass and stainless steel, it has a
low ohmic electrical resistivity, which is necessary to transport current during a superconductor
quench and it comes with a high thermal conductivity, which is prerequisite for a good heat
exchange between the REBCO layer and the cooling medium.

During the soldering process a transversal pressure of minimum 5 MPa is recommended. The
applied pressure reduces the solder layer thickness ts and therefore its intrinsic contribution to
the absolute joint resistance, significantly.

Flux helps to improve the contact between the solder joint constituents. Acid flux, however,
destroys the HTS tapes. Therefore, only flux based on colophony resin dissolved in isopropyl
alcohol should be used.
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Longitudinal strain, as experienced during hoop stress, does not impair lap joints. Instead, it
is the HTS tapes which need to be protected from longitudinal strain.

The soft solder constituents Pb, Sn and In satisfy the recycling limit after nuclear activation,
considering the first wall dose of the ITER experiment. For the fact, that Bi solder does not
satisfy the recycling limit after nuclear activation and becomes brittle at cryogenic temperatures,
ongoing work was only executed with SnPb and InSn. The voltage taps which are not in direct
contact with the superconductor were soldered with miniscule amounts of SnPb. Contacts and
terminations were mostly soldered with the low temperature solder InSn, which has following
benefits: it is not as toxic as SnPb and allows for very long soldering periods without damaging
the REBCO layer.

The short summary on the three soft solders is given in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Soft solders investigated for fusion applications.

solder InBi InSn SnPb

composition (m%) In66.3Bi33.7 In50Sn50 Sn60Pb40

Tl (°C) 72 125 191

Tmax (°C) 95 150 210

average rjs(nΩcm²) 160.68±17.77 102.68±5.25 47.73±5.06

recycling limit (yr) > 1,000,000 ~ 100 ~ 100
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5 Preparation of the experimental
set-up for characterization
of HTS cables

The experimental characterisation of HTS tapes, strands and cables is fundamental to develop a
full-size cable for the fusion DEMOnstration Power Plant. Such characterisation comprises the
measurement of the critical current Ic under various external boundary conditions, as they will
be expected during operation of the DEMO fusion device.

This includes an expected peak magnetic background field of 13.27 T [Gad16], hoop-stress on
the coil resulting in a maximum expected longitudinal strain of 0.2% [ITE06], and an operation
temperature of 4.2 K with a temperature margin of 11.9 K [HGF+16]. In order to test these
boundary conditions, two already existing experiments, the so called FBI (F tensile force, B

magnetic field, I current) and the FBI-T (T temperature) measurement facilities, which were
originally used to characterise low temperature superconductors (LTS), were upgraded and
optimized for HTS measurements.

5.1 Single wire FBI measurement facility

The purpose of the single wire FBI measurement facility is the characterisation of single LTS
wires and HTS tapes. The critical current Ic and n values can be measured depending on a
magnetic background field B and longitudinal strain ε.

Motivation for upgrading and operating the facility was the participation in a round robin test
initiated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in 2011. The collaboration of
the participating institutes was aiming for the standardisation of superconductor measurements
under consideration of longitudinally applied strain on Nb3Sn wires as they are used in the
central solenoid (CS) of the ITER experiment. After commissioning the FBI measurement
facility, the LTS samples were measured successfully. Today the facility is used to investigate
field dependant current-strain functions of single HTS tapes.

A cutaway view of the FBI measurement facility can be seen in figure 5.1. It consists of a
cryostat, a superconducting magnet, a power supply (not seen), a tensile machine (not seen) and
a sample holder. Each component will be individually discussed in the following.
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Figure 5.1: Cutaway view of the FBI measurement facility.
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5.1 Single wire FBI measurement facility

5.1.1 Sample holder

A sample holder is necessary to hold the superconducting sample inside the magnet centre and
to stabilise it against Lorentz forces. Therefore an existing sample structure was modified and
equipped with sensor cables and two CryoMak copper-beryllium extensometers to measure the
current-strain functions [Nyi06].

Samples that are measured in the FBI facility are single LTS wires or single HTS tapes.
Therefore it is necessary to solder the superconducting sample to the current termination and
provide the necessary support against the Lorentz loads experienced during the experiments.
The upper solder joint is movable in the vertical direction and directly connected to the load cell
and the tensile machine fixture port on top of the sample holder (figure 5.1). The voltage taps
and the extensometers are attached to the sample between the solder joints. The voltage taps
are soldered with InSn soft solder and the extensometers are held in place by tension springs
(figure 5.2), which allow for a fast and easy mounting.

Since the sample holder combines the sample fixture, the sample current lead and the
longitudinal tensile mechanism in one single apparatus, it allows for mounting and dismounting
samples while both, the cryostat and the magnet remains at cryogenic temperatures. The
helium consumption and the effort of time are cut down to a minimum level - especially under
consideration of the recommended maximal magnet cool-down rate of 10 K per 30 min.

5.1.2 Cryostat

It is necessary to operate the entire experiment inside a liquid helium-4 (He-4) bath at ambient
pressure, called helium I state. In this state its boiling temperature is 4.222 K. With a standard
atomic weight of 4.002602 u helium gas tends to leave the terrestrial homosphere to accumulate
in the heterosphere. At the current price of 6,84 C/m³1 for helium gas it is most convenient
to collect and recycle vaporised helium that leaves the cryostat. To prevent fire hazard due to
oxide condensation along the exhaust pipes, exhaust helium is first led into a heat exchanger and
afterwards passed into the exhaust gas recirculation, where it is finally purified and liquefied
in the on-site 2 kW refrigerator at the ITEP. The actual price for the internal liquefaction is
3,52 C/l2 liquid helium. With a density of 125 g/l at boiling point3 [Wik16] and 178.6 g/m³ at
standard temperature and pressure4 [Wik16], the volume from liquid to gas phase increases by
a factor of 700.

1 Linde pricing (March 2016), verbal communication with S. Holzmann, ITEP
2 KIT pricing (March 2016), verbal communication with S. Holzmann, ITEP
3 4.2 K, liquid phase
4 0 °C, 1013 hPA, gas phase
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the FBI sample holder. Picture from [Sch15].

In order to prevent the liquid helium from vaporising rapidly inside the helium chamber, it
needs to be shielded against thermic radiation and thermal conduction. This is provided by
a liquid nitrogen shield and an isolation vacuum of 10−4 Pa. In case of spontaneous helium
volatilisation, as it is experienced during a magnet quench, the helium exhaust gas recirculation
can be bypassed and the helium is stored inside a balloon storage with a gas volume of 2,000 m³.
In case of excess pressure inside the helium chamber, a pressure relieve valve is triggered at
0.17 MPa. Within this work, the existing cryostat was connected to the nitrogen and helium
supply and re-integrated into the exhaust gas recirculation.
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5.1 Single wire FBI measurement facility

5.1.3 Superconducting magnet

The core of the single wire FBI facility is the 14 T superconducting split-coil magnet. It consists
of outer NbTi and inner Nb3Sn conductor windings. Within this work the magnet was removed
from the FBI-T facility and integrated into the FBI facility to increase the volume for the sample
holder. The split-coil design provides a 70 mm wide and 20 mm thick vertical sample gap,
aligned perpendicularly to the magnetic field direction. Due to the high inductance of 154 H the
peak magnetic field can be achieved with currents far below 150 A.

Although the magnet is not a solenoid, but a split-coil model, its magnetic field is very
homogeneous. Its homogeneity along the centre line is demonstrated in figure 5.3 and its radial
field homogeneity is visualized in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.3: Magnetic field strength and relative deviation in the axial direction with polynomial fit function. The zero
point represents the centre of the magnet. Data from [Oxf].

In the axial direction the field deviation is 2.1% along the complete measured distance of
100 mm. Since the actual sample thickness is around 2 mm, the accounting deviation is less
than 0.2% and can be neglected. In the radial direction the relative deviation is of higher
value. Considering a distance of 5 cm between the voltage taps, the radial field deviation is 2%.
Although it is a tolerable deviation, it cannot be ignored and needs to be considered in the data
analysis.

During the integration of the magnet, one of the most important steps was the installation
of the quench resistors (figure 5.1). Although these resistors are not mandatory for regular
operation, they become important during a magnet quench, when the superconducting NbTi and
Nb3Sn wires shift from Shubnikov phase into normal phase. The dissipated heat due to ohmic
heating can easily damage or destroy the magnet components. Therefore, during a quench, the
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affected magnet section is short-circuited such as the current dissipates into heat at the quench
resistors outside the magnet. An active trigger to open the short circuit is not required. During
normal operation the high inherent resistance of the quench resistors directs the current along
the magnet windings. In case of a quench the resistance along the magnet winding exceeds the
resistance of the quench resistors and redirects the current.

Figure 5.4: Magnetic field strength and relative deviation in the radial direction. The zero point represents the centre of
the magnet. Fit function from [Oxf].

5.1.4 Tensile machine, power supply and sensor system

In order to apply tensile strain on the measured sample, a tensile machine with a maximum
tensile load of 10 kN can be connected to the fixture port. To achieve precise results the
machine position should only be adjusted under consideration of the distance measured by the
extensometers. Internal control units are not sufficiently precise. Tensile loads can be measured
with the load cell on top of the sample holder.

A 300 A or alternatively a 1.5 kA power supply provided the sample current. Both power
supplies are controlled by the FBI-T measurement software.

The sensor periphery includes two CernoxTM sensors to measure the magnet’s temperature
during cool down and to indicate a sufficient helium level to operate the magnet. Only a
measured temperature of 4.2 K guarantees full submergence of the magnet inside the helium
bath. All sensors, including temperature sensors, voltage taps and extensometers are read out
by the measurement instruments from the FBI-T facility which will be described in detail in
section 5.2.4.
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5.2 Sub-size cable FBI-T measurement facility

A schematic visualisation of the complete FBI-T facility can be seen in figure 5.5. Originally
it was designed in 1988 and constructed to measure LTS sub-size cables for ITER magnet
cables. Six years ago the analogue data acquisition system was replaced by digital measurement
equipment and a software based control unit.

Within this work a further upgrade was executed, aiming for optimisation to measure HTS
strands as they could be used inside a DEMO full-size cable for a TF coil design. The former
14 T superconducting magnet was replaced by a new 12 T split-coil magnet with more than
double the sample gap volume. This was required to adept to the increased diameter of new HTS
cable designs and to optimise the temperature variable insert (section 5.2.5) for measurements
at temperatures of 77 K. After the magnet upgrade, the bottom structure including cross-head
and both sample grips were modified, the G10 isolation at the helium outlet was replaced to
reduce helium leakage and the overall sensor unit was adapted to the modifications.

With an overall length of 116 cm and a maximal recommended sample diameter of 2 cm,
the samples come with inherent stability and only need to be mechanically reinforced against
Lorentz forces. This is mostly done by a temperature variable insert (section 5.2.5) or a simple
G10 former.

Cuboid copper terminations at both ends of each sample allow for a mechanical fixture by
clamping the sample terminations into the designated FBI-T copper terminals. For tensile tests,
the sample is further gripped by a stainless steel structure above the bottom and below the top
copper termination. The upper sample grip is connected to the tensile machine and can be
moved in the vertical direction together with the corresponding copper terminal.

Longitudinal elongations are measured by two CryoMak copper-beryllium extensometers
which are located above the magnet and measure the elongation over 48 cm, which corresponds
to 86% of the tensile strain experiencing cable length.

Detailed sample specifications and dimensional requirements for FBI-T samples can be found
in annex A.2.
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Figure 5.5: Cutaway view of the FBI-T measurement facility.
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5.2.1 Sample holder

The mounting principle of an FBI-T sample is demonstrated in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Schematic of the FBI-T sample section.
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5.2.2 Cryostat

For the same reasons as already mentioned in section 5.1.2, the cryostat is separated into two
chambers: the innermost chamber, which contains the liquid helium, and the surrounding
vacuum chamber, which contains an insulation vacuum of 10−4 Pa. The FBI-T cryostat is
moveable. During maintenance it is stored underground. After the proper sample installation it
is lifted with a crane and sealed at the top flange (figure 5.5).

The FBI-T cryostat is connected to the helium exhaust gas recirculation, with the additional
feature, that the helium flow rate, passing the sample current leads and the magnet current leads,
can be adjusted individually. The procedure during spontaneous helium volatilisation remains
the same. Therefore only one of both facilities can be operated at the same time. Otherwise, the
2,000 m³ volume of the balloon storage would be insufficient.

After termination of the experimental phase, the superconducting magnet needs to be heated
up to room temperature before opening the cryostat. Otherwise air would condensate inside
the magnet and oxidise the magnet windings. In order to heat the magnet to room temperature
within two days, two copper heat plates, containing heating elements with a total heat output of
500 W, can be activated (figure 5.5).

5.2.3 Superconducting magnet

The magnet of the FBI-T facility is a 12 T superconducting split-coil magnet. It replaces the
former 14 T magnet, which is now installed in the smaller FBI facility. The decrease in peak
magnetic field was satisfied by a highly increased sample gap of 80x40 mm2. Although the
large sample gap is an engineering challenge, the magnetic field shows a solid homogeneity
in the axial and the radial direction. Field function and relative deviation are visualized in
figure 5.7 respectively figure 5.8 with the zero position representing the magnet centre.

The magnetic field in the axial direction, parallel to the field lines, is very homogeneous. For a
maximum sample width of 20 mm the relative field deviation is only 0.1% and can be neglected.
In the radial direction the field homogeneity is of lower value. Since the sample length of
116 cm exceeds the magnetic high-field zone by far, the sample voltage should be measured
within a distance of 10 cm around the high-field zone to reduce the error of measurement. Then
again, the limiting factor of the critical current inside the superconducting sample is only the
local peak magnetic field. Under the assumption that measured HTS samples do not suffer from
local damage, and magnetic effects on the complete sample twist pitch or transposition length
are not under investigation, the radial field homogeneity plays a minor role. For samples with
twist pitches and transposition lengths that lie within the high-field zone the field deviation has
to be considered individually.
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Figure 5.7: Magnetic field strength and relative deviation in the axial direction. The zero point represents the centre of
the magnet. Data from [Oxf].

Figure 5.8: Magnetic field strength and relative deviation in the radial direction with polynomial fit function. The zero
point represents the centre of the magnet. Data from [Oxf].

5.2.4 Tensile machine, power supply and sensor system

Tensile strain in the longitudinal direction is applied by an electro-mechanic 100 kN tensile
machine which is directly connected to the upper sample grip. The tensile machine is adjusted
under consideration of the distance measured with the extensometers. Internal control units are
not sufficiently precise.

The sample current is provided by a 10 kA DC power supply. To keep the superposition of
alternating currents to a minimum level, the DC power supply consists of water-cooled transistor
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banks. The power supply is controlled by the FBI-T measurement software. In case of a sample
quench, the power supply interlock can be triggered by individually adjustable software and
hardware quench criteria.

The sensor periphery of the FBI-T facility contains various temperature sensors for the
sample, the superconducting magnet, the current leads and the magnet heaters. All of them are
read-out by two Lakeshore 218 temperature monitors with maximal 8 sensors each.

Up to four sample voltage taps can be measured with two Agilent/HP 34420A nano-volt-
meters. Any further voltage tap respectively the quench voltage is amplified by a Femto
DLPVA-100-F-D voltage amplifier and measured by a NI USB 6992 AD converter. Voltages of
higher value such as the voltage drop along the copper current leads is directly measured via
AD converter.

All collected data is processed in a compiled stand-alone Labview software, which was
originally developed during a former PhD thesis [Bar13].

5.2.5 G10 heater module

One of the most important parameters during the critical current measurement is the sample
temperature. With increasing temperature the current carrying capability of HTS samples drop
significantly. In order to measure the temperature dependant critical current function Ic(B,T), it
is necessary to measure and to control the sample temperature. Therefore, a G10 heater module
was developed to reach temperatures beyond 77 K. The schematic exploded-view drawing can
be seen in figure 5.9.

The core of the heater module consists of two polyimide thermofoilTM heaters. Their intrinsic
resistivity is only slightly reduced under cryogenic conditions and they come with a dielectric
strength of 1000VRMS [Min]. With both heaters operating in parallel, the available heat output
is 200 W. Both polyimide heaters are fixed on copper plates which conduct the generated heat
to the sample, where it is measured by five temperature sensors. Three CernoxTM SD sensors
measure the sample temperature at the centre point. They can be operated in static magnetic
fields. Furthermore, two temperature calibrated coal resistors TVO are attached at between
both ends of the copper contact plates(figure 5.9). They are used to measure the temperature
distribution at zero field and help understand the temperature distribution along the HTS sample.
The bottom part of the G10 heater module is stabilising the sample against Lorentz forces. Any
other G10 component serves for thermal isolation against the liquid helium bath.
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Figure 5.9: Exploded-view drawing of the G10 heater module.

was simulated by FEM. The results will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.3 Uncertainty in measurement

The consideration of statistical and systematic errors during data analysis is very important. In
order to stick to international standards, all standard uncertainties for experimentally acquired
data are calculated on basis of the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
(GUM) of the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology [JCG08]. Although the error respect-
ively the uncertainty calculation of the GUM is exactly the same as it is ordinarily applied in
physics, this thesis will stick to the precise GUM denominations for reasons of uniformity.

The measurand Y , which in this work is often the critical current Ic of superconductor samples,
is defined by the function

Y = f (X1,X2, ...,XN )

with N measured quantities X1,X2, ...,XN .
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position. While both CernoxTM temperature sensors inside the centre cavities of the copper
contact plates measure the same temperatures, the other three sensors measure individual values.
In order to understand the temperature distribution inside the samples, the thermal conduction
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In case of the critical current Ic it is most likely

Ic = f (B,T, ε)

with the magnetic field B, the temperature T and the longitudinal strain ε.

In the following, any estimations of Y and X shall be denoted as y respectively x.

Random error - type A standard uncertainty:

Any scientific experiment is based on the premise to increase its scientific plausibility by
reproducing the experimental outcome. However, although the boundary conditions for each
repetition remains the same, the results for all independent observations are not necessarily
equal and vary within a statistical spectrum.

In order to get to a single and plausible result, it is convenient to calculate the arithmetic
mean

X̄i =
1
n

n∑
k=1

Xi,k

of the measured quantity Xi from n independent observations.

Since the arithmetic mean does not contain any information about the variance of the ob-
served data, it is necessary to calculate the corrected sample standard deviation respectively
experimental standard deviation for each measured quantity

s(Xi,k) =

√√
1

n−1

n∑
k=1
(Xi,k − X̄i)2,

which provides information on the dispersion about the arithmetic mean considering the
Bessel’s correction. To estimate the standard deviation of the error in the arithmetic mean
relating to the expected value, the standard error of the mean (SEM)

s(X̄i) =
s(Xi,k)√

n

needs to be considered.

Disregarding any systematic error, the standard uncertainty

u(xi) = s(X̄i)

is equal to the standard error of the mean.
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Systematic error - type B standard uncertainty

Beside the random error, the systematic error of measurement also affects the standard uncer-
tainty. In contrary to the random error, the systematic error is predictable, correlates to the
measured quantity and can be mostly reduced by optimizing the measurement conditions. Reas-
ons for systematic errors are the method of observation, the imperfection of the measurement
instruments and the interference of the observation with the system to be measured. In the
majority of cases the manufacturers of measurement instruments and laboratory equipment
provide the systematic error. Since the standard uncertainty u(xi) is defined on the one sigma
standard deviation level, which corresponds to a 68% coverage regarding a normal distribution,
the systematic error needs to be adapted accordingly.

Combined standard uncertainty

The arithmetic mean of a measurand Y estimated from the measured quantities X1,X2, ...,XN

does not necessarily follow a linear function. Therefore, in the following work, the arithmetic
mean of the measurand is estimated by

y =
1
n

n∑
k=1

Yk =
1
n

n∑
k=1

f (X1,k,X2,k, ...,XN,k).

In order to estimate the combined standard uncertainty uc(y) of the measurand, it is necessary
to propagate type A and type B standard uncertainties of the independent measured quantities
by

uc(y) =

√√√ N∑
i=1

(
∂ f
∂xi
·u(xi)

)2
=

√(
∂y1
∂x1
·u(x1)

)2
+

(
∂y2
∂x2
·u(x2)

)2
+ ...+

(
∂yN
∂xN

·u(xN )
)2
.

This propagation also needs to be considered for the additive combination of type A u(xi)
and type B u(Xi) standard uncertainties. Under the premise that both, type A and type B
uncertainties are based on the one sigma standard deviation level, they are to be combined to
the standard uncertainty uc(y) by following the above-mentioned formulation.
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Applied standard uncertainty

To estimate a realistic type B standard uncertainty u(Xi) for the measurement equipment,
following accuracies were considered.

• The uncertainty for the Agilent/HP 34420A nano-voltmeters scales with the reading and
the range. At temperatures of 23±5°C for a maximal interval of 1 mV the accuracy is
0.0050% of the reading plus 0.002% of the range [Agi03]. Since the measured voltages
to measure the critical current never exceeds 100 µV, the accuracies due to reading and
range are considered with a conservative accuracy of 25 nV.

• For the Lakeshore 218 temperature monitors in combination with CernoxTM 1050 tem-
perature sensors, the relative accuracy is depending on the sample temperature and the
magnetic field and is given in table 5.1.

• The accuracy of the current provided by the 10 kA power supply was measured. The error
is estimated 0.5% of the actual current. This is a very conservative estimation although
it already includes the accuracy of the NI USB 6229 AD converter with 112 µV in the
nominal range of 0.2 V [Nat14].

• For the magnetic field B, the accuracy is 0.5% and was provided by Oxford instru-
ments [Oxf16].

• Uncertainties of measured distances to calculate the critical electrical field Ec are con-
sidered with ±0.1 mm.

• The accuracy of the load cell used during pressure tests was adapted from the machine it
was calibrated with. The data was provided by Deutscher Kalibrierdienst. The linear data
fit results in the uncertainty function 0.0017 · x+0.0013, where x is the applied load in
kN.

Table 5.1: Accuracy of CernoxTM 1050 temperature sensors. Data from [Lak].

magnetic field B (T)
temperature T (K) 2.5 T 8 T 14 T

4.2 0.1% -0.15% -0.85%

10 0.04% -0.4% -1.1%

20 0.04% 0.02% -0.16%

30 0.01% 0.04% 0.06%

77 0.002% 0.022% 0.062%
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Although all the accuracies are well known, the overall type B standard uncertainty can be
simplified. The error propagation for the calculation of the critical electric field Ec is

uc(Ec) =

√√√(
∂U

d

∂U
·u(U)

)2

+

(
∂U

d

∂d
·u(d)

)2

.

With increase of the distance d between the voltage taps, the uncertainty decreases. The
minimum value of d is 10 cm, which corresponds to the high field zone of the magnet. Under
consideration of a one-microvolt-criteria the maximal relative type B standard uncertainty u(Ec)
is only 0.0056% and can be neglected.

The error propagation for the calculation of the n-value and the critical current is more
complicated. The n-value is calculated on basis of equation 3.2 by the method of least square

k∑
k=1
(ln(E)− (n · ln( j)+ c))2→ min

which results in the fit parameters

n =

1
k

k∑
k=1

ln(Ei)ln( ji)− 1
k

k∑
k=1

ln(Ei) · 1
k

k∑
k=1

ln( ji)

1
k

k∑
k=1

ln( ji)2−
(

1
k

k∑
k=1

ln( ji)
)2 =

ln(E)ln( j)− ln( j) · ln(E)

ln( j)2−
(
ln( j)

)2

and

c =
1
k

k∑
k=1

ln(Ei)−n · 1
k

k∑
k=1

ln( ji) = ln(E)−n · ln( j).

The error propagation to calculate the type B standard uncertainty is

u(n) =

√(
∂n
∂ j
·u( j)

)2
+

(
∂n
∂E
·u(E)

)2

and

u(c) =

√(
∂c
∂ j
·u( j)

)2
+

(
∂c
∂E
·u(E)

)2
.
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To calculate the combined standard uncertainty of the critical current density, these standard
uncertainties have to be further propagated by

uc( jc) =

√(
∂e−

c
n

∂c
·u(c)

)2

+

(
∂e−

c
n

∂n
·u(n)

)2

=

√(
−1

n
· e−

c
n ·u(c)

)2
+

( c
n2 · e

− c
n ·u(n)

)
.

For technical superconductors experience has shown that n-values typically lie between
values of 30 to 50 and for the c-parameter accounts c > −300. In consequence, due to the error
propagation, the combined standard uncertainty uc( jc) is smaller than the initial value of the
type B standard uncertainty u( j) of the current measurement. Although the error propagation
is the mathematically correct approach, for all following measurements, an estimation of an
upper error limit is satisfying and used instead. The type B standard uncertainty of the current
measurement u( j) = 0.5% is taken as the type B standard uncertainty for the critical current
calculation and the calculation of the n-value.

The process to calculate the n-value is not standardised, yet. As mentioned in section 3.1.3,
the n-value for measurements in this thesis is calculated from E = 1 µV/cm to E = 10 µV/cm,
resulting in the nE1−10-value. In other scientific publications, n-value calculations often include
a smaller interval. In order to estimate the effect of different considered intervals, the n-value
given in following measurements include an error estimation which considers deviations due to
different n-value calculations. The impact of the n-value calculation due to different intervals
from five to ten in natural numbers can be seen in figure 3.1.3 for 36 different technical
superconductor samples.

Figure 5.10: n-value calculations for 36 technical superconductor samples. The red line indicates the nE1−E10-value.
Error bars represent the average standard uncertainty due to the ten different considered intervals.
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5.4 Conclusion

Each data point represents a superconductor tape measurement. Error bars indicate the error
due to n-value calculations on basis of different intervals taken into account. The red line is
the nE1−10-value and the red area represents the peak of the calculated standard uncertainties
with regard to the n-value for each tape. As each tape has a slightly different U − I-function,
it was not possible to find any mathematical relation between the absolute n-value and the
deviation due to the considered spread of the electric field during the calculation. Therefore,
the maximum estimated error of 4.6% is taken as very conservative error for following n-value
measurements. Although this approach does not provide the most precise and narrow n-value
error spread for each individual measurement in this thesis, it gives the reader an upper limit of
the n-value uncertainty and therefore allows a more realistic comparison of these n-values with
measurements from different publications.

5.4 Conclusion

The preparation of both FBI facilities to measure high temperature superconductor samples was
successfully executed. While the modernisation of the single tape FBI facility was motivated
by the participation in a round robin test, aiming for the standardisation of superconductor
measurements under consideration of longitudinally applied strain, the FBI-T facility was
upgraded to be able to measure HTS cable strands as they can be used for full-size HTS DEMO
cables, including an optimized G10 heater module to achieve temperatures beyond 77 K. All
following work and measurements are based on the experimental set-up as it was explicitly
described in this chapter.
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6 High current HTS cable concepts
for DEMO magnet TF coils

High temperature superconductors are a promising alternative to low temperature superconduct-
ors for reasons already discussed in chapter 3.5, Due to the high temperature superconductor
tape structure, the cable design of a high temperature superconductor cable is completely
different to a low temperature superconductor cable design.

Various high temperature superconductor cable designs have been proposed, investigated
and optimised within iterative processes during the last few years. The cable concepts to be
discussed, analysed and finally evaluated for use in DEMO magnet toroidal field coils are

• the Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (RACC) cable,

• the Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (TSTC)

• and the Conductor on Round Core (CORC).

6.1 Roebel Assembled Coated Conductors (RACC)

The first high temperature superconductor Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (RACC) cable
was proposed by Siemens, Germany, in 2004, manufactured with 1G (PbBi)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+x

HTS tapes [HOLN04]. One year later, the first 2G HTS RACC cable was manufactured at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany [GNK+06] and has ever since been developed
and optimized at the KIT and at Callaghan Innovation, New Zealand, former Industrial Research
Limited (IRL) [BGB+16, GFK+09, LBB+08].

Originally, the RACC cable is based on the Roebel bar, a cable concept to reduce alternating
current (AC) losses in copper stator windings of AC generators, which was invented 1912
by Ludwig Roebel [Fra63]. However, in contrary to the Roebel bar it is manufactured of
multi-layered REBCO tapes which are punched into a meander shaped form. A schematic of a
RACC cable can be seen in figure 6.1.

The geometry of the punching tool depends on the desired transposition length. An increase
of the transposition length allows for a higher number of REBCO tapes, while a decrease in the
transposition length reduces AC current losses. Since AC current losses inside a toroidal field
coil are of secondary importance, the transposition length for all RACC cables manufactured
during this thesis was set to 110.5 mm to achieve an assembly of 16 4 mm wide REBCO tapes
per cable.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a 16 strand RACC cable. The punched superconducting tapes were assembled to a Roebel
composition. Over the length of two transpositions, each tape is visible once on the top and once on the
bottom side. The transposition length is twice the punching length. Coloured strands help to guide the eye.

6.1.1 Terminations

Terminations of a high temperature superconductor cable plays an important role to guarantee
a homogeneous current distribution within all tape strands. The statistical analysis on HTS
face-to-face lap joints was already discussed and evaluated in chapter 4 and is transferable to
face-to-copper joints.

In order to investigate terminations for high temperature superconductor cables the RACC
cable is the optimum candidate. Compared to a Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (TSTC), the RACC
requires a higher current input homogeneity with most equal joint resistances for all single tapes.
The reason for such strict requirement is the bad current sharing within the tapes, visualized in
figure 6.2. The vertical gap between the left and the right half of the RACC cable prevents a
horizontal current sharing between the tapes. According to the tape orientation of the desired
face-to-copper lap joint, the current has to enter from the bottom side to avoid the high ohmic
substrate layer on the top.

In case the current is not distributed into all RACC strands homogeneously, the current
carrying capability of the cable is highly decreased. This behaviour was described in detail
at [Bar13].
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of a RACC cable inside a copper termination. The HTS tapes are oriented with the REBCO
layer to the bottom side, to avoid the intrinsic resistance of the high ohmic stainless steel substrate. Voids
between the tapes and the copper former are filled with soft solder.

State-of-the-art

One method to avoid inhomogeneous current distribution inside a RACC cable is to splice
the cable and solder each tape to the copper termination individually (figure 6.3). This is a
very time-consuming process, since each tape needs to be shortened individually. Furthermore,
during the solder process each tape is fixed by a stainless steel plate to prevent the tapes from
moving while cooling down the termination from solder temperature to room temperature. This
additional stainless steel plates increase the termination in width and height. Therefore, this
method is recommended for terminations, where space plays a minor role and an optimum low
ohmic contact resistance is the decisive factor. Current leads for measurement systems that are
cooled by industrial cryo-coolers, which normally are limited to a cooling power of less than
10 W at 4.2 K, are exemplary applications.

Figure 6.3: Solder joints for a 12 mm wide RACC. Each tape is soldered individually and afterwards fixed with stainless
steel plates. Photo from [Bar13]
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Optimization of the termination geometry

Since space is the limiting criteria for a fusion cable, it is important to keep the termination to
a minimum size. This requires a reduction of the termination width by removing the threads
and a limitation of the termination length to the transposition length of the RACC cable. The
transposition length is the minimum required length to ensure that each HTS tape is in direct
contact with the copper termination. The design of the termination can be seen in figure 6.4. It
is separated into two copper parts. As the bottom half-shell (groove) contains the RACC inside
the groove and directs the current into the HTS tapes, the top part (tongue) serves as pressure
stamp during the solder process. Naturally, for the tongue thickness tt accounts

tt > dg − tRACC,

with the groove depth dg and the cable thickness tRACC , to prevent the copper structure from
absorbing the applied pressure.

Figure 6.4: Copper termination for a 16 strand HTS RACC. The cable is soldered into the bottom copper groove,
while the copper tongue serves to provide pressure during the solder phase. Coloured strands serve a better
visualisation of the Roebel structure.

Soldering process

For reasons already discussed in subsection 4.2, In50Sn50 is used as solder and colophony,
dissolved in isopropyl alcohol with a mass ratio of 1:2, is used as flux. Since the copper and the
HTS superconductor tapes had to be prepared separately, the solder phase is subdivided into
three steps.

1. To remove the high ohmic copper oxide, the copper termination is put into a bath of citric
acid for half an hour. Afterwards, the citric acid is washed off with distilled water and
the termination is cleaned with isopropyl alcohol from grease and residues. In order to
pre-tin the cleaned copper termination, it is put on a hot plate and heated to a temperature
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of 120 °C. Then the copper is covered with colophony and InSn in turns, until the copper
is thoroughly pre-tinned with solder. Excess solder is drawn off with a solder iron and
colophony is washed off with distilled water. Since the distilled water cools down the
termination below the liquidus temperature, the process needs to be repeated several
times until no colophony residues are left. This process is executed for both, the bottom
and the top half of the termination.

2. Citric acid cannot be used for its low ph value. To clean the coated conductors from
grease and residues, they are wiped with isopropyl alcohol and a soft laboratory cleaning
wipe. Afterwards, the RACC is heated to 120 °C on the hot plate. It is important to heat
only the cable section which will be pre-tinned. All other cable sections must not be in
direct contact to the hot plate, to prevent the copper stabilisation of the coated conductors
from oxidation. As soon as the RACC reaches the desired temperature it is doused in
colophony. The InSn solder should be thoroughly applied with a solder iron, to make
sure that the RACC is entirely pre-tinned on the top- and on the bottom side. Finally, the
colophony residues are washed off with distilled water.

3. The third and last step is soldering the RACC into the termination. Both, the copper
groove and the copper tongue are heated to 120 °C on the hot plate. When the temperature
is achieved, the RACC is placed inside the groove and covered with plenty of InSn until
no voids are left. Then the copper tongue is used to close the termination and pressure
is applied on top of it to decrease the solder thickness. 6 MPa would be the optimum
pressure, however, the pressure to be applied is highly depending on the cable design.
As we will see in section 6.1, the RACC without additional mechanical stabilisation is
highly vulnerable to pressure perpendicular to the cable plane. Therefore a pressure of
only 109 kPa was applied.

A finished solder joint with a length of 140 mm can be seen in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Finished termination for a RACC cable. The termination is oversized to allow for screws and threads which
connect the termination to the stainless steel reinforcement for an in-field measurement. Inside toroidal
field coil winding, the termination is supposed to be few millimetres wider than the cable width.

Although the tape is only 4 mm wide, the copper termination is 15 mm wide. The reason for
the excess width are the threads which are needed to connect the terminations to the stainless
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steel structure which was used to reinforce the RACC against the Lorentz forces during a
measurement in the FBI facility.

Measurement and results

After improving the termination and the solder process, the two terminations were applied to a
40 cm long RACC sample to measure the current input homogeneity. Figure 6.6 demonstrates
the experimental measurement setup. Each of the ten strands was measured individually with a
voltage tap over a length of more than 40 cm, including the terminations. For this purpose, the
taps were soldered outside the terminations as it is proposed in [VGS+13]. This method comes
with two benefits: voltage taps applied outside the terminations are easier to mount and any tape
degradation inside the terminations due to soldering will be discovered.

Figure 6.6: Four-terminal sensing of U(I) for a 10 strand 40 cm long RACC. Each tape of the RACC was measured
individually. The voltage taps include the terminations. Coloured strands serve a better visualisation of the
Roebel structure.

As can be seen in figure 6.7, the current distributes very homogeneously inside the RACC.
The functions of the electric field E over the current I for the single tapes are almost congruent.
No ohmic contributions were measured at the transition from superconducting to normal state.
Unfortunately, voltage tap 7 dropped out during the measurement. However, because the critical
current of the whole cable was conform to the critical currents of the single tapes. Solid lines in
the graph are power law fits of the measured data, optimized to fit data around the 1 µV/cm
critical current criteria. The resulting contact resistance Rj is 81 nΩ. This corresponds to a
maximal specific contact resistance rjs of 453.6 nΩcm2, when calculating the contact area Ac

on basis of the 140 mm termination length and the 4 mm cable width, without subtracting the
punching voids. Since the punching voids are not subtracted from the contact area, the specific
joint resistance is slightly overvalued. However, the punching voids do not affect the overall
cable dimensions in any beneficial way. Therefore, it is justifiable not to consider them in the
specific joint resistance.
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Figure 6.7: Homogeneous current distribution inside a RACC of ten strands. For each single tape, the voltage was
measured separately. The current was taken from a shunt and therefore was measured for the overall cable.
The power law was used to fit the data points. The electric field was calculated on basis of a 1 μV criteria at
the phase transition.

6.1.2 Mechanical reinforcement and pressure resistance

Direct current (DC) applications, such as the DEMO magnet coils, benefit from the RACC
cable structure for two reasons. Its tape transposition reduces quench events during magnet
charge and therefore reduces magnet training effects. Same accounts for plasma fluctuations
which induce current oscillations in the toroidal field coil. Furthermore, the plane-symmetric
cable structure of the RACC cable can be aligned parallel to the magnetic field lines. As already
discussed in chapter 3.5, the critical current density for parallel aligned REBCO tapes inside an
external magnetic field exceeds the critical current for perpendicular alignment by far.

RACC without mechanical reinforcement

The experienced stress inside a magnet winding is hoop-stress and shear-stress. Due to the large
magnet diameter of a DEMO toroidal field coil, hoop stress transfers into longitudinal stress
on the cable, while shear-stress, as a result of transversal Lorentz forces on the RACC cable,
moves the single tapes against each other.

The first measurements of RACC cables in magnetic background fields have proven its high
vulnerability to Lorentz forces. Figure 6.8 demonstrates the cable degradation.The cable was
enclosed in a G10 former which prevented the cable from bending in direction of the Lorentz
force. Still, the critical current value already dropped significantly for low magnetic fields of
few tesla. With increase of the magnetic field to 6 T, which corresponds to a Lorentz force of
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1.8 kN, the transition to normal phase smoothed out. After increasing the magnetic field to
8 T, the superconducting transition was no longer measurable and the superconducting sample
degraded irreversibly. Reason for the cable damage was the tape movement within the RACC
sample. The single tapes were pressed against each other at the crossovers, which, as seen in
figure 6.9, deformed and damaged the inner radii of the Roebel structure.

Figure 6.8: Measurement of a ten strand RACC cable at 20 K. The cable was mounted into the FBI facility with
the superconductor c-axis parallel to the magnetic field lines. An increase of the magnetic field lead to
irreversible cable damage. In order to compare the different functions of the electric field, the critical current
was exceptionally estimated with a 5µV/cm criteria. Data from [Bar13].

Figure 6.9: Measurement of a ten strand RACC cable at 20 K. The cable was mounted into the FBI facility with
the superconductor c-axis parallel to the magnetic field lines. An increase of the magnetic field lead to
irreversible cable damage. In order to compare the different functions of the electric field, the critical current
was exceptionally estimated with a 5µV/cm criteria. Photo from [Bar13].
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RACC with mechanical reinforcement

With its very low inherent stability, the RACC cable requires an external reinforcement against
shear-stress and tape movement. An earlier solution was the immobilisation of the RACC
strands by impregnation [BBW+13]. The composition of Araldite and quartz powder with a
mixing ratio of 1:1 has shown a degradation free impregnation at self-field measurements in
at 77 K. However, the very low thermal conductivity of Araldite and quartz powder thermally
isolate the impregnated superconductor cable from the cooling medium. This is not problematic
during normal operation inside a liquid cooling medium bath. However, inside a closed and
sealed full-size fusion cable that is operated with helium forced flow, any thermal isolation and
reduction of the cross section area of the helium flow highly increases the risk of cable fusing
during a quench.

Another approach is to immobilise the cable by mechanical pressure. The only requirement is
to induce a large enough friction force to compensate the Lorentz force, induced by the external
magnetic field, by compacting the RACC. Compaction does neither reduce the cross-section
area of the forced flow nor isolates the superconductors from the cooling medium thermally. For
investigation of the RACC compaction, an oversized rectangular stainless steel former, pictured
in figure 6.10 was manufactured. The RACC is embedded inside the u-shaped stainless steel
former and compressed by the t-shaped stainless steel cover. Stainless steel screws are used to

Figure 6.10: Stainless steel compaction for a 4 mm wide RACC cable. The pressure between the t-shaped cover and the
u-shaped former is applied by stainless steel screws and induces a friction force of higher value than the
expected Lorentz force inside the magnetic background field.

adjust the desired pressure. However, the applied pressure cannot be selected arbitrarily. The
friction force induced between the RACC strands has to exceed the Lorentz force. Then again,
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REBCO superconductors only withstand a certain amount of transversal pressure. Especially in
form of a Roebel composition. To avoid damage during compaction or in-field measurement,
the maximum applicable pressure needs to be investigated.

Pressure applicability of a RACC cable

The investigation of the maximum applicable pressure on the RACC cable is very important
since pressure is not only experienced during the compaction of the RACC, but also inside a
magnetic field. Worst case scenario is the orientation of the RACC cable with the c-axis parallel
to the magnetic field lines. In order to understand the dependency of the critical current Ic(p)
on the applied pressure, pressure experiments were executed with a 4 mm wide RACC. The
pressure distribution depends on the parity of the number of strands. For odd strand numbers, the
pressure distribution depends on the angle of the crossovers and is limited to a maximum number
of tapes [FBB+15]. With increase of the tape numbers, interferences with high peak pressure
occur and destroy the cable. For even strand numbers, the pressure distribution scales linearly
with the number of tapes. With increase of the number of tapes, the number of crossovers
increases and, as there are no interferences, the pressure is equally distributed [FBB+15].

Sample assembly

Both RACC samples used to investigate the maximum applicable pressure were assembled of
ten REBCO strands. They have an overall length of 400 mm which includes both 140 mm
long terminations. The minimum termination length is 110.5 mm which corresponds to half the
transposition length and guarantees for two direct contacts between each strand and the copper
termination.

Sample 1 and sample 2 differ in thickness. While sample 1 consists of 10 Roebel assembled
REBCO strands, sample 2 additionally contains 10 0.1 µm thick copper strands. All copper
strands were punched into the meander shaped Roebel form and were placed congruently on
top of the REBCO strands. By definition the top side of a REBCO tape is the side closest to
the REBCO layer. The intention behind the additional copper layer between each REBCO
tape is to buffer the pressure sensitive RACC crossovers and to extend the absolute pressure of
permanent degradation. A photo of sample 2 can be seen in figure 6.11.

Experimental setup

After successfully assembling both RACC samples, each is mounted into the u-shaped stainless
steel former. The pressure during the measurement is applied by two large steel plates which
are connected by threaded rods passing the pressure to the 85 mm long t-shaped cover which
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Figure 6.11: RACC sample 2 with 10 REBCO and 10 additional copper strands. Each copper strand covers the top
side of one REBCO strand and serves as additional buffer layer against transversal pressure. Slight
displacements between the copper and the superconducting strands are visible.

functions as pressure stamp. By smoothly adjusting the torque on each threaded rod, the pressure
is increased. A 15 kN load cell with two strain gauges is installed between the steel plates and
the t-shaped cover to measure the applied pressure.

During the measurement inside a 77 K liquid nitrogen bath, the pressure is increased from
zero. After each increase, the current is ramped to estimate changes in the critical current value.
This process is repeated iteratively until the critical current drops significantly. Throughout
calibration and measurement, the load cell is fully submerged inside the liquid nitrogen bath to
exclude errors due to a temperature gradient along the strain gauges.

The voltage drop of each of the ten strands was measured individually. All voltage taps
were installed according to the description in subsection 6.1.1. The corresponding current was
measured for the entire sample at the shunt of the power supply.

Pressure estimation

An accurate pressure estimation requires a precise definition of the contact area between the
pressure stamp and the RACC samples. In order to compare the results with future measurements
and different cable designs, it is reasonable to distinguish three different areas of contact. The
different contact areas are recorded in table 6.1. All of them were precisely measured by
evaluating high resolution microscope images of the RACC samples.

Table 6.1: Calculated area values based on the contact area definition. All values were precisely measured with high
resolution microscope imaging.

Atot / mm2 Aavg / mm2 Aeff / mm2

sample 1 340.0 - 95.9

sample 2 340.0 328.6 102.2
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Following different contact areas are defined:

• Atot defines the total contact area based on width and length of the pressure stamp. In the
experiment the length of the stamp is 85 mm and its width is 4 mm.

• Aavg defines the theoretical contact area between the RACC samples and the pressure
stamp corrected by punching voids, which reduces the area estimation. The resulting
average pressure allows for an comparison of the average pressure between various cable
designs.

• Aeff defines the contact area, which effectively experiences pressure during the pressure
experiment. Due to the meander shaped form of the RACC cable, the pressure is not
distributed homogeneously but focused on the cross-sections, which results in the pressure
pattern visible in figure 6.12. The effective contact pressure is important to estimate in
order to avoid cable damage during the compaction of the RACC cable. The visualisation
of the pressure pattern was realized by a 10 MPa pressure measurement film. It was placed
on top of the RACC sample and only removed after finishing the pressure experiment. It
was also verified, that the increase of the pressure to levels which degraded the RACC
samples irreversibly, did not change the pressure pattern.

Figure 6.12: RACC cable with three pressure distribution patterns depending on the definition of the contact area. The
total contact area Atot considers the complete area occupied by the cable, calculated by length and width
of the pressure stamp. The average contact area Aavg is representing the precise contact area of the RACC
cable, considering the voids resulting from the punching process. The effective contact area Aeff is the
area which is actually affected by pressure applied on the RACC cable. It is measured with pressure
measurement film.

RACC sample without additional copper buffer layers

The very low inherent stability of the RACC and its hight vulnerability against transversal
pressure is well known [BBW+13, UWB13]. To prove the high vulnerability, sample 1, the
4 mm wide sample without additional copper buffer layers, was measured under transversal
pressure. The result of the measurement is visible in figure 6.13. The critical current values are
given for both, the average pressure pavg and the total pressure ptot.
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Figure 6.13: Performance of sample 1 at 77 K in liquid nitrogen depending on the total pressure ptot and the effective
pressure peff . The cable immediately degrades by 11% after applying slight transversal pressure. The
second significant drop is reached for peff >90 MPa. The cable damage is irreversible. Connecting lines
serve to guide the eye.

The first significant performance drop of 11% occurs immediately after applying slight
pressure. Cause for the slight pressure is the 5 kg dead weight of the load cell. This behaviour
was reproducible for various 4 mm wide RACC samples. The first applied pressure forces the
filigree RACC strands into a fixed position which slightly damages the tapes at the cross-overs.
For 12 mm wide tapes with larger proportions between tape thickness and tape width, this effect
is not visible. Further increase of the pressure leads to a slightly declining plateau. For effective
pressures beyond 60 MPa, the decline increases and drops significantly for effective pressures
beyond 90 MPa. The observed degradation is irreversible. The point of irreversibility was not
investigated, since the main focus lies on cable compaction, which is a one-time process.

RACC sample with additional copper buffer layers

In order to reduce the vulnerability against transversal pressure, sample 2 contains ten copper
buffer strands on top of each superconductor strand. The buffer effect of the additional copper
can be seen in figure 6.14.

An initial drop due to the dead weight of the load cell was not measurable. The observed
damage at sample 1 was prevented by the additional copper buffer layers. With first pressure
increase, the critical current drops about 1.5%. With increase of the effective pressure up to
40 MPa, the critical current remains stable. For values beyond 40 MPa the critical current
starts to drop. Only at 120 MPa effective pressure the critical current reaches the 340 A
level. Therefore, sample 2 proves a higher durability against transversal pressure compared to
sample 1, where the 340 A limit is already reached for 75 MPa effective pressure. The grey bar,
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denominated as operation point, is the pressure applied during compaction of the RACC. The
pressure test resulted in irreversible cable degradation. The ultimate point of irreversibility was
not investigated.

Figure 6.14: Performance of sample 2 at 77 K in liquid nitrogen depending on the total pressure ptot and the effective
pressure peff . The cable damage after the measurement is irreversible. Connecting lines serve to guide the
eye.

In order to explicitly compare the results of sample 1, sample 2 with the performance
of a single tape, all absolute data was transferred into relative data with the critical current
Ic0 = Ic(T = 77K, B = s f , p = 0) as reference point. The relative data depending on the total
and effective pressure are visible in figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15: Comparison of sample 1, sample 2 and single tape data under transversal pressure at 77 K. The additional
copper protects the RACC from degradation due to transversal pressure. Connecting lines serve to guide
the eye. Data for the single tape from [TKO+07].
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be reduced significantly. The cable damage due to the dead weight of the load cell could be
completely prevented and the degradation due to applied transversal pressure extended from
90 MPa to 120 MPa effective pressure. Furthermore, as expected, the single tape exceeds the
pressure durability of the RACC. The single tape benefits from its flat, symmetric form which
absorbs the pressure homogeneously.

In conclusion, the performance of the RACC under pressure could be improved significantly.
Its pressure durability is high enough to withstand the pressure applied inside the stainless steel
casing.

6.1.3 Field dependent measurement

After the foregoing pressure investigation, two RACC samples were manufactured, to be
measured inside a magnetic background field of 12 T inside the FBI measurement facility.

Sample A was manufactured of ten superconductor strands and ten additional copper buffer
strands. To avoid any unforeseen setbacks, the design was exactly the same as for the pressure
test. Beside sample A, a second sample, sample B was manufactured. The 4 mm wide design
remains the same, but the number of superconductor and copper buffer strands was increased
from ten to 16. This is the maximum even number of strands for the pre-defined transposition
length of 110.5 mm. Details on both sample parameters can be found in table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Parameters of the FBI RACC samples A and B.

RACC FBI RACC FBI
parameter sample A sample B

sample length 1160 mm including terminations

superconductor 340.0328.6

number of HTS tapes 10 16

number of Cu tapes 10 16

transposition length 110.5 mm

termination copper terminations soldered with In50Sn50 soft solder

mechanical support compressed inside a stainless steel former

expected Lorentz force 4.0 kN 6.4 kN

applied torque per screw 0.2 Nm 0.32 Nm

electrical stabilisation copper tapes on top of the HTS tapes

pairs of voltage taps 2 4

voltage tap distances 89 cm 56 cm, 89 cm
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Stainless steel compaction and sample preparation

In order to correctly calculate the required friction force and therefore the required pressure
inside the stainless steel conduit, it is necessary to estimate the Lorentz force on both RACC
samples precisely. To do so, the data of the magnetic field of the 12 T magnet, provided by
Oxford Technologies, was fitted with the power function

f (x) = 1
a+ bxc

, (6.1)

where x represents the coordinate along the sample. The centre of the magnet is defined at
x = 0.

For the calculation of the Lorentz force, the maximum currents for both samples at 12 T, 4.2 K
were estimated with 0.8 kA for sample A and 1.3 kA for sample B. By integrating equation 6.1
over the sample length, the expected Lorentz force over the entire sample length is 3.3 kN
for sample A and 5.3 kN for sample B. Considering a very conservative friction factor for
copper on stainless steel with 0.23 [Bea13], the required friction forces are 14.4 kN and 23.0 kN
respectively. This corresponds to an effective pressure peff of 16 MPa.

To maintain this pressure during the in-field measurement, the stainless steel cover was closed
by several M4 screws. The torque for each screw was calculated by

M = Fpre ·
(

dp

2
· tan(α+ β)+ µ · dh

2

)
,

with the preload force Fpre, the pitch diameter dp, the thread angle α, the friction angle β, the
friction coefficient µf and the friction diameter dh. The resulting torque for sample A was
0.2 Nm and for sample B 0.32 Nm.

After both samples were completely compacted into their stainless steel conduits and the
terminations were manufactured as described in section 6.1.1, the voltage taps were soldered to
the RACC samples. Sample A was equipped with two and sample B with four voltage taps. In
comparison to sample A, the conduit of sample B was designed with two additional gaps to
allow for an additional voltage measurement over a shorter distance of only 56 cm.

FBI sample measurements

After both RACC FBI samples were prepared successfully, they were mounted into the FBI
facility with the c-axis of the superconductor parallel to magnetic field lines. It is the worst case
scenario with the Lorentz force pushing the edges of the RACC strands against each other.

The measurements of both cables were executed at 4.2 K. Both cable measurements were
started with an initial magnetic field of 8 T. This initial value was chosen for two reasons: for
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lower magnetic background fields, the current density inside the cable is highly increased. In
case of a cable quench, the high current density might permanently degrade the cable or even
fuse it. The safest approach would be to start the measurement at 12 T background field. The
sample current, and therefore the chance of degradation during a quench, is proportionally low.
However, the Lorentz force is at its peak. A comparison between measurements before and
after reaching the peak magnetic field would not be possible. A change could only be verified
by comparing the 77 K measurements in liquid nitrogen before and after the FBI measurements.

Beginning with the 8 T measurement, the magnetic field was increased to 12 T and then
cycled between both values in 1 T steps. After any training effect or propagating degradation
could be excluded, the magnetic field was finally ramped down to measure the critical current
at self-field. The results for the ten strand RACC sample A measurement can be seen in
figure 6.16. During the measurement a very slight training effect during the first ramp was
observed. However, the effect was negligible and a degradation could be excluded after the
subsequent 77 K measurement in liquid nitrogen. Although no degradation was observed, the

Figure 6.16: Performance of the ten strand RACC sample A during measurement inside the magnetic background field
of the FBI facility at 4.2 K. The magnetic field penetrates the sample parallel to the c-axis of the RACC.
A slight training during the first ramp to 12 T was observed. The difference between the critical current
of the RACC and the up-scaled data of a single RACC tape is approximately 11%. Arrows illustrate the
measurement sequence.

RACC cable lagged the performance of the upscaled data of one single punched RACC strand.
A hint to the reason is the very low n-value. Both voltage taps used to measure the voltage drop
along the RACC were soldered very close to the terminations, to leave enough space for the
stainless steel conduit. In case the current does not fully couple into the superconductor over the
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termination length, its ohmic contribution in the copper layers would be added to the voltage
measurement. During the evaluation of the measured data such ohmic contribution is subtracted
to estimate the correct critical current value. However, if the current is not fully coupled into the
sample, it reduces the steepness of the transition and therefore the n-value. A low n-value makes
it very difficult to evaluate the correct ohmic contribution. Therefore it is very probable, that the
ohmic contribution was underestimated during the data analysis. This theory was proven by
the fact, that the current measurement at 77 K in liquid nitrogen was conform to the self-field
simulation. Both will be discussed further in subsection 6.1.4.

To avoid this uncertainty during the second RACC FBI measurement, sample B was
equipped with a second pair of voltage taps with a shorter distance of only 54 cm. The
FBI measurement of sample B is shown in figure 6.17. The measurement with the voltage taps
closer to the magnet high-field zone was very successful. The first critical current data point was
acquired for 8 T. Afterwards the magnet was ramped again several times to 12 T. The ramping
process can be traced by the development of the n-value, which improved every cycle. This was

Figure 6.17: Performance of the 16 strand RACC sample B during measurement inside the magnetic background field
of the FBI facility at 4.2 K. The magnetic field penetrates the sample parallel to the c-axis of the RACC.
No degradation or training effect were observed. The Ic(B)-function of the RACC cable is perfectly in
accordance with the single RACC tape measurement. Arrows illustrate the measurement sequence.

the only training effect that could be measured. Degradation or damage of the cable was not
observed for high magnetic fields. Instead, the Ic−B-function of the RACC cable is perfectly
congruent to the upscaled, measured single RACC strand data.

Unfortunately, during the 4 T measurement of the RACC sample, the cable quenched.
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Although a soft- and hardware quench detection were running in background, the interlock
trigger at the power supply could not avoid permanent cable damage. Nonetheless, in a first
conclusion it can be said, that the stainless steel conduit and the compression of the RACC
conductor could be proven a successful method to reinforce the RACC against Lorentz forces at
magnetic fields up to 12 T.

6.1.4 Post investigation

Simulations and measurements at 77 K

Each of the samples was measured at 77 K in liquid nitrogen before compaction and before and
after the in-field measurement, to see if any processes harms the cable. The taps to measure the
voltage remain the same as during the 4.2 K measurement. To further exclude cable damage
during the sophisticated Roebeling process, the expected current for magnetic self-field at
77 K was simulated by finite element method (fem) in COMSOL. Detailed information on the
simulation process can be found here [GSZV14]. A visualisation of the expected magnetic field
and the current density is shown in figure 6.18. During the simulation, the critical current for
RACC sample A was estimated 477 A and for RACC sample B 736 A. The results for the 77 K
self-field measurements and the simulations are visually compared in figure 6.19.

For sample A, the measured critical current at self-field without the stainless steel conduit
was in accordance with the simulation. After applying the stainless steel conduit, the critical
current value of sample A remained constant. After the in-field FBI measurement, sample A
showed an improvement of its maximum critical current at 77 K measurement by 20%. This
increase is far too high to be explained by a training effect during the in-field-measurement. It
is assumed, that the higher critical current is related to changes in the current coupling at the
terminations. An improvement in the current coupling reduces the ohmic contribution of the
current running along the copper stabilisation. The superconductor transition becomes steeper
and the n-value increases, which makes it easier to evaluate the critical current precisely. In this
case in favour of the critical current. In order to prevent this uncertainty, as already mentioned,
sample B came with different voltage tap distances.

For sample B, the measured critical current at self-field without the stainless steel conduit
was also in accordance with the simulation. After compaction inside the conduit, sample B
showed a minimal decrease of 4.9%. Although this decrease lies 3% above the expected value
of the pressure investigation, this was no reason not to successfully measure the sample in the
FBI facility. After the cable was damaged during the 4 T measurement, the critical current at
77 K naturally dropped significantly.
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Figure 6.18: Finite element simulation of the magnetic self-field and the current density of the 10 strand RACC sample A
and the 16 strand RACC sample B at 77 K. Figure from [BGB+16]

Investigation of delamination effects

Technical REBCO high temperature superconductors are very vulnerable to delamination. The
weak spot of the conductor lies between the buffer layers and the REBCO layer. Therefore,
already slight delamination most likely damages the superconductor completely and should
always be avoided. In case of the RACC, delamination plays a special role. After the punching
process the REBCO layer is not fully surrounded by the silver and copper stabilisation layers
anymore. The edge on the punching side of the conductor is open. Any external force or load
on the open edge easily separates the layers and initiates the delamination process.

After executing all measurements successfully, RACC sample B was removed from its conduit
and investigated for delamination effects. The mid-section of the cable, which experienced the
magnet’s high-field zone, was cut with a laser beam into 16 few centimetre long pieces, which
were afterwards pictured with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Each tape was cut at a
different tape section. The SEM visualisation of four random, representative cutting edges can
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Figure 6.19: Critical current measurements at self-field of both RACC samples before and after the cables were
compacted with the stainless steel former and after the FBI measurement. Horizontal lines mark the
simulated critical current at self-field. The FEM simulation was executed in COMSOL.

be seen in figure 6.20. The visible tape width varies with the location of the cutting edge. At the
cross- over sections the edge is almost twice the size as at the parallel sections. Delamination
which might impair the current carrying capability was not detected for any of the investigated
tapes. The only visible delamination was observed at edges of very wide cross-over sections
close to the outer corner. Due to the over-sized width this does not effect the critical current.
In conclusion can be said, that pressure compaction of a RACC cable does not result in tape
delamination.

Figure 6.20: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) view of four RACC tapes taken from sample B. All of the 16 strands
were cut by laser and checked for delamination effects. Four random represents from different tape sections
are illustrated above. Figure from [BGB+16]
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6.1.5 Conclusion

The RACC cable is the only transposed cable design among all high temperature superconductor
cable designs. It has the lowest alternating current losses and has a flat cable design which
allows for a defined orientation of the cable’s c-axis inside a magnetic background field. It has
been proven, that although the cable is vulnerable to Lorentz forces and transversal pressure, it is
possible to reinforce the cable inside a stainless steel conduit with appropriate pre-compression,
to successfully prevent damage due to Lorentz forces at magnetic background fields of up
to 12 T. The final conclusion on the Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (RACC) cable is
drawn in subsection 6.4, after comparison with the Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (TSTC) and the
Conductor on Round Core (CORC).

6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

The Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (TSTC) is based on the idea to stack single REBCO tapes and
twist them along its longitudinal axis. Originally, the idea was proposed at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2010 [TMBB10] and was afterwards adapted and modified
by various research institutes. Currently, the TSTC design is developed in different variants at
École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland, at Agenzia nazionale per le

nuove tecnologie, l’energia e lo sviluppo economico sostenibile (ENEA) in Italy, at National

Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) in Japan and at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in
Germany. In the following, these different cable designs will be described, investigated and
evaluated.

6.2.1 Mechanical stability

Inside a magnetic background field, the longitudinal twisted stacked taped cable experiences
Lorentz forces in any radial direction. In case of transversal load parallel to the c-axis, the
cable proves to be very robust. The pressure durability of a single tape was already shown
in subsection 6.1.2, figure 6.15. However, for loads perpendicular to the c-axis, REBCO
tapes are very vulnerable, if not fully stabilised or embedded into a solid former. In-field
FBI measurements of a non-soldered and non-compacted TSTC, which was only laid inside
a copper tube and fixated by pre-strain in longitudinal direction, had shown complete and
irreversible cable degradation. With each magnet ramp the damage increased further. Therefore,
the complete fixation and embedding of the REBCO tapes is mandatory for the TSTC. Possible
options are soft solders, resins or compression inside a conduit. Each of the following samples
comes with its own solution, often as Cable in Conduit Condcutor (CICC) with a copper jacket.
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6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

6.2.2 TSTC and STC sample descriptions

Within this thesis various twisted stacked tape cables (TSTC) and stacked tape cables (STC)
samples were measured inside the FBI facility. Since any measured TSTC sample has its own
characteristics, each sample is primarily described in the following.

16 tape STC sample A

The first sub-size cable sample, sample A, was provided by École polytechnique fédérale de

Lausanne (EPFL). A stack of sixteen 4 mm wide REBCO tapes were soldered into two copper
half-shells. Main advantage of the copper casing is the increased electro-mechanical stability of
the sub-size cable. Voids were completely filled with SnPb solder to avoid tape movement and
movement of the copper half-shells against each other. Figure 6.21 schematically demonstrates
the cable design.

Figure 6.21: Schematic of the 16 tape stacked tape sample A inside its copper conduit which consists of two copper
half-shells. The hole composition of tapes and copper half-shells is soldered together.

The measured sub-size cable was a non-twisted version of the TSTC. During the in-field
measurement, the sample was oriented with its c-axis parallel to the magnetic field lines, to
experience the worst case scenario with the Lorentz force pressing the superconductor tape
against their edges. The sample had an overall length of 1160 mm, including two 160 mm
long rectangular copper terminations. Four pairs of voltage taps were soldered along the
cable in distances of 150, 250, 500 and 600 mm - each pair symmetrical to the sample centre,
embracing the magnet high-field zone. A detailed sample description can be found in table 6.3.
Before mounting the sample inside the FBI measurement facility, the sample was equipped with
CernoxTM temperature sensors and mounted into a G10 heater module, which at the same time
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6 High current HTS cable concepts for DEMO magnet TF coils

protects the sample against Lorentz forces. Details and explanations on the heater module can
be found in chapter 5, subsection 5.9.

4+4 tape STC sample B

The second sub-size cable, sample B, was manufactured at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
It shares the same tape stack compaction principle as the TSTC provided by EPFL, but comes
with a slight variation in the tape cross-section. Instead of tapes of a single width, the TSTC
manufactured at KIT [WFB+16] consists of two different tapes with different widths, which
are arranged in form of a cross inside a electro-mechanically stabilising, solder-filled copper
tube. This increases the ratio of superconductor to conduit from 0.618 to 0.787 [WFB+16].
This sample was a first, non-twisted version of the TSTC with increased conductor ratio. A
schematic view of the sample is shown in figure 6.22.

Figure 6.22: Schematic of the 4+4 tape stacked tape sample B inside its copper conduit which consists of a solder-filled
copper tube. The cross design increases the ratio of superconductor to electro-mechanical stabilisation.
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6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

The tested sample consists of four 6 mm wide and four 4 mm wide REBCO tapes and
sixteen 6 mm wide and eight 4mm wide copper tapes which were soldered inside the copper
tube with Sn63Pb37 solder. The REBCO tapes were distributed equally within the soldered
stack. Three pairs of voltage taps were soldered to the sample symmetrically around the high-
field zone in distances of 100, 300 and 500 mm. The sample was embedded inside a G10
former to prevent it from bending due to Lorentz forces. It was mounted with the c-axis of the
superconductor tapes in 45° to the magnetic field lines of the FBI magnet. Due to a slight twist
during the manufacturing process, the orientation of the sample to the magnetic field could only
be estimated after the FBI measurement by cutting the sample into half. To extend the regular
Ic(B)-function measurement by an Ic(ε,12T)-function, two CryoMak extensometers [Nyi06],
that can measure longitudinal strain over a distance of 480 mm, were attached to the sample
between the copper terminations. The summarized sample parameters can be found in the
synoptic table 6.3.

18 tape STC sample C

The third sub-size cable, sample C, was provided by Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie,

l’energia e lo sviluppo economico sostenibile (ENEA). It is a circular full-size cable that consists
of an aluminium former and an aluminium conduit. The former contains five grooves, allocated
in 120° angles around the centre axis, each of 4.3 mm width, embedding five 4 mm wide
tape stacks. Each stack of superconductors is covered with four copper rods, which buffer
the pressure applied by the aluminium conduit on the superconductors. Before compaction,
the composition of former, superconductors and rods was wrapped with steel foil. A helium
channel in the centre of the cylindrical former provides additional heat exchange between the
conductors and the cooling medium liquid helium. Figure 6.23 demonstrates the cable design
schematically. Details on the manufacturing process can be found in [ADC+15]. Since the
current of the FBI measurement facility is limited to 10 kA, only one grove inside the former
was filled with eighteen 4 mm wide REBCO tapes. All other groves were filled with stainless
steel tapes. Two pairs of voltage taps were used during the measurement. One with a voltage
tap distance of 480 mm and one with a distance of 1300 mm, measuring the voltage drop
over the superconducting niobium-titanium current leads of the FBI facility. Both pairs of
voltage taps embrace the magnet high field zone symmetrically. Detailed information on the
cable and superconductor parameters are found in table 6.3. The cable was embedded inside
a G10 mechanical stabilisation to protect the cable against bending inside the magnetic field.
Afterwards it was mounted with the c-axis of the REBCO tape stack perpendicular to the field
lines of the FBI magnet.
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6 High current HTS cable concepts for DEMO magnet TF coils

Figure 6.23: Schematic of the 18 tape full-size cable sample C. Only one of the five groves was equipped with REBCO
high temperature superconductors.

3×(4+2) TSTC sample D

Sample D was manufactured at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Of all measured samples
within this thesis, it was the first twisted version, which consists of three twisted super-strands
that were soldered in parallel orientation inside a copper conduit. Each superstrand is manufac-
tured of tapes of two different widths, according to the technique developed for the foregoing
stacked tape cable sample B. For details on the manufacturing process I refer to [WBF+16]. A
schematic visualisation of sample D is demonstrated in figure 6.24.

Sample D consists of three super-strands and three copper rods. The copper rods stabilise
the super-strands and prevent the strands from moving or bending inside the copper conduit.
Each super-strand consists of a copper tube with an outer diameter of 9.1 mm that contains four
6 mm and two 4 mm wide REBCO tapes and sixteen 6 mm and eight 4 mm wide copper tapes.
The REBCO tapes are distributed equally over the entire tape stack. Each stack was soldered
with Sn63Pb37 soft solder and is twisted along the longitudinal centre axis with a twist pitch of
650 mm. The super-strands are soldered with In52Sn48 solder inside the copper conduit. Four
pairs of voltage taps were attached to measure the voltage drop along the cable. One pair was
soldered to each super-strand in a distance of 300 mm around the magnet high-field zone. The
fourth pair was attached to the cable terminations to measure the voltage drop for the entire
cable over a distance of 910 mm. To protect the sample against bending inside the magnet high
field zone, it was stabilised with a G10 former. Further technical details of sample D can be
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6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

Figure 6.24: Schematic of the 3x(4+4) full-size TSTC sample D. Three TSTC super-strands, which consist of 6 mm and
4 mm wide REBCO and copper tapes, are soldered in parallel orientation into a copper conduit. Additional
copper rods prevent the super-strands from moving or bending inside the 12 T magnet background field.

found in table 6.3. After the sample was mounted inside the FBI facility, the tapes of the twisted
strands were oriented with the c-axis in an angle of 30° to 60° to the magnetic field lines. Since
the sample consisted of three strands, each twisted, the orientation could only be found out after
the FBI measurement, by sawing the sample into half.

16 tape TSTC sample E

The second measured TSTC was provided by the École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne

(EPFL) and is the super-strand model, as it was used inside a 60 kA coated conductor cable
prototype for fusion magnets, that was recently measured in the European Dipole (EDIPO)
facility [UBS+15]. It is demonstrated in figure 6.25. The FBI measurements allow to compare
the 60 kA EDIPO test results with the super-strand performance. The super-strand was based
on the foregoing prototype sample A, with the addition of a twist around its longitudinal centre
axis. Sample E consists of sixteen 4 mm wide stacked REBCO tapes, that were twisted with
a very tight twist pitch of only 320 mm and afterwards soldered with Sn60Pb40 soft solder
into two copper half shells. The entire sample was equipped with three pairs of voltage taps
at distances of 160, 320 and 1300 mm around the high-field magnet zone. The outermost pair
was attached to the superconducting niobium-titanium current leads of the FBI facility. Since
this sample was investigated for its temperature dependant Ic(B)-function, the entire strand
was embedded inside the G10 heater module, described in chapter 5, subsection 5.9. As most
samples, Sample E was mounted inside the FBI facility with the c-axis of the superconductor
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6 High current HTS cable concepts for DEMO magnet TF coils

tapes parallel to the magnetic field. Technical details on the sample and the superconductors are
listed in table 6.3.

Figure 6.25: Schematic of the 16 tape TSTC sample E. The 4 mm wide superconductors are soldered into two copper
half-shells and were afterwards precisely twisted. This sample is the super-strand model used for a 60 kA
coated conductor cable prototype for fusion magnets, that was measured in the EDIPO facility.

32 tape TSTC sample F

Last investigated TSTC sample is sample F, which was manufactured at the Karlsruhe Institute

of Technology. As the foregoing models, it was manufactured of REBCO tapes of two different
widths. The main difference to its predecessors is the full equipment with superconductors.
Copper spacer tapes were not implemented. The whole cable was twisted along its longitudinal
centre axis with a minimum twist pitch of 300 mm. A model of the sample F is shown in
figure 6.26. The tape stack was manufactured with 22 6 mm wide and 10 4 mm wide REBCO
tapes. It was soldered to a stack, wrapped with Sn63Pb37 solder wire and afterwards compacted
inside an oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper tube. The soft solder was not
heated afterwards any more. As the thermal conductivity of the OFHC copper is very high, the
cable centre, which is in the high-field zone of the magnet, was thermally isolated by cutting
0.5 mm inside the copper. Furthermore, copper and solder was removed to fix the temperature
sensors directly on the superconducting tapes. The final composition was embedded into an
adjusted G10 heater module, described in chapter 5, subsection 5.9. Three pairs of voltage taps
were soldered to the sample in distances of 160, 628, 895 mm. Technical details of sample F
are summarized in table 6.3.
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6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

Figure 6.26: Schematic of the 32 tape TSTC sample F. The 4 mm and 6 mm wide superconductors are stacked, wound
with solder wire, compacted inside a copper tube and afterwards twisted around its longitudinal axis.
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Table 6.3: Parameters of the measured STC and TSTC samples.
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Table 6.4: Parameters of the measured TSTC samples.
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6 High current HTS cable concepts for DEMO magnet TF coils

6.2.3 Field dependant measurements

Research and development of the investigated HTS samples is an iterative process. Therefore, the
samples were measured one after another over the entire period of this PhD thesis. Similarities
in the preparation and the measurement process, that account for all samples, will only be
discussed once and not for each sample individually.

Durability against Lorentz forces

For each sample, the first investigation was the measurement of possible degradation due to
the high Lorentz forces inside the magnet background field at 4.2 K. Since the I − B-curve
of high temperature superconductors does not drop linearly, but exponentially, the maximum
Lorentz force is expected at the peak magnetic field of 12 T. Therefore, it is not reasonable
to acquire the first Ic(B)-function at 12 T and take the risk of damaging the cable during the
first measurement. However, it is neither reasonable to begin the first measurement at very low
magnetic fields or even self-field, since the maximum critical current of the sample increases
inverse proportional to the magnetic field. If the sample quenches while carrying high currents,
the electro-mechanical stabilisation of the superconductors and the cable might be insufficient to
carry the current and prevent the cable from fusing. An irreversible cable damage would be the
result. In consequence, all sub-size cable investigations were started at magnetic fields between
6 T and 10 T. The chronological order of the measurement process, including the magnet ramps,
is visualized in each plot with arrows. The results of the 4.2 K in-field measurements are plotted
in figure 6.27 and figure 6.28.

For all samples, the magnetic field was cycled between 12 T and lower magnetic fields.
Except for sample C, none of the investigated samples show degradation or training effects
due to Lorentz forces inside the magnetic field. The acquired sample-individual Ic(B)-function
remains the same during the cyclic magnetic field ramps. In consequence, these samples proved
to resist their individual Lorentz forces, induced by the 12 T background field and the maximal
sample specific critical current Ic(12T). Sample C experienced a training effect during the first
three 10 T measurements. The critical current dropped from 2.42 kA to 2.22 kA. After this
initial training, no further training or degradation was observed and sample C withstood the
further experienced Lorentz forces.
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Figure 6.27: In-field performance of sample A, B and C (top down) at 4.2 K.
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6 High current HTS cable concepts for DEMO magnet TF coils

Figure 6.28: In-field performance of sample D and E (top down) at 4.2 K.

Individual performance and comparison with single tape data

Beside critical currents and n-values of the measured samples A to F, 6.27 and figure 6.28 also
include the single tape data of the superconductor tapes they were manufactured with. The
performance of each sample will be discussed individually.

For sample B, C and D single tape curves are calculated from the number of superconductor
tapes per sample m, the critical tape current in liquid nitrogen Ic(77 K) and the field-dependant
lift-factor fl(B) by

Itape(B) = m · Ic(77 K) · fl(B).
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6.2 Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC)

For sample A and E, the single tape curves are calculated by equation

jc(B,T) = A · Birr(T)β
B

·
(

B
Birr(T)

)p
·
(
1− B

Birr(T)

)q
, Birr(T) = Birr0 ·

(
1− T

Tc

)α
(6.2)

with the fit parameters α, β, p, q, the irreversibility field Birrand the critical temperature Tc

[UBS+15].

• Sample A: the measured Ic(B)-function of STC sample A lies about 14% above the single
tape data. The current density for the single tape curve was calculated by equation 6.2.
Since the performance of superconductor tapes varies with the production batch, and the
REBCO tapes of sample A are not from the same batch as the tapes used for the single
tape current estimation, both curves do not overlay. However, for magnetic fields above
10 T, the current of sample A coincides with the single tape. With decreasing magnetic
field, the spread between both curves increases. Sample A exceeds the single tape data.
The n-values of sample A are, with the exception of the 6 T measurement, in accordance
with typically expected values between 30 and 40. Both, the current curve and the stable,
high n-value indicate a well-made HTS cable sample.

• Sample B: the measured Ic(B)-function of STC sample B is almost perfectly congruent
with the single tape data. Again, the lift-factor data was taken from [Sup15]. The sample
behaved as it would have been expected by a single tape. The constant n-values above 30
indicate a steep superconducting transition for all measured magnetic fields. As sample A,
it is a very good HTS sub-size cable with promising in-field characteristics.

• Sample C: the measured Ic(B)-function of sample C lies for high magnetic fields about
5-10% below the single tape data. The lift-factor for the single tape was taken from
[DCA+15]. The reason for this margin is an 8% degradation due to Lorentz forces, which
occurred during the first two 10 T measurements. The REBCO tapes were pressed with
their edges against the aluminium former. As already seen in subsection 6.1.2, such
pressure direction damages the tapes permanently. This cable was the first HTS full-size
cable design, that was measured in-field up to that time. The small degradation plays
a minor role and can be reduced by increasing the transversal compaction pressure as
suggested for the RACC in subsection 6.1.3. This sample, among others, proves the STC
respectively TSTC to be a valid candidate for large scale magnet cables.
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the angle varied between 30° to 45° because each twisted strand had a slightly different
orientation. The lift-factor for single tapes was taken from [Sup15]. Since the single
tape in-field performance is for 45° almost the same as for 0°, the single tape curve
for 0° can be used as indication. Although all three strands have the same number of
superconductor tapes, their critical current varies. Strand 1 and strand 2 must have slightly
be damaged during the twisting or compaction process. Training- or degradation effects
due to experienced Lorentz forces were not observed. The n-values between 10 and 22
are comparably low for a twisted stacked tape solution. However, for this sample type,
both twist and compaction were first time tested features. Considering these facts, the
sample is a promising first approach which leaves space for further optimisation.

• Sample E: another sample with an Ic(B)-function, which is perfectly congruent to the
single tape data. The critical current density for the singe tape was calculated with
equation 6.2. The n-value remains constant around 30 with a very slight decrease towards
lower magnetic fields. Sample E is the first twisted strand, which shows exactly the same
characteristics as expected by a single tape. Neither the manufacturing nor the twisting
procedure impaired the current carrying capabilities of the REBCO superconductor tapes.
This sample is a fully suitable sub-size strand.

• Sample F: Due to its high critical current, sample F could not be measured at 4.2 K. Even
at the maximum current of 10 kA a superconducting transition could not be observed.
The temperature dependent measurement follows in next section.

6.2.4 Temperature dependant measurements

During a quench inside a fusion toroidal field coil cable, the superconductor temperature might
exceed 120 K respectively 220 K, depending on the quench detection voltage of 100 mV or
400 mV [HGF+16]. To calculate the temperature evolution during and after the quench it is
important to know the current carrying capabilities of possible cable candidates. Therefore, sev-
eral samples were investigated for their temperature and field dependant critical current Ic(B,T).
Heater modules, individually adjusted to the sample dimensions, were used to increase the
sample temperature inside the liquid helium bath. Details on the heater module are found in
subsection 5.9. The temperature and field dependant measurements were executed for sample A,
sample E and sample F. All results are visualized and compared with the single tape data in
figure 6.29. Since it is not possible to precisely propagate the uncertainty of the temperature
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calculated with equation 6.2.

• Sample A: For all measured temperatures, the critical sample current slightly exceeds
the critical single tape current. This effect increases with decreasing magnetic field. In
principle, sample A shows the expected Ic(B,T)-function. The n-value of sample A is not
constant for any single temperature during magnet ramp. With increasing temperature,
the n-value drops from values above 30 to values between 8 and 30. With decreasing
magnetic field, the n-value of the sample increases. Large deviations from the expected
single tape values were not observed.

• Sample E: in comparison to sample A, the Ic(B,T)-function of sample E is congruent
with the calculated single tape data for the 4.2 K, 8.5 K and 17 K measurements. For
lower temperatures, the sample current slightly exceeds the expected single tape data.
Measured n-values drop with increase of the sample temperature. The lowest measured
value was six at a sample temperature of 44 K. For each sample temperature, the n-value
is independent of the magnetic field and remains on a constant level. Sample E satisfied
all expectations of the temperature dependant measurement.

• Sample F: the measured temperature dependency was far from expected single tape
data. For low temperatures, the critical current values of sample F exceed the single
tape data by far. With increase of the temperature, the cable data approaches the single
tape data and only for temperatures above 50 K the cable data matches the theoretical
expectations. This effect comes from the OFHC copper. For temperatures below 50 K,
its thermal conductivity rises and peaks at 20-25 K with a factor of 5 compared to its
thermal conductivity at 50 K. Regular Electrolytic-Tough-Pitch (ETP) copper peaks with
a factor of 2-3. The reduction of the thermal conductivity by cutting the copper tube was
not sufficient.
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uc(T) is added to the single tape data and marked with a red area. For all following temper-
ature dependant measurements, the field and temperature dependant single tape curves were
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Figure 6.29: In-field performance of sample A, E and F (top down) at various temperatures.
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6.2.5 Strain dependant measurement

Lorentz forces, acting on the superconductors of the magnet toroidal field coil, result in hoop
stress. Due to the large diameter of the DEMO toroidal field coil and its comparably thin winding-
pack thickness, the superconductors experience hoop stress mostly as stress in longitudinal
direction. With increasing cable elongation, the critical current of the cable drops significantly.
Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of longitudinal strain on a sub-size cable
strand. For this reason, sample B was prepared for a tensile test and mounted to the FBI facility.
The tensile strain was measured with two extensometers. Technical descriptions can be found
in subsection 6.2.2. Since any tested sample is irreversibly damaged during the strain test, the
investigation was executed at a background field of 12 T, to acquire the Ic(ε,12T)-function. The
results of the measurement are plotted in figure 6.30.

Figure 6.30: Critical current ratio and n-value ratio of sample B, depending on the longitudinal cable strain. The
measurement was performed at 4.2 K inside a 12 T background field. Arrows show the measurement
chronology. The single tape data is taken from [Bar15].

For strain below 0.4%, both critical current and n-value of sample B remain constant. For
strain between 0.4% and 0.6%, both values drop by approximately 4%. After exceeding a
strain of 0.6%, the cable degrades rapidly. At strain values of 0.8%, the critical current already
dropped by 60% and the n-value by 80%. The last data point is taken at a strain of 0.5%. Since
critical current and n-value do not recover, sample B degraded irreversibly. Comparing the FBI
measurement results with single tape data provided by [Bar15], it can be seen, that sample B
almost perfectly behaves as the single tape. The critical currents and especially the n-values
concord.
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During the tensile test, the tensile load was measured with a 100 kN load cell, implemented
in the tensile machine. The load-strain and the stress-strain curve for the sample B measurement
are demonstrated in figure 6.31.

Figure 6.31: Load-strain and stress-strain diagram for sample B. The measurement was performed at 4.2 K inside a
12 T background field. The single tape data is taken from [Bar15, Cop].

The tensile stress of sample B was calculated dividing the measured load by the cable cross-
section area (πr2). The single REBCO tape data was provided by [Bar15]. For stresses below
200 MPa, sample B and the single tape share the same strain values. For larger stress values,
the single tape strain exceeds the sample B strain by far. This margin comes from the material
composition of the sub-size cable. While in a single REBCO tape the stainless steel substrate
dominates above any other materials, in the sub-size cable, however, the electro-mechanical
copper conduit and the Sn63Pb37 solder occupy more than 70% of the cross-section area.
Therefore it is not surprising, that the stress-strain curve of sample B is very close to the
stress-strain curve of commercially available, annealed bronze (Cu90Sn10) alloy. The data for
the bronze alloy is taken from [Cop]. In consequence, the current-strain behaviour for STC
sub-size cables can be derived from REBCO single tape data. For a stress-strain estimation
however, the focus should lie on the stabilising materials such as copper and solder alloys,
which will always be dominant for HTS full-size toroidal field coil cables, where a high copper
ratio is necessary to provide sufficient electrical stabilisation.
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6.2.6 Conclusion and discussion

During several FBI in-field measurements, the Stacked Tape Cable (STC) and the Twisted
Stacked Tape Cable (TSTC) have proven to be promising concepts for sub-size strands in
full-size toroidal field coil cables. They have a high durability against Lorentz forces, almost
perfectly full-fill the single tape expectations in temperature dependant measurements and
benefit from the high REBCO tape durability against longitudinal strain. Further discussion
and the comparison with other cable concepts continues in sub-section 6.4.

6.3 Conductor on Round Core (CORC)

The Conductor on Round Core (CORC) is a cable with semi-transposed 4 mm wide REBCO
tapes, which are wound in an angle of 45° around a central former, usually a copper tube.
While the first layer only consists of two tapes, the number of tapes increases with the cable
diameter. Each layer is wound in the opposite direction as the layer below. Since the tapes are
not soldered but can move against each other, the finished cable is laminated into a thin foil
to prevent tape movement, while keeping it flexible. The CORC cable was developed at the
University of Twente, Netherlands, and is now produced by Advanced Conductor Technologies
which provided the investigated sample.

6.3.1 Mechanical properties

Main advantage of the CORC cable is its flexibility, as it can be bent to radii of few centi-
metres [LLJ+13, WLM+16]. With tapes wound around a central former, the CORC does not
have a preferred tape orientation and therefore no preferred bending direction. Furthermore,
the CORC cable is expected to prove a high resilience against tensile strain. Due to the 45°
winding, longitudinal tensile strain is applied 45° to the a and b-axis of the REBCO lattice,
which is the direction of highest resilience against tensile strain [LAP+11]. The expectations
are to be verified in concluding strain measurements. Compared to a conventional TSTC, the
45° winding of the CORC increases the required tape length per cable length by a factor of√

2. This factor can be reduced by reducing the winding angle. However, lower winding angles
imply lower bending radii and lower resilience against tensile strain.

6.3.2 Sample description

The investigated CORC cable consists of 24×3 mm and 21×4 mm wide REBCO tapes which
are wound around a 5 mm copper former in 12 layers resulting in an outer diameter of 7.6 mm.
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After the winding process, the outer cable diameter is 7 mm. The maximum twist pitch is
33.8 mm. Figure 6.32 demonstrates the cable design. As the sample is cylindrically wound
around the former, there is no preferred sample orientation during the in-field measurement.
The sample has an overall length of 1160 mm, including two 300 mm long rectangular copper
terminations. Each of the three pairs of voltage taps is attached to one bundle of REBCO tapes.
The distance for each voltage tap is 56 cm. A detailed sample description can be found in
table 6.5.

Figure 6.32: Schematic of the 24 tape CORC cable. The 4 mm wide superconductors are wound around a copper former
and afterwards laminated with a thin foil.

6.3.3 Field dependent measurement

The field dependent measurement could not be terminated successfully. During the first 10 T
measurement the cable quenched at a current of 9.4 kA. The critical current criteria was not
even reached. Post investigation suggests that the G10 cable reinforcement did not withstand the
Lorentz forces and allowed for cable movement of few millimetres, which lead to a spontaneous
cable quench. Although the quench detection immediately triggered the interlock of the power
supply, the cable fused. Inside the magnet high-field zone, where the cable is completely
surrounded by the copper plates of the G10 heater module (section 5.2.5), the cable was not
damaged at all. However, few millimetres beyond both ends of the copper contact plates the
cable was completely vaporized. It is assumed, that the copper of the contact plates provided
sufficient thermal and electrical stability to protect the cable inside the 15 cm long plates. The
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Table 6.5: Parameters of the measured CORC sample.

parameter 24+21 tape CORC

provided by Advanced Conductor Technologies

sample length (mm) 1160

superconductor SuperPower

superconductor tapes 24×3 mm, 21×4 mm

tape Ic(77K) 80-90, 100-130

copper stabilisation (µm) 40

substrate (µm) 50

maximal twist pitch (mm) 33.8

termination solder filled Cu terminations

termination length (mm) 300 each

outer cable diameter (mm) 7.6

pairs of voltage taps 3

voltage tap distances (mm) 560, 560, 560

mechanical stabilisation G10 heater module

inherent electromechanical stability of the CORC, however, is very low and was insufficient to
prevent a complete burnout outside the copper stabilisation.

Furthermore, the QD voltage was taken from one of the three 56 cm voltage taps, that were
directly soldered to three REBCO tape bundles. In case these bundles quench time-displaced,
the voltage tap of the QD might have been last to measure the quench. Due to the fact, that the
CORC has a very bad current sharing between the REBCO layers, valuable time would pass
until a quench is measured with all three voltage taps. For future measurements the QD will be
attached to the cable terminations instead of a single superconductor bundle. Still, it is doubtful
that irreversible cable damage could have been prevented during the cable quench.

6.3.4 Conclusion and discussion

The CORC sample was destroyed during measurement at 10 T. Bad current sharing between
the REBCO tapes and the very low copper ratio makes it rather difficult to protect the cable
from burnout during quench. At currents of almost 10 kA the dissipated heat is enormous and
requires sufficient thermal stability, which is not provided by helium bath cooling. The low
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copper ratio inside a CORC further increases local heat generation. In comparison to a copper
stabilised STC or TSTC, which is difficult to destroy by over-current, a non-stabilised CORC is
vulnerable to dissipated heat and over-current.

6.4 Summary and evaluation

Within this thesis, nine different high temperature superconductor sub-size cables have been
prepared, mounted and finally measured inside the FBI facility at different magnetic fields and
temperatures: two Roebel Assembled Coated Conductors (RACC), three Stacked Tape Cables
(STC), three Twisted Stacked Tape Cables (TSTC) and one Conductor on Round Core (CORC).
Each cable comes with its own design, with different numbers of superconductors from different
superconductor manufacturers and its own characteristics. The in-field curves at 4.2 K of the
seven successfully measured samples is demonstrated in figure 6.33. For comparison reasons,
the measured data of each sample was fitted with the perfectly matching, empiric, exponential
function

f (x) = a · e−bx + c, (6.3)

and is plotted in the range of the original measured data. Except for RACC sample A and
STC sample C, which both experienced a slight degradation of 4.2% respectively 8%, all other
samples proved to resist the experienced Lorentz forces. However, since each sample came
with a different amount of superconductors, the experienced Lorentz forces vary from sample to
sample. Therefore, the experienced in-field characteristics are summarized in table 6.6. This
table contains critical currents Ic and n-values at 12 T, the peak Lorentz forces FL, the pressure
experienced by the sample psample respectively the superconductor stack pstack and observed
strand degradation. The Lorentz force was calculated by integration of the magnetic field in
radial magnet bore direction along the 90 mm high-field zone by the empiric equation

FL = 2 · Ic ·
∫ (

1
0.08338+29.04224 · x3.06406

)
dx,

which was created after magnetic field measurements. The pressure psample was calculated,
dividing the Lorentz force by the contact area between the particular sample and the G10
stabiliser within the high-field zone. The pressure ptape is the pressure actually experienced
by the REBCO tapes, calculated, dividing the Lorentz force by the area of the REBCO tapes
perpendicular to the Lorentz force.

The largest current at 12 T was measured for TSTC sample F with 10 kA. Since this cable
was a full-size cable, the high value was expected. It is also the sample that experienced the
highest absolute Lorentz force of 10.73 kN. However, the tape pressure is not higher as for STC
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sample A and B and TSTC sample D and E, which all show values above 20 MPa. The best
n-values, with n-values above 30, were achieved for RACC sample A, STC sample A, STC
sample B and TSTC sample E. After all, the samples with the smallest diameter and the highest
superconductor ratio withstood the highest tape pressure values, because they had one thing in
common: the REBCO tapes were completely soldered inside a copper conduit.

Figure 6.33: Comparison of the measured FBI samples at 4.2 K for different magnet background field values. All
curves were obtained by fitting the FBI measurements with equation 6.3.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of the investigated samples for critical current and n-value at 12 T, the experienced peak Lorentz
force and peak pressure at the critical current criteria and the observed degradation due to the pressure. All
Lorentz forces FL were calculated by integrating the 12 T magnetic field over the 90 mm magnet high-field
zone. The sample pressure psample was calculated, dividing the Lorentz force by the contact area between the
entire sample and the corresponding G10 former inside the high-field zone. The tape pressure ptape is the
Lorentz force divided by the area of the REBCO tapes inside the particular sample.

sample Ic(12 T) (kA) n (12 T) FL (kN) psample (MPa) ptape (MPa) degradation (%)

RACC sample A 0.80 8 0.86 0.58 13.65 4.2

RACC sample B 1.45 34 1.56 1.05 17.33 -

STC sample A 2.87 41 3.08 3.46 21.39 -

STC sample B 2.16 32 2.32 1.64 21.48 -

STC sample C 2.00 15 2.15 0.71 9.48 8

TSTC sample D 5.70 16 - 21 6.11 1.96 24.77 -

TSTC sample E 3.22 30 3.45 3.94 23.96 -

TSTC sample F - - 10.73 8.34 22.08 -

For both RACC cables, the tape pressure is not equally distributed as one might expect. This
results from the calculation of the stack height tstack, which is

tstack =
m−2

2
· ttape+2 · ttape,

with m the number of Roebel strands and ttape the strand thickness. While m− 2 strands are
distributed on two parallel stacks, two strands cross-over from one stack to the other on the top
and bottom side of the RACC. With increase of the number of tapes, the tape pressure of the
RACC approaches the tape pressure of a stacked tape cable:

lim
m→∞

ptapeRACC = ptapeSTC.

To conclude the sample comparison, it is necessary to compare the current densities. Due
to the tape structure of the REBCO superconductors it is convenient to calculate the critical
current Ic per millimetre tape width, dividing the critical sample current Ic by the number of
tapes m and the tape width w:

Ic/mm =
Ic

m ·w .

The resulting Ic(B)/mm-curves are demonstrated in figure 6.34. The curves consider the exact
tape widths of each sample and the degradation effects measured during the FBI experiments.
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of the critical current per millimetre tape width for all measured sub-size cables at 4.2 K. All
curves were obtained by fitting the FBI measurements using equation 6.3 and dividing the result by the
number of tapes and the tape width.

Sample D and sample B were composed of REBCO tapes with a very good in-field perform-
ance. The critical current per millimetre tape width at 12 T is around 50 A/mm sample width.
STC sample C contained superconductor tapes with a comparably bad in-field performance.
Even after subtracting the 8% degradation, the critical current per millimetre tape width is still
only 30 A/mm.

As already discussed, all sub-size cables, except for RACC sample A and STC sample C, did
not degrade inside the magnetic field and were in accordance to the single tape data. Therefore,
data in figure 6.34 represents the single tape curves of the utilized REBCO samples. The
enormous spread between the tape curves implicates that the main aspect, which influences the
current-carrying capabilities of any sub-size cable, is not the cable design, but the single tape
performance. Therefore, the focus of each cable design should lie on the electro-mechanically
stabilisation of the single tapes to compensate the experienced pressure per tape, which scales
with the REBCO tape quality. So far, all sub-size cable types, the RACC, the STC, the TSTC
and the CORC proved to satisfy this claim. However, if current densities increase further
for future REBCO tapes, methods like compaction by applying pressure might come to their
limits. Soldering the REBCO tapes into a stabilising structure might become the only option
to keep the required electrical and mechanical stability. For DEMO toroidal field coil cables,
however, this is not of concern. Up-to-date HTS superconductors already fulfil the required
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current densities. Higher current densities need to be avoided, to achieve the targeted copper to
superconductor ratio inside the DEMO full-size cable.

In the following chapter, the measured sub-size cable designs are confronted with the DEMO
TF coil requirements. The focus lies on the applicability of the cable designs and their up-scaling
to a full-size DEMO TF coil cable.
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All foregoing investigated samples were sub-size cables. In order to use any of these cable
designs inside a toroidal field coil, it is necessary to scale the cable designs from sub-size to
full-size fusion concepts, under consideration of the requirements given by the DEMO coil
design, discussed in chapter 3.3. The following chapter highlights the advantages of each cable
design individually and demonstrates potential cable concepts to be used in DEMO TF coils.

7.1 DEMO TF coil requirements

The requirements for the DEMO TF coil were estimated in chapter 3.3. The magnetic field of
6.82 T at the centre line of the plasma torus demands a coil current of 19.06 MA, which corres-
ponds to a conductor current of 50 kA for 384 coil windings. Considering electromechanical
stabilisation and helium forced flow, the conductor requirement is specified by its cross-section
area, which is divided into superconductor, copper, stainless steel and helium void. Table 7.1
summarizes the exact division for a full-size conductor. These requirements are taken as basis
for following the calculations on full-size HTS cable concepts.

Table 7.1: Summary of coil, conductor and winding pack properties and requirements of the ITER and EU DEMO
toroidal field coils.

conductor cross-section area DEMO conductor

cable space 968.6 mm2

copper stabilisation 554.9 mm2

silver (HTS) 5.5 mm2

helium void 272.2 mm2

stainless steel in conduit 1056.2 mm2

entire stainless steel 1147.6 mm2

insulation 300 mm2

operating current Iop(13.27 T, 5.0 K) 50 kA

critical current Ic(13.27 T, 5.0 K) 71.4 kA

safety factor (Iop/Ic) 0.7
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Electrical stabilisation

The electrical stabilisation inside the cable is depending on the amount of additional copper.
For DEMO TF coil conductors, the required copper cross-section are is 554.9 mm2. Since the
copper coating of REBCO tapes does not cover the high copper ratio required in DEMO TF
coils, additional copper is mandatory. This additional copper can either be plated, laminated
or soldered around the REBCO tapes, as it was done for the RACC to stabilise it electromech-
anically. Another method is to solder the superconductors into a cylindrical copper matrix, as
it was done for most of the investigated TSTCs. The optimum solution is a combination of
both: a thick copper stabilisation optimises the current sharing between superconductor and
copper and transfers the current from the superconducting REBCO layer to the surrounding
rotationally symmetric copper matrix in case of a quench. Since all sample measurements
were executed with technical high temperature superconductors, the thickness of the electrical
REBCO stabilisation will be taken for following scale-up calculations, as it is commercially
available.

Mechanical stabilisation

With a cross-section area of 1147.6 mm2, the mechanical reinforcement takes about 50% of the
entirely available cross-section area. As seen in chapter 3.1.4, the stainless steel, respectively
Hastelloy©substrate highly contributes to the internal stress-strain stability and therefore allows
for a reduction of the stainless steel conduit. According to the executed FBI in-field strain
measurements, the substrate thickness in following scale-up calculations is considered as it is
commercially available for modern technical high temperature superconductors.

Flux jumping

Flux jumping denominates the effect of moving flux lines inside superconductors as a result of
an induced or external changing magnetic field. The moving flux lines break cooper pairs inside
the superconductor, which dissipates ohmic heat. This process can easily trigger a chain reaction,
which would lead to an entire magnet quench. Hence, all conductors used for superconducting
magnets have to be stable against flux jumps.

For low temperature superconductors, flux jump stability can be provided by using very thin
superconductor filaments. The thinner the filaments are, the lower is the probability of flux jump
propagation and the higher are the chances of cooling back to operation temperature. For 2G
high temperature superconductors, the situation is different. As REBCO superconductors are
deposited on a substrate tape, flux jumps cannot be prevented by extruding the conductor into
filigree filaments. However, in comparison to LTS, REBCO benefits of better superconducting
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properties, such as a higher current sharing temperature and a higher critical current density. As
we will see in the following, REBCO does not necessarily require a filament structure to avoid
flux jumps.

When a minimum of heat ∆Qext is supplied to a superconductor, the critical current density
drops. Hitherto, superconducting screening currents become resistive currents, dissipating
additional heat ∆Qint. If external and dissipated heat is not covered by the effective volume
specific heat capacity

γCeff =
∆Qext+∆Qint

∆T

of the surrounding material, a chain reaction of continuously dissipated screening currents is
triggered. The flux lines jump and the magnetic field penetrates further into the superconductor.
Figure 7.1 demonstrates the magnetic field before and after a flux jump.

Figure 7.1: External magnetic field penetrating a superconductor before (continuous line) and after the flux jump
(dashed line).

Under the assumption that an infinitesimal width δx encapsulates an infinitesimal magnetic
flux change δφ(x), for the internal heat ∆Q accounts

∆Qint =

∫ b

a

δq(x)dx.

Since the electric energy is dissipated in heat, the heat change δq(x) can be calculated by
integrating over the resistive power

δq(x) =
∫

I(x)E(x)dt = jc δx δφ(x).
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Following this approach under consideration of the conductor geometry, its material properties
and helium cooling, it can be shown, that the stability criterion of a superconducting slab against
flux jumps can be described as

βlim =
3

i+3i2

(
1+

4ha(1-λ)
π2ργC

µ0(1+ i)2
)
≥ µ0λ

2 j2
c a2

γC(TC−Top)
= βop, (7.1)

where β, the stability parameter, defines the limit, at which triggers a flux jump. Mentioned
variables are explained in table 7.2 and the derivation of equation 7.1 is attached in annex A.3.
A more detailed derivation can be found in [Wil83].

Table 7.2: Variables and values to solve equation 7.1 for a Nb3Sn tape, Nb3Sn filament and a REBCO tape.

variable description
Cu stabilised Cu stabilised

REBCO tape
Nb3Sn tape Nb3Sn filament

a half conductor width (mm) 2 0.1 2

γC volume specific heat capacity (J·m−3 ·K−1) 1000 1000 887

h heat transfer coefficient (W·m−2 ·K−1) 50000 50000 50000

i ratio of transfer current to critical current 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1

jc(B = 13 T) current density (A·m−2) 2.45×109 2.45×109 26×109

λ filling factor 0.33 0.33 0.018

ρ electrical resistivity of copper (Ωm) 2×10−10 2×10−10 2×10−10

Top operation temperature 4.2 K 4.2 K 4.2 K

Tc critical temperature 18.2 K 18.2 K 91 K

The left term of the equation 7.1 defines the stability parameter limit, depending on the ratio
of transfer current to critical current inside the corresponding superconductor. The right term
depends on the temperature margin between critical and operation temperature. In order to
compare the flux jump stability of LTS with HTS, the stability parameter was calculated for
a 0.2 mm wide Nb3Sn filament and a 4 mm wide REBCO tape. The results are shown in
figure 7.2.

Both, the REBCO tape and the Nb3Sn filament almost share the same stability parameter,
although the REBCO conductor is 20 times wider. For Nb3Sn with a 4 mm width, the stability
factor would drop from 53 to 3. While filaments are mandatory for Nb3Sn wire, REBCO
conductors do not require filaments to be stable against flux jumps. Especially, because this
calculation only considers the heat capacity of the REBCO surrounding copper stabilisation
and totally neglects the stainless steel substrate. Taking the heat capacity of the stainless steel
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Figure 7.2: Stability parameters of a 0.2 mm wide Nb3Sn filament and a 4 mm wide REBCO tape depending on the
ratio of transport current to critical current. For DEMO, the point of operation is at i = 0.7.

substrate into account increases the stability parameter even further. Flux jumping experiments
for LTS have shown, that this calculation is very conservative and realistic scenarios exceed the
expectations [Wil83].

Cooling

The forced flow cooling of the superconducting cable is provided by liquid helium pressed
through the cable with sufficient helium void. Compared to the in-field performance and
electromechanical stability, the cooling is a minor issue which can be optimised after a final
cable-concept is selected. In order to already establish similar conditions as in the ITER CICC,
following cable designs consider a helium void of minimal 272 mm2, as it was estimated in
chapter 3.3. For any of the following designs, the helium void is not crossed by conductor
strands as it is the case for the ITER CICC. Therefore, the inlet pressure of an HTS DEMO
TF coil is expected to be close or even lower than for an LTS ITER TF coil. Calculations and
optimizations on the helium cooling was not part of this work.
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

Insulation

The required insulation of 300 mm2 is a fix input parameter, which derives from calculations
executed by [Gad16]. As it surrounds an entire coil winding and hence the entire full-size cable,
it is not a parameter to be considered in the full-size cable design.

REBCO conductor

For all cable designs investigated in chapter 6, it was shown, that as long as the cable concept
provides sufficient electromechanical stability, it is the type of REBCO tape which has the
largest impact on the cable performance. Except for sample C, all tested cable designs proved
to withstand Lorentz forces which corresponds to a tape pressure ptape of approximately
20 MPa. In order to establish fair comparison during the scale-up of the different cable designs,
the scale-up is calculated for commercially available1 SuperPower SCS4050-AP REBCO tapes,
with an ordinary in-field performance and a thick copper stabilisation. The exact data of the
most adequate HTS wire is listed in table 7.3.

Table 7.3: REBCO conductor used for up-scaling calculations.

parameter values

REBCO wire SuperPower SCS4050-AP

tape width 4 mm

tape Ic(77K) 150 A

cable Ic(4.2 K, 13 T) 210 A

substrate 50 µm

copper stabilisation 110 µm

silver 2 µm

total thickness 165 µm

7.2 Full-Size Stacked Tape Cable (FS-STC)

The stacked tape cable is a straight-forward approach to a full-size TF coil cable. FBI meas-
urements in chapter 6 have shown, that the TSTC with soldered tape stacks is a reliable
design, which never showed unexpected degradation due to temperature dependent in-field
measurements or longitudinal tensile stress and n-values between 30 and 40.

1 According to the SuperPower inventory list of July 2016.
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7.2 Full-Size Stacked Tape Cable (FS-STC)

7.2.1 Up-scaling

Considering the single tape parameters from table 7.3, the required entire superconductor width
is

wtot =
Ic−DEMO
Ic−tape

·wtape =
71.4kA
210A

= 1361mm.

This corresponds to 342 REBCO tapes with a width of 4 mm. Divided into three stacks.
Each stack contains 19 tapes with an entire stack height of 3.14 mm. As the simple tape
stacks do not provide sufficient copper stabilisation for a full-size DEMO conductor, they need
to be embedded inside a copper matrix. A very suitable solution is a Rutherford winding
around a rectangular copper former. The angle of the helical winding is 83.3° and its slope
is tan(83.3°) = 8.51. With a former radius of 7.28 mm, this corresponds to an arc length of
196.0 mm with a curvature radius of 534.8 mm. This curvature radius was selected to satisfy
the strain conditions, which will be discussed in subsection 7.4.2.

In order to electromechanically stabilise the superconductors the 18 stacks are embedded
inside a copper matrix. Together with the copper of the REBCO tapes, the entire copper
cross-section area is

ACu = wtape · ntapes · ACupermmtape+ ACu−matrix

= 4mm ·342 ·0.11mm2/mm+448.3mm2 = 598.8mm2,

which is 8.2% more copper than required.

For stainless steel, the cross-section area consists of the steel conduit and the substrate of the
REBCO tapes, which is

Ass = wtape · ntapes · Asspermmtape+ Ass−conduit

= 4mm ·342 ·0.05mm2/mm+1077.8mm2 = 1146.2mm2,

which almost precisely fits the DEMO requirement.

The helium void is considered with 272.2 mm2, distributed to 16 helium channels with
210.0 mm2 and the helium void of 62.2 mm2 between the cable and the conduit.

A schematic of the FS-STC, which satisfies the current and spatial requirements, is shown
in figure 7.3. A comparison of the DEMO and the FS-STC properties is listed in table 7.5 in
section 7.6. Except for the silver ratio, which is an arbitrary parameter, all values are met or
even exceeded.
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

Figure 7.3: Schematic of a feasible DEMO full-size STC conductor.

7.2.2 Longitudinal strain

Due to the Rutherford winding, the tape stacks experience tensile strain, which derives from
the helical winding around the Rutherford former and the stack twist, obligatory to keep the
stack plane parallel to the groove surface. Under the assumption, that both, the twist pitch h and
the curvature radius Rcurv of the helix exceed the tape width w and the stack thickness t by far
(h, Rcurv � w, t), the experienced strain can be calculated by

ε =
1
2

(
2π
h

)2 (
x2− y2

12

)
+

x cos
(

2π
h s

)
− y sin

(
2π
h s

)
Rcurv

, (7.2)

with the coordinates −w
2 ≤ x ≤ w

2 and − t
2 ≤ y ≤ t

2 [BUWB15].

As the twist pitch of the stacks is equivalent to the pitch of the helix, the stack twist only
contributes with less than 15% to the entire strain. The maximum strain on the innermost tape 1
was set to 0.5%. This corresponds to a curvature radius of 438.7 mm and therefore defines
the helix winding angle with 83.4° and the pitch of a stack half-twist with 157.4 mm for the
innermost tape. With increasing tape layer, the curvature radius increases and the experienced
strain decreases. Together with a longitudinal strain of < 0.1% (3.3) due to coil hoop stress,
the targeted maximum strain level of 0.6%, which was measured in chapter 6, section 6.2.5, is
satisfied for all tape layers. The calculation was executed for seven tapes of the stack over their
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7.2 Full-Size Stacked Tape Cable (FS-STC)

entire twist pitch, including the innermost tape 1 and the outermost tape 19. Results are shown
in 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Strain calculation for seven of 19 tapes inside the 18 twisted and bent REBCO stacks. The peak strain in
the innermost tape 1 is 0.5%.

7.2.3 Contacts

As already discussed in chapter 4, contacts to extend the cable length should only be executed
on tape level. With actual single piece lengths of about 500 m and a number of 19 tapes per
stack, this corresponds to a lap joint every 26 m. Since each tape can be extended individually,
a face-to-face lap-joint is the optimum solution. Spatial limitations for the overlap length are
not given and under consideration of all parameters discussed in chapter 4, joint resistances
of Rj < 25nΩ at 4.2 K per lap joint can be easily achieved. With an operation current of
210 A per tape, the heat input per joint is only Pj = 1.1mW. For one entire coil the heat input,
depending on the coil perimeter pcoil, the number of coil windings nwind, the number of tapes
per winding ntapesand the single piece length lsp, totals in

Pj−TF = pcoil · nwind · ntapes/lsp ·Pj

= 39.83m ·384 ·342/500m ·1.1mW = 11.51W.
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

7.2.4 Conductor length

The length of 4 mm wide REBCO superconductors, required for one entire TF coil, can be
roughly estimated by multiplying the coil perimeter pcoil with the number of coil windings nwind,
the ratio of the helix pitch to its arc length chelix and the entirely required tape width wtot per
winding, divided by the single tape width wtape, which is

lREBCO = pcoil · nwind · chelix ·wtot/wtape

= 39.83m ·384 ·1.007 ·1368mm/4mm = 5,267,409m.

For 16 TF coils, the total conductor length of 4 mm REBCO tape is approximately 84,300 km.

7.3 Full-Size Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (FS-TSTC)

Assuming that future experiments reveal that tape twist is a required feature to successfully
ramp and operate the TF magnets, the Full-Size Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (FS-TSTC) is
a very promising approach. Various REBCO tapes of low width are twisted and embedded
into a copper matrix and afterwards wound around a central copper former. Measurements in
chapter 6 have shown, that the FS-TSTC with soldered and twisted tape stacks is a reliable
design, which never showed degradation due to temperature dependent in-field measurements.
High n-values between 30 and 40 demonstrate a sharp superconducting transition. As no sample
was damaged at currents beyond the critical current criterion, the TSTC proved to be a cable
with high inherent, electromechanical stability.

7.3.1 Stack variants

Two different TSTC variants were investigated in chapter 6. The first variant was a REBCO
stack with tapes of the same width (sample STC A and TSTC E) and the second variant was
made of tapes with two different widths (sample STC B, TSTC D and TSTC F), forming a
cross-shaped tape stack. To satisfy the entire width of superconductor 1361 mm are required.
This can either be distributed in variant 1 configuration or variant 2 configuration. Variant 1
consists of 18 superstrands with nineteen 4 mm wide tapes each and variant 2 consists of 18
superstrands with fifteen 4 mm wide tapes and eight 2 mm wide tapes each. Both strand variants
are demonstrated in figure 7.5. As both variants are compatible, the following upscaling will
be calculated for both of them. With exactly the same amount of REBCO conductor, only the
strain calculation will show different results.
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7.3 Full-Size Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (FS-TSTC)

Figure 7.5: Comparison of both TSTC variants. The amount of conductor and the copper ratio is the same.

7.3.2 Up-scaling

Each stack is twisted around the axis in longitudinal direction with a twist pitch of 320 mm.
This twist pitch corresponds to the twist pitch of the TSTC sample E investigated in chapter 6.
Afterwards each stack is embedded into a copper matrix with an outer diameter of 6.0 mm. Each
of the 18 resulting superstrands is helically wound around a 12 mm thick rectangular copper
former. The helix angle is 84.0° and its slope is tan(84°) = 9.52. For each of the half-windings
on the short former sides, this corresponds to an arc length of 180.5 mm with a curvature radius
of 550.1 mm. This parameters were selected for reasons discussed in subsection 7.3.3.

This cable geometry is only feasible with a stainless steel conduit thickness of 6.25 mm,
which corresponds to a stainless steel cross-section of

Ass = ntapes ·wtape · Asspermmtape+ Ass−conduit

= 342 ·4mm ·0.05mm2/mm+1056.25mm2 = 1124.7mm2,

and therefore lags 22.9 mm2 for the DEMO requirement2. To compensate the missing cross-
section area, two 36 mm wide stainless steel tapes are embedded inside the copper matrix to
increase the entire stainless steel cross-section to 1147.6 mm2. The helium void of 272.8 mm2

is distributed among the central channel (119.2 mm2) and the void around the superstrands
(153.6 mm2). The remaining cross-section area is filled with copper. This includes the copper

2 As the orientation of the twisted stacks inside the cable is arbitrary, cross-section areas are calculated on basis of the
default tape width
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

stabilisation of the superconductors, the copper strands and the central former and totals in

ACu = ntapes ·wtape · ACupermmtape+ ACu−strands+ ACu−former

= 342 ·4mm ·0.11mm2/mm+283.14mm2+159.1mm2 = 592.7mm2.

With these numbers given, the FS-TSTC fully satisfies the DEMO requirements. The summar-
izing comparison is found in table 7.5 in section 7.6. A schematic view of the cable design is
given in figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: Schematic of a feasible DEMO full-size TSTC conductor.

7.3.3 Longitudinal strain

Longitudinal strain is the limiting factor considering the FS-TSTC design. Both the twisting
and the winding of the superstrands around its narrow central copper former elongates the
superconductor tapes and leads to tensile strain. Under the assumption, that both, the twist
pitch h and the curvature radius Rcurv of the helix exceed the tape width w and the stack
thickness t by far (h, Rcurv � w, t), the experienced strain can be calculated by equation 7.2.

The twist pitch of 320 mm was taken as fix parameter, as it was adapted from TSTCs
investigated in chapter 6, which have shown very good results for in-field and temperature
dependent measurements. In order to limit the experienced strain at the outermost tapes of both
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7.3 Full-Size Twisted Stacked Tape Cable (FS-TSTC)

variants to 0.5%, the minimum curvature radius Rcurv is set to 550.0 mm. Combined with the
expected longitudinal strain of < 0.1% due to coil hoop stress during operation, the upper strain
limit of 0.6%, which was measured in chapter 6.2.5, is satisfied. The strain experienced in the
REBCO stacks is visualised in figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Strain calculation for variant 1 and variant 2 (top down) of the tapes inside the 18 twisted and bent REBCO
stacks. For variant 1 the peak strain is 0.50% in tape 1 and tape 19. For variant 2 the peak strain is 0.47% in
tape 5 and tape 19.
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

For variant 1 the outermost tapes are tape 1 and tape 19 and the centre tape is tape 10. For
variant 2, the outermost 2 mm wide tapes are tape 1 and tape 23, the innermost 2 mm tapes are
tape 4 and tape 20, the outermost 4 mm tape is tape 5 and tape 19, and the centre tape is tape 12.
The calculation was executed for the entire twist length of 320 mm. As expected, the innermost
tapes experience very low tensile strain. The highest tensile strain was measured for tape 1 and
tape 19 of variant 1 with a maximum strain of 0.5%. For variant 2, the peak strain is 0.47% at
tape 5 and tape 19. According to foregoing investigations, strain at 0.5% has no negative effect
on the tape respectively cable performance as long as the upper limit of 0.6% is not exceeded.
On basis of this strain calculation with the outcome of a required curvature radius of 550 mm at
a twist pitch of 320 mm, the FS-TSTC concept was designed.

7.3.4 Contacts

The optimum feasible solution are face-to-face lap joints of tapes with a single piece length
of 500 m. The heat input per joint Pj = 1.1mW remains for both variants the same as for the
FS-STC. The total heat input per TF coil is

Pj−TF = pcoil · nwind · ntapes/lsp ·Pj

= 39.83m ·384 ·342/500m ·1.1mW = 11.51W.

Due to the curvature radius of 550.1 mm and the twist pitch of 320 mm, the tapes and the lap
joints experience tensile strain values of up to 0.5%. However, as discussed in chapter 4, the
tensile strain does not impair the joint quality. The weak spot is always the REBCO tapes
themselves.

7.3.5 Conductor length

For both variants the conductor length is the same. The very large helix angle of 84° does not
increase the amount of required tapes significantly. The entire length has only to be corrected by
chelix, which is the ratio of the helix pitch to its arc length. For one single TF coil the conductor
length of 4 mm wide REBCO is

lREBCO = pcoil · nwind · chelix ·wtot/wtape

= 39.83m ·384 ·1.006 ·1368mm/4mm = 5,262,179m.

For 16 TF coils, the total conductor length is about 84,200 km.
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7.4 Full-size RACC (FS-RACC)

The RACC cable is the only HTS cable design with full tape transposition. In applications
with fast magnet ramps and high amounts of AC current losses, the RACC dominates over any
other cable design. Therefore, the RACC is recommended for magnets of particle accelerators
and superconducting generators. During the hitherto manufacturing process a RACC requires
twice as much REBCO material as a STC or TSTC. Furthermore, as seen in chapter 6.1,
its mechanical resilience against Lorentz forces is very low and demands for sophisticated
reinforcement.

7.4.1 Up-scaling

As the RACCs do not provide sufficient copper stabilisation for a full-size DEMO conductor,
they need to be embedded inside a copper matrix. In order to satisfy the DEMO requirement of
1361 mm superconductor width, 18 RACCs with 38 2 mm wide REBCO Roebel strands each,
are required. The height of each RACC is approximately 3.14 mm and its transposition length is
262.4 mm. All RACCs are embedded inside the grooves of a 17.7 mm thick rectangular copper
matrix. This entire composition forms the Roebel Rutherford Conductor. To guarantee sufficient
electromechanical stability, the RACCs needs to be soldered inside the former. Otherwise, the
current-sharing between the conductor and the copper matrix is insufficient in case of a cable
quench.

The angle of the helical winding is 83.3° and its slope is tan(83.3°) = 8.51. With a former
radius of 7.28 mm, this corresponds to an arc length of 196.0 mm with a curvature radius of
534.8 mm. This curvature radius is the minimal radius to satisfy the strain conditions, which
will be discussed in subsection 7.4.2.

For the FS-RACC, the thickness of the stainless steel conduit can be kept at 6.4 mm. The
total stainless steel cross-section area is

Ass = ntapes ·wtape · Asspermmtape+ Ass−conduit

= 684 ·2mm ·0.05mm2/mm+1077.76mm2 = 1146.2mm2,

which satisfies the DEMO requirements.

The helium void of 272.2 mm2 is mainly covered with 210.0 mm2 by the 16 helium channels
inside the copper matrix and the missing 62.2 mm2 come from the void between cable and
conduit. All remaining space is filled with the copper matrix.
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7 Conceptual design of an HTS TF coil fusion cable

The entire copper cross-section area, including the former and the REBCO tapes, is

ACu = wtape · ntapes · ACupermmtape+ ACu−former

= 684 ·2mm ·0.11mm2/mm+448.3mm2 = 598.8mm2

and therefore slightly exceeds the DEMO requirement by 43.9 mm2. A summary of the cable
data and a comparison with all other cable designs is found in table 7.5 in section 7.6. A
schematic view of the FS-RACC is given in figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8: Schematic of a feasible DEMO full-size RACC cable.

7.4.2 Longitudinal strain

Due to the Rutherford winding, the RACC strands experience tensile strain. This strain derives
from the twist of the RACCs, which is necessary to keep the RACC plane parallel to the groove
surface. As the twist pitch of the RACCs is equivalent to the pitch of the helix, the RACC
twist only contributes with less than 10% to the entire strain which again is calculated with
equation 7.4. Adaptions due to the Roebel structure are not required. The impact of the tape
transposition inside a RACC, is negligible compared to the curvature radius and therefore only
contributes with less than 0.2% to the calculated strain.
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As for all foregoing cable designs, the experienced strain on the outermost tapes was set
to 0.5%. This corresponds to a curvature radius of 438.7 mm and therefore defines the helix
winding angle with 83.4° and the pitch of a RACC half-twist with 157.4 mm for the innermost
layer. Again, together with a longitudinal strain of < 0.1% due to coil hoop stress, the targeted
maximum strain of 0.6% is satisfied for all tape layers. The results of the strain calculation
are visualised in figure 7.9 for all layers. The calculation was explicitly executed for seven
different layers along the twist pitch of the 4 mm wide RACC and not for particular Roebel
strands. Due to their transposition, the Roebel strands shift within these layers and therefore it
is not reasonable to focus on individual strands, but to consider the entire area they pass.

Figure 7.9: Strain calculation for seven of 19 layers inside the 18 twisted and bent RACC. The peak strain in the
innermost layer 1 is 0.50%.

7.4.3 Contacts

As for both foregoing full-size conductors, the contacts to extend the FS-RACC length needs
to be executed on tape level. For practical reasons, this extension needs to be executed before
punching the Roebel strands.

The overall heat input for the FS-RACC remains almost the same as for the FS-TSTC. With
an expected heat input per joint of Pj = 0.6mW, the total heat input per TF coil is

Pj−TF = pcoil · nwind · ntapes/lsp ·Pj

= 39.83m ·384 ·684/500m ·0.6mW = 12.6W.
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7.4.4 Conductor length

At actual point of development, a RACC strand requires twice the material as any tape stack.
Punching a 2 mm wide strand out of a 4 mm wide strand produces almost 50% chad. This
could be reduced by punching or laser-cutting the Roebel strands out of very wide REBCO raw
material. However, at the moment the maximum, commercially produced tape width is only
12 mm. In the optimum case, five strands could be cut from this tape width, which still requires
1.2 more REBCO material than any simple tape stack. The helix angle of 83.3 ° does not
increase the amount of required tapes significantly. With the chad-value cchad and the correction
value chelix, the conductor length becomes

lREBCO = pcoil · nwind · chelix · cchad ·wtot/wtape

= 39.83m ·384 ·1.007 ·1.2 ·1368mm/4mm = 6,320,891m.

For 16 TF coils, the total sum is about 101,100 km.

7.5 Full-size Cable On Round Core (FS-CORC)

Last cable candidate to be discussed is the FS-CORC. The CORC is well known for its flexibility
and tensile strength. However, the conductors are only semi-transposed and the low current
sharing and bad heat exchange between the layered REBCO windings and the surrounding
copper former is a serious issue, already addressed in chapter 6.

7.5.1 Up-scaling

The required conductor width of 1361 mm superconductor is distributed within 17 CORC
strands. Each strand consists of eleven 3 mm wide and twelve 4 mm wide tapes, which are
wound around a former with an outer diameter of 2.97 mm. The number of tapes per layer
depends on the perimeter of the foregoing layer respectively former and the winding angle of
45°, which is the angle with the highest CORC tensile strength [LAP+11]. Each CORC strand
consists of 10 wound REBCO layers. The number of tapes per layer is listed in table 7.4. The
resulting outer CORC diameter is 6.27 mm.

In order to electro-mechanically stabilise the CORC strands they are wound around an
11.71 mm thick copper former. The helical winding angle depends on the minimum bending
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Table 7.4: Layer winding of a CORC strand.

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

perimeter (mm) 9.33 10.37 11.4 12.44 13.48 14.51 15.55 16.59 17.62 18.66

tape width (mm) 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4

number of tapes 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3

radius of a CORC cable, which is less than 3 cm [VDL+14]. Aiming for a 3 cm minimum
bending radius, the helix angle was set to 81.9° with a slope of tan(81.9°) = 7.03. This
corresponds to a curvature radius of 302 mm and an arc length of 133.78 mm for each half-
winding along the short side of the copper former.

The stainless steel conduit thickness has to be kept at 6.25 mm. Otherwise it is not possible
to provide enough space for the CORC strands. The entire stainless steel cross-section is

Ass = ntapes ·wtape · Asspermmtape+ Ass−conduit

= (187 ·3mm+204 ·4mm) ·0.05mm2/mm+1056.25mm2 = 1125.1mm2,

which lags 22.5 mm2 for the DEMO requirement. This missing cross-section area is com-
pensated by two 36 mm wide stainless steel tapes, embedded inside the copper matrix.

The entire helium void of 272.8 mm2 is distributed among the central channels (107.7 mm2)
and the void around the superstrands (165.1 mm2).

For the required copper stabilisation, including REBCO material, the CORC formers and the
central former, accounts

ACu = wtape · ntapes · ACupermmtape+ ACORC−formers+ ACu−former

= (187 ·3mm+204 ·4mm) ·0.11mm2/mm+117.8mm2+145.5mm2 = 414.8mm2.

The FS-CORC does not satisfy the DEMO copper requirements. Due to void between the wound
REBCO tapes it lags 140.1 mm2. The CORC parameters are compared with the parameters of
foregoing cable designs in table 7.5, section 7.6. A schematic view of the cable design is given
in figure 7.10.

7.5.2 Contacts

Contacts to extend the FS-CORC should be executed on tape level. The overall heat input
for the FS-CORC remains the same as for the FS-TSTC, corrected by the extended conductor
length of

√
2 due to the 45° winding angle.
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Figure 7.10: Schematic of a feasible DEMO full-size CORC cable.

With an expected heat input per joint of Pj = 1.1mW, the total heat input per TF coil is

Pj−TF = pcoil · nwind/lsp · ntapes ·Pj ·
√

2

= 39.83m ·384/500m · (204 ·1.1mW+187 ·1.1mW · 3
4
) ·
√

2 = 16.4W.

According to the discussion in chapter 4, joint damage due to tensile strain is not expected.

7.5.3 Conductor length

The 45° winding angle of each CORC strand increases the required REBCO material by a
factor of

√
2. With the helix angle of 81.9° the entire length has to be corrected by chelix, which

is the ratio of the helix pitch to its arc length. The conductor length of 4 mm wide REBCO tape
for one TF coil is

lREBCO = pcoil · nwind · chelix ·wtot/wtape ·
√

2

= 39.83m ·384 ·1.01 ·1377mm/4mm ·
√

2 = 7,520,589m.

For 16 TF coils, the total conductor length is about 120,300 km.
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7.6 Summary and evaluation
Three full-size fusion cable concepts satisfy the DEMO TF magnet coil requirements. Among
these three cables is one full-size Stacked Tape Cable (FS-STC), one full-size Twisted Stacked
Tape Cable (FS-TSTC) and one full-size Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (FS-RACC).
The exact parameters for each cable and the comparison with the DEMO requirements are listed
in table 7.5.

The first two cable designs, the STC and the TSTC, were calculated on the basis, that full
tape transposition is considered a minor issue for 2G HTS TF coils. Firstly, HTS conductors are
very stable against flux jumps and secondly, the heat input due to eddy currents can be reduced
by decreasing the magnet ramp rate, which is freely adjustable for the TF coils.

The FS-STC is the most straight forward approach to a full-size cable. It is easy to manufac-
ture, does not require a twist along the tape stack and is well embedded inside the copper former
which provides for a continuous heat exchange and current sharing between the superconductors
and the copper stabilisation. It meets all DEMO requirements and even exceeds the copper ratio
by 43 mm2.

The FS-TSTC is another very promising stacked tape approach with an additional stack twist
around its centre line. Two variants have been proposed. Variant 1 is easier to manufacture,
while variant 2 experiences 0.3% less strain during the winding process. For the FS-TSTC
heat exchange and current sharing is provided by the REBCO tapes surrounding copper tubes.
During many in-field measurements not one single STC or TSTC that was soldered into a copper
tube, was destroyed or damaged by fusing. Even during cable quench, the very good current
sharing with the copper matrix always protected the samples from fusing and left sufficient
time to trigger the interlock. This makes the FS-STC respectively the FS-TSTC an optimum
candidate for fusion applications, where electrical stability is of highest priority.

A RACC benefits from his full tape transposition and low AC losses and is therefore the
optimum candidate for accelerator- or generator magnets. In-field measurements have shown,
that a RACC is more difficult to electromechanically stabilise than any other cable design. This
issue has been addressed and extensively discussed in chapter 6.

Among all full-size cable designs, the FS-CORC is the only cable that does not satisfy the
required copper cross-section area. One approach to increase the copper ratio is to reduce the
helium void inside the copper former. This approach is satisfied by the fact, that void inside the
CORC strands was not considered. It was neglected for the fact, that if included in the overall
void, a higher helium pressure is necessary to achieve the same helium flow rates. However,
even apart from the copper ratio, the FS-CORC does not qualify as TF coil cable. The main
problem of the FS-CORC is the current sharing with the copper former. The CORC windings are
wound with the REBCO substrate to the outside and each layer is wound in opposite direction.
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This reduces the interlinks between each layer significantly and for each layer, the current has to
bypass the stainless steel substrate of the REBCO tapes. Only the outermost tapes are in direct
contact with the copper former. The main qualities of a CORC are its flexibility and its tensile
strength, which make the CORC great a cable for power transmission. However, in a DEMO
TF coil neither flexibility nor tensile strength are mandatory requirements as the FS-DEMO
cables are compacted inside a stainless steel conduit.

Table 7.5: Full-size HTS conductors compared to DEMO requirements.

parameters DEMO FS-STC FS-TSTC FS-RACC FS-CORC

cable space inside conduit (mm2) 968.6 947.1 968.6 947.1 968.6

total copper stabilisation (mm2) 554.9 598.8 592.7 598.8 414.8

copper former (mm2) - 448.3 159.1 448.3 145.5

copper superstrands (mm2) - - 283.1 - 117.8

copper in REBCO (mm2) - 150.5 150.5 150.5 151.5

entire helium void (mm2) 272.2 272.2 272.8 272.2 272.2

entire stainless steel (mm2) 1147.6 1146.2 1147.6 1146.2 1147.6

stainless steel in conduit (mm2) 1056.2 1077.8 1056.3 1077.8 1056.2

stainless steel in REBCO (mm2) 91.4 68.4 68.4 68.4 68.9

stainless steel in former (mm2) - - 22.9 - 22.5

insulation (mm2) 300 300 300 300 300

operating current Iop(13.27 T, 5.0 K) (kA) 50 50.3 50.3 50.3 50.6

critical current Ic(13.27 T, 5.0 K) (kA) 71.4 71.8 71.8 71.8 72.3

safety factor (Iop/Ic) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

number of strands (stacks / RACCs) - 18 18 18 17

number of REBCO tapes per strand - 19 19 38 11, 12

REBCO tape width (mm) - 4 4 2 3, 4

strand transposition length (mm) - - - 262 249

strand twist pitch (mm) - 389 320 389 264.9

cable twist pitch (mm) - 1002 1050 1002 765

cable strain (%) - < 0.6 < 0.6 < 0.6 -

REBCO conductor length (km) - 84,300 84,200 101,100 120,300
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8 Summary, conclusion and outlook

The DEMOnstration reactor DEMO is planned to be the first prototype for a commercial fusion
power plant. EUROfusion’s offical schedule foresee first fusion electricity by 2050. According
to the July 2012 design, the DEMO reactor requires 21% larger toroidal field coils, a 29%
higher magnetic field and a 110% higher coil current than the actual ITER experiment. This
engineering challenge has to be met with new technological developments. While ITER’s
plasma confining toroidal field coils are manufactured from low temperature superconductors,
DEMO could benefit from 2G REBCO high temperature superconductor technology. REBCO
coated conductors offer a higher engineering current density, lower magnetic field dependency,
an increased tensile strength, high critical temperature limits and hence an increased current
sharing temperature. As coated conductors come as flat tapes that cannot be wired as former
low temperature Nb3Sn superconductors, new cable designs and cabling methods are developed
to manufacture full-size (FS) fusion conductor cables.

Main focus of this thesis is the investigation and evaluation of present high temperature
superconductor cable concepts for their applicability in toroidal field coils of the DEMO
power plant. Three different cable concepts and nine different cable samples were investigated,
experimentally tested, evaluated and adapted to the DEMO input parameters. This includes
two Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor (RACC) samples, six Stacked Tape Cable (STC)
samples in twisted in non-twisted variant and one Conductor on Round Core (CORC) sample.
All sample tests were executed in the FBI-T measurement facility where the critical current can
be measured as function of the tensile force, the magnetic field and the sample temperature.

Before any sample was manufactured or prepared for in-field measurements, important data
on soft-soldering of REBCO superconductors from publications and experiments over the last
decade was gathered and analysed. Soft soldering is the core process during manufacturing
STCs and TSTCs and a promising approach to extend the single tape length from few hundred
meters to many kilometres. It was shown that single tape joints are highly reproducible with
specific joint resistances around 47.73± 5.06nΩcm² for SnPb and 102.68± 5.25nΩcm² for
InSn. Both soft solders are qualified to be used for fusion applications as the constituents Pb, Sn
and In satisfy the recycling limit of 100 years after nuclear activation, considering first wall dose
simulations of the ITER experiment. During the soldering process the joint specific resistance
can be improved significantly by reducing the solder layer thickness with a recommended
transversal pressure of 5 MPa. Flux is a helpful tool to guarantee for a good connection between
solder and the REBCO tapes. However, only flux on base of colophony resin is recommended.
Acid flux destroys the REBCO conductors irreversibly. Longitudinal strain, as it is expected
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8 Summary, conclusion and outlook

due to coil hoop stress or strand winding during cable assembly, does not impair face-to-face lap
joints. Lap joints have a higher tensile strength than single REBCO tapes. According to these
soft-solder recommendations, it is possible to manufacture single tape extensions for 4 mm
wide REBCO tapes of less than 50 nΩ. The resulting heat input was calculated in chapter 7 for
each full-size cable individually.

The main part of this thesis was the preparation and in-field investigation of the nine sub-
size HTS cable samples. Special focus laid on the RACC, which was measured inside a
magnetic background field of up to 12 T. Firstly, the Roebel strands of the RACC had to be
mechanically stabilised against tape movement which lead to full cable degradation during
former measurements. A proper solution to suppress tape movement was found by compacting
the cable inside a pre-compression conduit. This implied an investigation on the maximal
applicable transverse pressure. The found heterogeneous pressure distribution on the RACC
plane damaged the strands at the tape crossovers irreversibly. By inserting additional copper
strands inside the RACC, the pressure was distributed more homogeneously and the minimum
pressure before degradation was extended from 90 to 120 MPa. In the following, two RACC
samples were manufactured, compacted and tested successfully in magnetic background fields.
The conduit proved to protect the RACC from Lorentz forces of 1.56 kN, which corresponds
to a pressure of 17.33 MPa perpendicular to the cable plane. Beside the RACC three STCs,
three TSTCs and one CORC were investigated for their field dependent current function at
4.2 K and their stability against Lorentz forces. Except for sample STC C, which was the only
sample with a full-size former but degraded by 8%, all other samples withstood the experienced
Lorentz forces and withstood a pressure acting perpendicular on the tape plane of approximately
20 MPa. With 10.7 kN the highest Lorentz force was by far experienced by sample TSTC F. This
corresponds to a single tape pressure of 23 MPa perpendicular to the tape plane in the high-field
zone. The only sample which could not be successfully tested was the CORC cable. The cable
was fused during the 10 T measurement. Insufficient mechanical stabilisation lead to cable
quench and the relatively bad heat exchange between the CORC strands made it impossible to
avoid the double burnout. For the three most promising designs, one STC and two TSTCs, the
critical current was measured at different magnetic fields and temperatures. While the first two
samples met the theoretical expectations, the third sample suffered from a very inhomogeneous
temperature distribution. For temperatures below 50 K, the very high thermal conductivity peak
of the oxygen-free copper conduit made it impossible to adjust the stack temperature to a fix
value. The deviation between measured and expected temperature implied a huge temperature
gradient inside the stack. In an ultimate test one STC sample was investigated for the critical
current curve depending on tensile strain in longitudinal direction at 4.2 K and 12 T background
field. The acquired data was in conformity with the reference curve, taken from single tape
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8 Summary, conclusion and outlook

measurements. The maximum peak strain before degradation was 0.6%. As copper and soft
solder were the main constituents of the investigated sample B, the stress-strain diagram came
close to annealed bronze, which is a Cu90Sn10 alloy. For fully equipped cable strands, with a
higher stainless steel ratio, the stress-strain curve of a (T)STC strand will come closer to the
single tape curve.

Based on the acquired cable data and the experience gathered with the nine sub-size cable
samples, each of the four cable designs was adapted to the DEMO requirements, beginning
with calculations on flux jump stability to prove wide REBCO conductors a valid alternative to
the existing Nb3Sn Cable In Conduit Conductor (CICC) technology. Afterwards, each cable
concept was up-scaled individually, taking the DEMO requirements as input parameters. The
most promising full-size cable concepts are the FS-STC and the FS-TSTC. While the STC
is a straight forward approach with a very low strand twist pitch, the TSTC comes with a
higher strand twist for reduced AC losses. Both designs satisfy all DEMO requirements and
the soldering of REBCO tapes into a copper former is proven a very successful method to
manufacture electromechanically very stable conductors. Although the required conductor
length is far beyond actual single tape lengths, the heat input of the lap joints to extend the
tape length is negligible. For both cable designs the required length of 4 mm wide REBCO
conductor is about 84,000 km. If future investigations and simulations prove that full tape
transposition is required to successfully ramp the TF coils, the FS-RACC is the only option. If
full transposition is not mandatory, the RACC should not be considered for fusion applications.
Its filigree Roebel strands make the RACC very vulnerable to Lorentz forces and if not fully
soldered into a copper former, the current sharing between the RACC and the copper is not
yet sufficient. A cable quench might lead to a burnout of the RACC strands. Same accounts
for the FS-CORC. Although it has a high resilience against hoop or winding strain, the layer
winding of the tapes does not allow for an optimum heat exchange and current sharing between
the tapes and the copper former. Both, heat and current have to pass the high ohmic stainless
steel substrate of the REBCO layers. Due the punched Roebel strands and the 45° winding of
the CORC, the FS-RACC and the FS-CORC require 100,000 km and 120,000 km of 4 mm
wide REBCO conductor respectively.

Although this thesis closes with four feasible full-size cable propositions, many topics need
to be addressed before a first full-size cable prototype could be manufactured. This includes
modifications on the forced flow cooling channels, simulations of AC losses during magnet
ramp up and an agreement over the final European DEMO design.
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A Annex

A.1 Soldering contact database

In chapter 4 soft soldering contacts were evaluated and discussed. The large number on
publications makes it difficult not to lose focus. Therefore, table ?? gives an overview of all
gathered information. Since each publication follows a different approach, the table considers
various process parameters. Gaps occur due to the fact, that not every publication does provide
information on each parameter considered in the table. In case a publication did not mention a
parameter explicitly, we tried to contact the authors. In case information could not be obtained,
it was calculated on basis of the known parameters and is given in brackets.

Following abbreviations were used in the database.

Ac contact area / mm²

lc contact length / mm

n sample size

Rj joint resistance at 77 K / Ω

rjs specific joint resistance at 77 K / Ωmm2

u standard uncertainty

t stabiliser thickness / mm

T soldering temperature / °C

T l liquidus temperature / °C

A260 Alpha 260 HF

K135 Kester 135
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Table A.1: Database on soft solders for high temperature superconductors

Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj(77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm² nΩcm² mm mm²

InBi In66Bi33 71 0.5 2.16 1 100 432 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 1.6 3.2 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3 3.6 1 30 120 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 4.3 3.6 1 20 83.8 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3.1 3.72 1 30 120 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 9.4 3.76 1 10 40 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 4.7 3.76 1 20 80 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 2.4 3.84 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3.2 3.84 1 30 120 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 2 4 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 10 4 1 10 40 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3 5.18 1 40 172.8 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 14 6.05 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 14 6.05 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 8 6.4 1 20 80 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 8 6.91 1 20 86.4 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 2 6.91 1 80 345.6 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 16 6.91 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3 7.78 1 60 259.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 10.4 8.32 1 20 80 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 20 8.64 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Paste 4.52 9.04 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 23 9.2 1 10 40 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 23 9.94 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 5.8 10.07 1 40 173.6 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InBi In66Bi33 71 12.8 11.11 1 20 86.8 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InBi In66Bi33 71 7.3 14.6 1 50 200 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 7.6 15.2 1 50 200 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Paste 7.01 15.25 1 50 217.5 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 9.6 15.36 1 40 160 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 9.7 15.52 1 40 160 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 21.3 17.04 1 20 80 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 2.3 17.4 1 63 762.3 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 22.3 17.84 1 20 80 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 15.3 18.36 1 30 120 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 15.4 18.48 1 30 120 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 48.2 19.28 1 10 40 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 49.2 19.68 1 10 40 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 16.1 21 1 30 130 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 116 17.6 23 1 30 131 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 11.95 23.9 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 10 24 1 60 240 Lap, HTS-HTS
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Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate Cleaned 1 YBCO SP Cu 20 [SDO10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 5 AMSC Cu 42 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 10 AMSC Cu 43 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 1 AMSC Cu 41 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate Cleaned 1 SmBCO KERI Cu 20 [SDO10]

Hot plate 0.1 AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 190 Applied 344C AMSC x [CKP+08]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron Applied SP Cu 20 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron Applied SP Cu 20 [SDOB09]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 190 Applied 344C AMSC Cu 50 [CKP+08]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SCS12050 SP Cu [BOB+13]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

200 Applied AMSC x [BOSF09]

150 Applied AMSC x [BOSF09]

Heater block 200 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]
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Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj (77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm2 nΩcm2 mm mm2

SnAgCu Sn96.5Ag3Cu0.5 217 Paste 8.35 26.72 1 80 (3.2) Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 A260, K135 26 2.04 28.6 2.25 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 13 28.6 1 50 220 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 14.4 28.8 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAg Sn96.5Ag3.5 221 30 4.08 30.48 4.15 6 25.4 101.6 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 23.4 30.89 1 30 132 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAg Sn94Ag4 221 Spirflux 330 13.77 1.77 32.47 1.38 4 2.03 244 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (80.4) 32.48 1 10.1 (40.4) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 32.7 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (64.19) 33.38 1 13 (52) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 16.75 33.5 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 7 33.6 1 120 480 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (72.5) 33.64 1 11.6 (46.4) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 33.67 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 34.27 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (67.7) 34.39 1 12.7 (50.8) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 34.94 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 A260, K135 32 4.08 35.2 4.49 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 18 36 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 18.1 36.2 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 36.22 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 23 (36.8) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 36.89 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (83.91) 36.92 1 11 (44) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 30 37 1 31 123.33 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 23.13 37 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (65.1) 37.5 1 14.4 (57.6) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 38.16 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 38.8 1.88 38.8 1.88 4 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 25 40 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (80) 40 1 12.5 (50) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 16.2 41.8 1 63 252 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn40Pb60 238 98.7 42.5 1 43.06 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 21.3 42.6 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 250 µm Rosin flux (100) 42.72 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 21 43 1 51 204.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (77) 43.12 1 14 (56) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (83.6) 43.47 1 13 (52) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 27.5 44 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 22.35 44.7 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 53 45 1 21 84.91 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 11.33 1.77 45.32 7.07 3 100 400 Lap, HTS-HTS
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Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

Soldering iron 250 No Sand paper 15.3 µm particles 10 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [LZL+14]

Soldering iron 165 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344C AMSC Cu 80 [ZDHG11]

160 344C AMSC Cu 50 [CPY+09]

200 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Soldering iron 226-231 Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [DZG+10]

160 344C AMSC Cu 50 [CPY+09]

230-240 Yes Citric acid. purified water. ethanol 10Nm. M8 Screw SCS12050 SP Cu [Bay13]

200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 9.7 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.54 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

200 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.45 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.72 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

150 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344C AMSC Cu 80 [ZDHG11]

200 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

200 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Applied SCS4050 SP Cu [KKC+09]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.91 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

<200 Yes Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 4.27 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP7 [LHS+11]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 6.8 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

195 Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 50 SP26 [WMM+12]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.84 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu [BOB+13]

~200 Applied 344C AMSC Cu 123-147 [TYT+12]

200 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 B1 [TAB+12]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 2.59 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.54 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP21 [LHS+11]

200 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 6.3 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]
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Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj(77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm2 nΩcm2 mm mm2

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 23.15 46.3 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 158 Ribbon CW8100 46.7 3.56 46.7 3.56 9 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 42 52 1 31 123.81 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 26.33 0.88 52.66 1.77 3 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 52.7 6.97 52.7 6.97 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Ribbon 500 µm Rosin flux (100) 53.4 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 67 54 1 20 80.6 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 54.29 4.89 54.29 4.89 7 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 27.4 54.8 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 18.33 2.19 54.99 6.57 3 75 300 Lap, HTS-HTS

Tix Sn93In4.6Pb2.3 135 Round wire CW8100 56.6 15.17 56.6 15.17 4 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 71 56.8 1 20 80 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Paste 28.95 57.9 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 47 58 1 31 123.4 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 59.9 1.97 59.9 1.97 7 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 48 60 1 31 125 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (139) 60.05 1 10.8 (43.2) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAg Sn96.5Ag3.5 221 60 12.25 60.96 12.44 6 25.4 101.6 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 38.13 61 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 38.75 62 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn Acid based flux (100) 62.51 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 41 64 1 39 156.1 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn Acid based flux (100) 65.06 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

Kester 44 Sn60Pb40 191 Round wire CW8100 67 3.47 67 3.47 11 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi 43 (68.8) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 57 71 1 31 124.56 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 70 24.5 71.12 24.89 6 25.4 101.6 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 60 72 1 30 120 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn non-acid based flux (100) 72.23 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 30.5 73 1 63 270.9 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 60 8.17 73.15 9.95 6 25.4 121.92 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbBi 43Sn43P16Bi 163 60 12.25 73.15 14.93 6 25.4 121.92 Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 46 (73.6) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 60 74 1 31 123.33 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 62 74 1 30 119.35 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 64 74 1 29 115.63 Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 37.3 74.6 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn Acid based flux (100) 75.75 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 63 78 1 31 123.81 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 64 79 1 31 123.44 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 67 80 1 30 119.4 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 50 80 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS
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A.1 Soldering contact database

Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

75 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate 155 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 4.27 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 B2 [TAB+12]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 6.62 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

200 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 155 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

190 Applied 344C AMSC x [CKP+08]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 4.27 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.56 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 9.07 SCS4050 AP SP Cu [Cel13]

226-231 Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [DZG+10]

200 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP21 [LHS+11]

200 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP7 [LHS+11]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

<200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.7 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Hot plate 185 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Applied SCS4050 SP Cu [KKC+09]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.56 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Soldering iron 123-128 Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [DZG+10]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344C AMSC Cu [BOB+13]

Soldering iron 123-128 Yes As manufactured Applied 348C AMSC Cu 50 [DZG+10]

Soldering iron 168-173 Yes As manufactured Applied 348C AMSC Cu 50 [DZG+10]

Applied 344C AMSC Cu [KKC+09]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.56 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.62 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.67 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Heater block 75 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.56 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 0.4 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 0.41 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

195 Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 38 SP7 [WMM+12]
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Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj (77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm2 nΩcm2 mm mm2

SnPb 50 (80) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 206 82.4 1 10 40 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 68 84 1 31 123.53 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn Carboclic Acid (100) 90.33 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 132 100 1 19 75.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi 64 (102.4) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 65 (104) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAgCu Sn96.5Ag3Cu0.5 220 5.3 106 1 20 2000 Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 53.9 107.8 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn40Pb60 238 20 109.5 1 547.5 Bridge, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 55.25 110.5 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 71 (113.6) 1 40 (160) Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 116.5 5.71 116.5 5.71 4 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

Tix Sn93In4.6Pb2.3 135 Round wire CW8100 118.7 18.71 118.7 18.71 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbIn Rosin flux (100) 128.95 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 31 133.92 1 100 432 Lap, HTS-Substrate

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 83.75 134 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAgCu Sn96.5Ag3Cu0.5 220 6.9 138 1 20 2000 Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 70.55 141.1 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 70.95 141.9 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 73.1 146.2 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 340 146.88 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InBi In66Bi33 71 120 155.52 1 30 129.6 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InSn In52Sn48 118 A260 75 2.04 165 4.49 6 50 220 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 96 165.89 1 40 172.8 Lap, HTS-Substrate

SnPbBi 43Sn43P16Bi 163 Paste 150 12.25 167.64 13.69 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 106.88 171 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 200 172.8 1 20 86.4 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InSn In52Sn48 118 A260 55 2.04 181.5 6.74 6 75 330 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 430 185.76 1 10 43.2 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InBi In33Bi67 109 170 36.74 189.99 41.06 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 47.7 190 1 32 387.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 120 192 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 41 196.8 1 120 480 Bridge, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 A260 180 8.17 198 8.98 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbCu Sn60Pb38Cu2 190 200 1 25.8 Lap, HTS-Cu

InSn In52Sn48 118 180 8.17 201.17 9.12 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 205.3 9.28 205.3 9.28 5 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 128.75 206 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 44 211.2 1 120 480 Bridge, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 190 24.5 212.34 27.38 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Rosin flux (100) 215.79 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS
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A.1 Soldering contact database

Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

Applied SCS4050 SP Cu [KKC+09]

Hot plate 120 Yes Cleaned with ethyl alcohol 1 SCS4050 SP Cu [SD10]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 4.27 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Heater block <200 Citric acid 5×10−3 M, pH 2.7, 170 °C 1.74 SCS4050 SP Cu [CF12]

Applied 344C AMSC Cu [KKC+09]

Applied 344S AMSC Steel [KKC+09]

Heater block 250 Applied YBCO Ag 25 [SNS+07]

Heater block 75 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Hot plate ~200 Applied 344C AMSC Cu 123-147 [TYT+12]

Heater block 75 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Applied 344C AMSC Cu [KKC+09]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 185 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate <250 Cleaned Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [TAB+12]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Heater block 200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP19 [LHS+11]

Heater block 250 Applied YBCO Ag 25 [SNS+07]

Heater block 75 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Heater block 75 2.45 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Heater block 75 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron 160 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344B AMSC Brass 150 [ZDHG11]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Heater block 168-173 Yes As manufactured Applied 344B AMSC Brass 110 [DZG+10]

Heater block 200 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP19 [LHS+11]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron 160 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344B AMSC Brass 150 [ZDHG11]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Soldering iron 114-119 Yes As manufactured Applied 344C AMSC Cu 50 [DZG+10]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SF12100 SP x [BOB+13]

Heater block 200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP20 [LHS+11]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Soldering iron 150 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344B AMSC Brass 150 [ZDHG11]

250-270 Cu [FDRW+10]

Soldering iron 123-128 Yes As manufactured Applied 344B AMSC Brass 110 [DZG+10]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Heater block 200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP20 [LHS+11]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Soldering iron 162-167 Yes As manufactured Applied 344B AMSC Brass 110 [DZG+10]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SP x [TAB+12]
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Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj (77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm2 nΩcm2 mm mm2

In In100 157 A260, K135 200 24.5 220 26.94 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 545 235.44 1 10 43.2 Lap, Sub-Sub

SnPb Sn60Pb40 191 Rosin flux (100) 237.84 1 25 (100) Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 238.4 11.56 238.4 11.56 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 241.8 3.77 241.8 3.77 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

Kester 44 Sn60Pb40 191 Round wire CW8100 254.9 28.41 254.9 28.41 6 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (419.93) 257 1 15.3 (61.2) Lap, HTS-HTS

CerroLOW 136 Sn12Bi49Pb18In21 56 128.7 257.4 1 50 200 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (563.03) 268 1 11.9 (47.6) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (586.96) 270 1 11.5 (46) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (586.96) 270 1 11.5 (46) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (581.90) 270 1 11.6 (46.4) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 115 276 1 60 240 Bridge, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 285 9.54 285 9.54 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (609.24) 290 1 11.9 (47.6) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (725.25) 293 1 10.1 (40.4) Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 138 300.15 1 50 217.5 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 129 309.6 1 60 240 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (586.47) 312 1 13.3 (53.2) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 55.4 335 1 49 592.9 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 70 336 1 120 480 Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 38.5 338 1 72 871.2 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 180 Paste 145 348 1 60 240 Bridge, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 370.4 36.67 370.4 36.67 4 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 (842,98) 408 1 12.1 (48.4) Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 499 69.25 499 69.25 5 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 515.9 34.47 515.9 34.47 14 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnAg Sn96.5Ag3.5 221 520 44.91 528.32 45.63 6 25.4 101.6 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InSn In52Sn48 116 87 574 1 150 661 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 87 574 1 150 645 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 145 8.66 580 34.64 3 100 400 Lap, HTS-HTS

Indalloy In80Pb15Ag5 135 Round wire CW8100 586.4 39.29 586.4 39.29 4 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 116 191 588 1 70 308 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 191 588 1 70 301 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (1275.86) 592 1 11.6 (46,4) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 50.4 614 1 101 1222.1 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 116 73 642 1 200 880 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 73 642 1 199 855.7 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 16.19 667.03 1 1030 (4120) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 37.1 671 1 150 1815 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In33Bi67 108 A260, K135 620 232.70 682 255.97 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 77.73 684.02 1 220 (880) Bridge, HTS-HTS
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A.1 Soldering contact database

Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

Soldering iron 165 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344B AMSC Brass 150 [ZDHG11]

Soldering iron Applied AMSC Cu 40 [SDOB09]

Hot plate <250 No Cleaned Applied SP x [TAB+12]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 185 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Heater block 210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 6.4 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 75 1.47 SCS4050 SP Cu 40 [CPY+10]

Heater block 200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.24 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.52 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.52 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.45 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Heater block 200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.23 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 9.7 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate 80 Applied 344C AMSC Cu 50 [PAK+07]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Heater block 200 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.37 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SF12100 SP x [BOB+13]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS6050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SF12100 SP x [BOB+13]

Heater block 190 166.71 SCS6050 SP Cu 20 [CJK+11]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Heater block Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 6.48 Amperium AMSC Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Soldering iron 226-231 Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [DZG+10]

200 Applied AMSC Steel [BOSF09]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344S AMSC x [BOB+13]

Hot plate 155 Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Hot plate 155 No Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

200 Applied AMSC Steel [BOSF09]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344S AMSC x [BOB+13]

Heater block Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.45 SuperOx Cu [Cel13]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SF12100 SP x [BOB+13]

200 Applied AMSC Steel [BOSF09]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344S AMSC x [BOB+13]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied SF12100 SP x [BOB+13]

Soldering iron 150 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344C AMSC Cu 80 [ZDHG11]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]
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Solder Composition Tl Solder type Flux Rj(77 K) u rjs (77 K) SEM n lc Ac Contact alignment

m% °C nΩ nΩ nΩcm2 nΩcm2 mm mm2

InBi In33Bi67 109 620 236.78 692.91 264.63 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In33Bi67 108 A260, K135 630 204.12 693 224.54 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 116 158 695 1 100 440 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 158 695 1 100 430 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 2.91 698.4 1 6000 (24000) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 55.01 704.13 1 320 (1280) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 8.81 704.8 1 2000 (8000) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 2.25 720 1 8000 (32000) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 150.3 721.44 1 120 (480) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 4.55 728 1 4000 (16000) Bridge, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 720 24.5 731.52 24.89 6 25.4 101.6 Lap, HTS-Substrate

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 6.13 735.6 1 3000 (12000) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Bath 36.49 744.4 1 510 (2040) Bridge, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (1686.98) 803 1 11.9 (47.6) Lap, HTS-HTS

Kester 44 Sn60Pb40 191 Round wire CW8100 820.9 139.82 820.9 139.82 3 25 100 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 516.25 826 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 116 667 880 1 30 132 Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn 116 667 880 1 30 129 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 593.75 950 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 596.88 955 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 608.75 974 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 631.25 1010 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 650 1040 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 690 1104 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 Ribbon 723.13 1157 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 (2759.34) 1181 1 10.7 (42.8) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 756.25 1210 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 763.75 1222 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbBi 43Sn43P16Bi 163 1010 126.56 1231.39 154.30 6 25.4 121.92 Lap, HTS-Substrate

InSn In52Sn48 118 1040 114.31 1267.97 139.37 6 25.4 121.92 Lap, HTS-Substrate

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 800 1280 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb Sn63Pb37 183 1091.25 1746 1 40 160 Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPb 183 (5909.84) 2884 1 12.2 (48.8) Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 (12608.33) 3026 1 12 (48) Lap, HTS-HTS

SnPbBi 43Sn43P16Bi 163 Paste 2720 118.39 3039.87 132.31 6 25.4 111.76 Lap, HTS-Substrate

In In100 157 (15415.81) 6043 1 9.8 (39.2) Lap, HTS-HTS

InSn In52Sn48 118 A260, K135 5700 612.37 6270 673.61 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

In In100 157 A260, K135 6200 775.67 6820 853.24 6 25 110 Lap, HTS-HTS

InBi In66Bi33 71 3240 7047 1 50 217.5 Lap, Sub-Sub
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A.1 Soldering contact database

Heat source T Pretinning Surface preparation Pressure Conductor Producer Stabiliser t Batch Reference

°C MPa µm

Soldering iron 114-119 Yes As manufactured Applied 344B AMSC Brass 110 [DZG+10]

Soldering iron 140 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344B AMSC Brass 150 [ZDHG11]

200 Applied AMSC Steel [BOSF09]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344S AMSC x [BOB+13]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Soldering iron 123-128 Yes As manufactured Applied SCS4050 SP Cu 20 [DZG+10]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Hot bath SuNAM Cu [MZC+15]

Heater block Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.24 SuperOx Cu [Cel13]

Hot plate 185 Yes Cleaning with acetone 0.09 SCS4050 AP SP Cu 5 [KBL+13]

Heater block 200 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

200 Applied AMSC Steel [BOSF09]

Heater block Yes As manufactured Applied 344S AMSC x [BOB+13]

Heater block 200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 205 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 200 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 205 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 200 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 220 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 250 No Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 175 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 7.33 Amperium AMSC Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 205 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 220 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Soldering iron 168-173 Yes As manufactured Applied 348C AMSC Cu 50 [DZG+10]

Soldering iron 123-128 Yes As manufactured Applied 348C AMSC Cu 50 [DZG+10]

Heater block 205 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 250 Yes Applied SCS4050 SP Cu SP17 [LHS+11]

Heater block 210 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8.03 GdBCO SuNAM Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 175 Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 6.53 Amperium AMSC Cu [Cel13]

Heater block 168-173 Yes As manufactured Applied 344B AMSC Brass 110 [DZG+10]

Heater block Yes nitric acid, 70 °C 8 Amperium AMSC Cu [Cel13]

Soldering iron 165 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344S AMSC Steel 170 [ZDHG11]

Soldering iron 170 Yes Cleaned with ethanol/methanol Applied 344S AMSC Steel 170 [ZDHG11]

Hot plate 80 Applied 344C AMSC Cu 50 [PAK+07]
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A.2 FBI-T sample specifications

Samples for the FBI-T measurement have to satisfy dimensional requirements. One of the fol-
lowing variations should be considered during the sample design in order to fit the dimensional
boundary conditions. Following aspects account for any of the three variations:

• The sample terminations will be clamped by screws into the FBI-T terminals.

• The current enters the terminals only from one side.

• One pair of voltage taps is required to detect sample quenches.

• Up to four pairs of voltage taps can be used to determine the critical current Ic. One pair
to cover the magnet high field area is recommended.

• In order to measure the sample temperature most precisely, it would be helpful to have
one CernoxTM SD temperature sensor inside the sample.

Variation 1: Both very long copper terminations are used to enter the current into the sample
and to grip the sample to apply tensile load.

Figure A.1: Variation 1
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Variation 2: The copper terminations are reduced increased in length and a stainless steel
cuboid is attached to the sample to take the grip for the tensile test.

Figure A.2: Variation 2

A.3 Flux-jumping in a superconductor

Fluxjumping in a superconductor slab

When a minimum of heat ∆Qext is supplied to a superconductor, an external magnetic field will
penetrate further into the superconductor. Main reason for this behaviour is the dependency of
the critical current density jc and the temperature T . In the following calculation we estimate a
linear dependency where jc0 is the critical current at the lowest known temperature T0:

jc =
jc0(Tc −T)

Tc −T0
(A.1)

By adding heat ∆Qext locally, the critical current density drops. Hitherto, superconducting
screening currents become resistive currents, dissipating additional heat ∆Qint . Since the
screening currents are reduced, the magnetic field penetrates further into the superconductor.
Figure A.3 demonstrates the magnetic field before and after the flux jump.

In the following we will calculate the generated heat going along with this flux jump on basis
of the assumption that an infinitesimal width δx encapsulates an infinitesimal magnetic flux
change δφ(x) . For the internal heat ∆Q accounts over the cable width x:

∆Qint =

∫ b

a

δq(x)dx (A.2)
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Figure A.3: External magnetic field penetrating a superconductor before (continuous line) and after the flux jump
(dashed line).

Since the electric energy is dissipated in heat, the heat change δq(x) can be calculated by
integrating over the resistive power under the assumption, that within δx , the critical current
density jc is constant:

δq(x) =
∫

I(x)E(x)dt = jc δx δφ(x) (A.3)

with
E(x) = δφ(x)

dt
, I(x) = jc δx.

To calculate the magnetic flux to solve equation A.3 we integrate the flux change over the
x-direction with

δφ(x) =
∫ x

0
∆B(x)dx =

∫ x

0
µ0∆ jc (a− x)dx = µ0∆ jc (ax− x2

2
) (A.4)

having taken into account Ampère’s circuital law and the fact, that the electric field along the
conductor width is zero (E=0)

∇×B = µ0 j + µ0ε0
∂E

dt
→

∂By

∂x
= µ0 jc .

Combining formula A.2 and formula A.4 results in

∆Qint =
1
a

∫ a

0
µ0 jc∆ jc(ax− x2

2
)dx = µ0 jc∆ jc

a2

3
. (A.5)

With our assumption from A.1, the rise in critical current ∆ jc is

∆ jc = − jc
∆T

Tc −T0

and the internal increase in heat becomes
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∆Qint = −
µ0 j2

ca2

3(Tc −T0)
∆T .

Taking into account the external heat ∆Qext , the effective specific heat per unit mass γC is

γCe f f =
∆Qext +∆Qint

∆T
=
∆Qext

∆T
− µ0 j2

ca2

3(Tc −T0)
= γC− µ0 j2

ca2

3(Tc −T0)

where γ is the density and C is the specific heat. It is obvious, that the energy of the screening
currents (last term) reduces the specific heat per unit mass. Worst case scenario would be when
the effective specific heat per mass γCe f f becomes zero. Any slight disturbance would lead to
a tremendous rise in temperature and therefore to a spontaneous flux jump.

The minimum condition to prevent this incident is

0 = γC− µ0 j2
ca2

3(Tc −T0)

with the defined stability parameter β

β =
µ0 j2

ca2

γC(Tc −T0)
!
≤ 3.

For β values below 3, spontaneous flux jumps occur. The whole composition is adiabatic due
to the fact, that there is no heat exchange with the environment.

Thermal and magnetic diffusion

The diffusion equation for a constant diffusion coefficient is

∂n(x, t)
∂t

= D∆n(x, t).

In case of our superconductor the equations are

∂T(x, t)
∂t

= DT∆T(x, t),

∂B(x, t)
∂t

= Dm∆B(x, t),

∂ j(x, t)
∂t

= Dm∆ j(x, t),

where Dm = ρ/µ0 is the magnetic and DT = k/γC is the thermal diffusivity. These differential
equations have been solved for a variation of boundary conditions. The solution for linear heat
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flow in a solid within the boundary of two planes is described by Carslaw and Jaeger [QUELLE].
The dominant proportionality of the solution is

T, B, j ∼ e
−Dπ2 t

4a2

where the characteristic time τj for the diffusion process is

τj =
4a2

π2Dm

Flux-jumping in tape structure

So far we only considered a superconductor slab. However, when thinking of a superconductor
tape, the structure is quite different, especially when considering additional copper as thermal
and electrical stabiliser. Furthermore we estimate current exceeding the critical current jc is
carried in the copper stabiliser. Therefore, the current spilled over into the copper stabilisation is

λ∆ jc
1−λ ,

where λ is the superconductor ratio inside the tape conductor.

Therefore, the internal generated heat ∆Qint (equation A.5) changes for a tape structure with
electrical stabilisation into

∆Qint = µ0λ jc λ∆ jc
a2

3
.

Again we consider a linear temperature dependency of the critical current (A.1) and gain

∆Qint =
µ0λ

2 j2
ca2

3(TC −T0)
∆T .

Considering the time τj to the peak value of ∆T , the overall heat balance equation becomes

∆Qext +
µ0λ

2 j2
ca2

3(TC −T0)
∆T = γC∆T + hτj

∆T
a
.

Replacing τj and substituting a proportionally increased stabiliser resistivity ρ/(1−λ) we
gain

∆Qext +
µ0λ

2 j2
ca2

3(TC −T0)
∆T = γC∆T +

h∆T 4a2(1-λ)
aπ2ρ

µ0.

The effective specific heat for a superconducting additionally stabilised tape is

γCe f f = γC− µ0λ
2 j2

ca2

3(TC −T0)
+

h∆T 4a2(1-λ)
aπ2ρ

µ0
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A.3 Flux-jumping in a superconductor

with the condition to prevent a spontaneous flux jump for a superconductor tape of

β =
µ0λ

2 j2
ca²

γC(TC −T0)
= 3

(
1+

4ha(1-λ)
π2ργC

µ0

)
.

So far, the transport current jt was not taken into account. When considering a transport
current, ∆Qint changes to

∆Qint =
µ0λ

2 j2
ca3

3(TC −T0)2a
∆T ((1− i)3+ (1+ i)3) = µ0λ

2 j2
ca2

3(TC −T0)
(1+3i2).

Together with the characteristic time τj calculated on basis of the longest dimension

τj =
4c2

π2Dm
=

4a2

π2Dm
(1+ i)2,

the condition for spontaneous flux jump becomes

β =
µ0λ

2 j2
ca2

γC(TC −T0)
≤ 3

i+3i2

(
1+

4ha(1-λ)
π2ργC

µ0(1+ i)2
)
.
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B Designations and abbreviations
1G first generation
2G second generation
3D three dimensional
AC alternating current
Ag silver

AMSC American Superconductor
Ba barium
Bi bismuth
CORC Conductor on Round Core
CS central solenoid
Cu copper
DEMO DEMOnstration Power Plant
Dy dysprosium
ELM edge-localized mode
FBI tensile force (F) - magnetic field (B) - sample current (I)
FS full-size
FWD first wall dose
G10 a common glass-fibre-reinforced-plastic type
γ gamma ray
1H hydrogen
2H deuterium
3H tritium
4He helium
HTS high temperature superconductor
IBAD ion beam assisted depositioning
In indium
In33Bi67 solder consisting of 33% indium and 67% bismuth
In50Sn50 solder consisting of 50% indium and 50% tin
In52Sn48 solder consisting of 52% indium and 48% tin
In66Bi33 solder consisting of 66.3% indium and 33.7% bismuth
In80Pb15Ag5 solder consisting of 80% indium, 15% lead and 5% silver
ITEP Institute for Technical Physics
ITER International Experimental Thermonuclear Reactor
JET Joint European Torus
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KERI Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
LHD Large Helical Device
LN2 liquid nitrogen
LTS low temperature superconductor
ν neutrino
O2 oxygen
OFHC oxygen-free high thermal conductivity copper
Pb lead
PF poloidal field
p+ positron
RACC Roebel Assembled Coated Conductor
REBCO rare-earth-barium-copper-oxide
SCS4050 copper stabilized REBCO tapes from SuperPower, 4 mm wide
SEM standard error of the mean
Sn tin
Sn12Bi49Pb18In21solder consisting of 12% tin, 49% bismuth , 18% lead and 21% indium
Sn40Pb60 solder consisting of 40% tin and 60% lead
Sn60Pb40 solder consisting of 60% tin and 40% lead
Sn60Pb38Cu2 solder consisting of 60% tin, 38% lead and 2% copper
Sn63Pb37 solder consisting of 63% tin and 37% lead
Sn93In4.6Pb2.3 solder consisting of 93% tin, 4.6% indium and 2.3% lead
Sn94Ag4 solder consisting of 94% tin and 4% silver
Sn96.5Ag3.5 solder consisting of 96.5% tin and 3.5% silver
Sn96.5Ag3Cu0.5 solder consisting of 96.5% tin, 3% silver and 0.5% copper
SS stainless steel
STC Stacked Tape Cable
TF toroidal field
TSTC Twisted Stacked Tape Cable
TVO translated Russian abbreviation for “thermally resistant, water resistant,

pressurized“
u atomic mass unit
VRMS root mean square voltage
W 7-X Wendelstein 7-X
Y yttrium
YBCO yttrium-barium-copper-oxide
Zr zirconium
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C Index of symbols
a minor radius of the plasma torus (m)
a half conductor width (mm)
Ac contact area (mm2)
Aavg average pressure area (mm2)
ACu copper cross-section area (mm2)
Aeff effective pressure area (mm2)
Atot total pressure area (mm2)
Ass stainless steel cross-section area (mm2)
α fit parameter
α thread angle (°)
B magnetic field (T)
Bc1 critical magnetic field of Meißner phase (T)
Bc2 critical magnetic field of Shubnikov phase (T)
Bcth thermodynamic critical magnetic field (T)
Birr irreversibility field (T)
β ratio between thermal and magnetic pressure inside a plasma
β friction angle (°)
βlim stability criterion
chelix ratio of helix pitch to arc length
Ceff effective specific heat capacity (J·kg−1 ·K−1)
dh friction diameter (mm)
dp pitch diameter (mm)
∆Qint dissipated heat (J)
∆Qext external heat (J)
E electric field (V·m−1)
Ec critical electric field (V·m−1)
ε strain (%)
fl lift factor
Fpre preload force (N)
γ unit mass (kg)
h heat transfer coefficient (W·m−2·K−1)
h twist pitch (mm)
i ratio of transfer current to critical current
I current (A)
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Ic critical current (A)
jc critical current density (A ·m−2)
jeng engineering current density (A·mm−2)
lc contact length (mm)
lsp single piece length (m)
λ filling factor
m number of superconductor tapes per sample
M torque (Nm)
µf friction coefficient
n number of observations
n sample size
n number of HTS tapes per strand
nwind number of coil windings
N number of measured quantities
p pressure (Pa)
pavg average pressure (MPa)
pcoil coil perimeter (mm)
peff effective pressure (MPa)
ptot total pressure (MPa)
psample pressure experienced by the entire sample (MPa)
ptape pressure experienced by a single tape (MPa)
P power (W)
Pj thermal power generated per joint (W)
q safety factor of the toroidal magnet confinement
Q fusion gain factor
rjs specific joint resistance (Ω·cm2)
R0 major radius of the plasma torus (m)
Rc contact resistance (Ω)
Rcurv curvature radius (mm)
Rin intrinsic resistance (Ω)
Rj joint resistance (Ω)
RRR residual-resistance ratio
ρ electrical resistivity (Ω ·mm2 ·m−1)
s(Xi,k) experimental standard deviation
s(X̄i) standard error of the mean (SEM)
σθ hoop stress (N·m−2)
t cable thickness (mm)
t stabiliser thickness (mm)
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t time (s)
ts solder layer thickness (µm)
tstack superconductor stack thickness (mm)
ttape superconductor tape thickness (mm)
T temperature (K)
Tc critical temperature (K)
Top operation temperature (K)
TR room temperature (K)
Ts specific soldering temperature (°C)
u(xi) type A standard uncertainty
u(Xi) type B standard uncertainty
uc(y) combined standard uncertainty
U voltage (V)
w cable width (mm)
w tape width (mm)
wtot entire tape width required for one cable (mm)
Xi measured quantity
X̄i arithmetic mean of a measured quantity
y arithmetic mean of the measurand
Y measurand
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